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Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
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week. $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
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Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
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Monday aud .Tuesday, Jan. 3d aud 4th,
By particular request, the Romantic Drama of

Wednesday,

5th

Jan.

aud

TICKET

Fall and Winter

!

MAN

LEAVE

OF

!

DIVOR O E
in., until 9 p.

m.

Clothing

!

half of the second term of
Dauciug School
will liegin
MONDAY EVENING, JAN. 3d,
—

AT

THE PRIZE !

37 Plum Streat.

No.

The third lecture to the course will be delivered
MONDAY EVENING, Jan. 3d, by

E. H. ELWELL,
Subject—“Conversation.”
(Mechanic*’ Building) Cor. Congrea* aud
Caaco Street*.
L. F. PINGREE,

dec30d4t

Chairman.

JUBILEE SINGERS

Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 and 19 Fluent Block
dtf
nov8

H. L. GREGG &

CO.,

OX

—

walker,

_dim
H. HOWE & SON.

Civil Engineers and Architects,
17G Middle Street.

—

TUESDAY, JANUARY 4, 1876.
troupe of Southerners is creating great excitement wherever they have sung their Plantation
songs. They are said to be fully equal to tbe Nashville Juilbee Singers, who are now in Europe. This
troupe, though they all were raised in the South,
now hail Irom New England, and are gaining greatcredit to themselves wherever they have sung, and
it only remains for them to be heard to be appreciated.
They will give concerts in all of the principal cities
in the New England States.
d7t
de28

LATE MTTSIC HALL.
w. w. larrahee. .Proprietor.
j. H. cooke.Stage Manager.

FOURTH IVEEK of this Temple of Amusement.

7

Performances on New Year’s Day. Afternoon at
Evening at 8.
Martina Cfiarin*ki, the Celebrated Wire
W^al ker
2

2.

OF ADMISSION

88 MIDDIE

Matinee every Katarday at !l P. M.
Matinee prices 25 cts. to all parts of the House.
dtf
decl3
_

MUSIC HALL.
ONLY,

NIGHT

January 5tli.

&

Sheridan

Mack’s

Grand Combination of Specialty Artist* !
including tke following celebrities:
MISS ALECLA JOURDAN, Male and Female
Character Artist; MISS ROSA LEIGH, Queen of
Song; MISS GRACE EDGERTON, Soubrette; MR.
J.D. KELLY, Musical Genius; MR. W. TURNER,
the Lightning Caricaturist; MU. J. B. DONNIKER.
Solo Violinist; MR. S. PERCY, Grotesque Dancer;
MR. WM. ALLEN, Comedian; MR. F. A. FENN,
Antipodean Wonder; and MESSRS. SHERIDAN AND MACK., America’s greatest Actors
and Comedians. Prices of admission, 35, 50 and 75
cents. Reserved seats may be had at the Box Office
W. S. IRVING, Agent,
on Tuesday.
dec31-lw.

IN

WE

WHAT

SEE

Loans and Discounts. $589,303 85
Overdrafts.:....
1,309 12
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
300,000 00

DOING !

GENUINE SILK AND WOOL SUITS FOR $12.50, former price $14.00, sold by all
others for $10.00 and $18,00.
ELEGANT BANKET GOODS DOUBLE RREASTED REEFING SUITS, $13.00,
can’t be bought less than $20.00 in this city.
WOOL LINED REEFERS FOR $4.90, sold by all others lor $6.00.
OVERCOATS FOR $6 00, $7.00, $9.00, $11.00, $14.00, $16 00. These coats are all
“A 1” in every respect and 30 per cent. lower than the lowest.
GENUINE ELYSIAN BEAVER OVERCOATS, Silk Lined. Silk Velvet Collar and
Imported Binding for $39.00 ; can’t be had of any Custom Tailor less than $60.00.
These coats are first-class in every respect and are gotten up expressly for our best
trade,

BALL,

ONIAT

THINK

CHILDREN '8

Beds, Mattresses,
XcD.uongh Paten! Bed Loangei,

Bn.

ameled

Chair., Ac.
33F-AU kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-*6iITT&Stt
oxed and matted.

MDERSON8&DOW,
GENERAL

OF

MODEL

&

our nice Suits now selling at cost.
Don’t delay too long.
only lasts daring this month, and ends Junuary 1, IS76.

Remember this great sale

TIIE

GREAT

FREE

—

Wednesday Evc’ng, Jan. 5,

FLOOR MANAGERS:

H, St. John Smith.
Mr. E. A. Noyes,

Mr. H. Kotzschmar,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mr. H. Deering,
Mr. L. C. Wade,
Mr. E. Hersey,
Mr. K. M. Rand,
Mr. E. E. Preble,

Mr. F.

Doors open at

8

7 o'clock; Dancing to commence at

o’clock.
Outside garments are excluded from the floor.
Refreshments served during the evening.
MUSIC

S-

es

e

a

a

rs

&.

b

51
$

BY

CHANDLER.

obtained of F. F. Hale, Dresser,
Tickets can
McLellan & Co., J. E. Sturgis & Co., and at the
tlec30dlw
door.
lie

Army & Navy Course

S'

a

g

.g

®

On tbi« occasion

THE BOSTON ENBLISH OPERA CO.
will present Win. Vincent Wallace’s Beautiful Opera

®

o

h

Evening ticket» 75 cents with reserved seat—for
sale at VVra. E. Thornes’, under Music Hall, and at
the door. Doors open at 6.30. Opera begius at 8.
janl-td

DEVOS’S

-BrilliantOIL,

This furnace is without exaggeration,
the most powerful heating furnace ever
made. It has the best Orate and Sifter
ever put in a furnace. The radiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

Warranted
ECONOMY

Allat
jaul

a

co,

Portland.

Vaults Cleaned.
ORDERS promptly attended tobyeaiili],
or

addressing

B. GIBSON,
588 Congress Street

THE

CITY

OF

—

PORTLAND, ME.,
—FROM—

Jan. 20 to
95000

in

26, ’76, inclusive, IF TOD DESIRE AM APPROPRIATE

Premiums to be Distributed.

Arrangements have been made with the Hail roads,
Express Companies, etc., at reduced rates.
be exhibited in pairs.
specimens
For premium lists, etc., address
CHAS. A. EATON, Sec’y.
de22d&w5w51
Portland, Me.
All

must

SQUARE,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

And nil

Prruoii. Interested.
it known, That, the Jail Workshop is completed and ready lor the machinery required to operate the name, wishing to commence work at the
earliest possible time, we are now ready to consult
with, or receive communications from, parties interested in all kinds ot light manufacturing in view to

Be

contract for the use of said workshop and
the labor ot the prisoners in the County Jail.
EDWIN C.
County
WILLIAM SMALL,

making

TIIE NEW

g McLean &

2

AT

^ AIM:—TO

Hooper ^

a

S. WESCOTT, President.
1. REMSEN LANE, Secretary.

ROLLINS, LORING"!

ADAMS Apts.
“dtf

WHAT THE

1835

Insurance
Has

1875

Company

Dane for its Folicy-IIolders

Total amount paid to Policy-Holders from
organization to Jan. 1, 1875.$17,902,165
Total amount of present investments for

Policy-Holders.1. 13,581,118
Total premium receipts from organization to Jan. 1,1875_$28,252,125
Total interest received.

3,261,458

$31,483,483 $31,483,583
the entire principal, and

Thus it will be seen that
$3,000,000 of interest has been saved to the Members of this Company, after having paid all the expenses ot conducting the business.
Or, in other
words, the Company’s payments to, and present investments for, its
amount to $3,231,458 more than it has received in premiums.
It is evident, the Company that absorbs the least
in running expenses, can furnish Life Insurance the

over

Policy-Holders,

cheapest.
New England Co.’s expenses of manage-

V cent.

3.81V cent.
The conclusion to which careful investigation and
unbiased judgment will lead one is, that there is
nothing desiraDle in Life Insurance, which may not
he secured by a Policy Holder in the old New
England Company of Boston.
Energetic and reliable men wanted to
represent this Company in Maine. Address

€

TAB

BOX,

General Agent.
Office—t'or.of Middle A Exchange Streets,
Portland, Mnine.
oct9dt

FOR

Christmas Presents

SKATES I

00

382,863 01
479,440 00

1

p
P

Q
Z

We guarantee
PMbc tally equal

these Machine. to
ia J.TV EE, FIN.
I lull, CAPACITY aodOUKIBILs—i ITV to the Machines Bold by other
companies at SOU.
Call and emmine or send for cir*
L

cnlnr.

dcel5d&wtf

Business Chance.
^ will buy a genteel legitimate business;
^ fi all established; with stock and fixtures;
and profits large; good reason for selling.
GEORGE ULMER*
FT

Particulars at office of
E. 8. ItIDLON,
dec27dtf
119 1*9 Exchange Street.

A

AGENT

FOR

ULMER t
MAINE,

^ 257 1-2 MIDDLE

g

STREET.*

$25 $25 $25 $25

as

Co.,

12 Wall

Street, New York,

who

possess

worldwide reputation for their strict integrity, ot«r to 8em* gratuitously for one year their Financial
Weekly Report, and a book explaining how sums
irom ten dollars
to thousands
may be invested.
Those who invest little have the same
advantage as
large operators.
Send for their Weekly.—Boston
Post, Nov. 12th. Address
ACEX. FROTHINGHAM A CO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 2 Wall St., N. Y.
ma26

a

deodly

CHRISTMAS CAROLS.
By Howard. 38 eta.
ANTHEM. There were Shepherds. Millard. 75
MERRY CHRISTMAS. Piano piece. Wilson. 60

TIMM

OO
OO

Perfect Combustion.
No other Lamp witli so littlo
odor. Better light than Gas,
costing but a trifle to run,Warranted to give
satisfaction.
Send for circular or call and see
the Lamp in operation.
The following are but samples
of favorable reports from those
using this Lamp.

$370 OO

deod

Hayes

MUSIC 2

obtained in the United States,
Canada, and Europe; terms as
low as those ol any other reliable house.
Correspondence invited in the English and foreign

languages,

er

Instruments

and Music
—

BRASS AMD STRIMG BAMD.
Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for
GEO. WOODS & CO.’8 ORGANS.
All orders hy mail promptly attended to. Please
decH
call or send for Catalogue.
dly

jam

300 M.

Dry

r\ TT

PI noral

minion

a

ml invimHnns.

References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett, Ex-Commis-

sioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. H. Kelley,
Esq.. Sec’y National Grange, Louisville, Ky., and
the Danish and Swedish ministers at Washington,

Ml# Commercial Street, Fool of Centre Ht
nelii
eodtf

or

reserve

commu-

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
with

journal.

Ntale Temperance Convention.
The temperance men and women of Maine, of all
religious, political and temperance organizations, and
those not connected with either, are invited to meet
at Meonian Hall, in Augusta, on Wednesday, January 19th, 1876, at 11 o’clock A. M., for the purpose of
holding a Mass Temperance Convention.
This being the centennial year of our national existence, it is highly important and fitting that we
should meet in convention and declare ourselves free
and independent of King Alcohol, and take every
means in our power to declare
against him a war of
utter extermination.
Among the many questions that it may be proper
to consider, the following are important:—What
can be done to aid the reform clubs in their noble
work?’* “How can we encourage and help those noble women who are organizing crusade movements
and women Christian temperance societies?”
“Is
there not a necessity that something should be done

t9 more effectually

suppress the sale of intoxicating
“Should not the varithe State take more
decided and active measures in this great cause?”
“Ought not the legislative, judicial, executive and
municipal bodies of our state to take stronger and
more decisive measures for the
surpression of the
great evil of intemperance?’, “Should not the various temperance organizations of the state receive the
encouragement of every frfend of temperance?”
It seems to us that there has not been for several
years a more favorable crisis in the temperance
movement in this state than the present.
The work
done by the several temperance organizations, together with the co-operation of the faithful women
engaged^in this work, should encourage every friend
of the cause and prompt to renewed diligence.
The convention will probably be continued through
Thursday. While we caDnot promise free accommodation to those attending the convention, yet we will
make an effort to secure board at reduced rates. The
usual reduction of fare may be expected on the several railroads and steamboats,
Come one, come all.

cider and

domestic wines?”

religious denominations of

ous

JOSHUA NYE,

I). B.
G. O.

C.
IHfSend Stamp for

Patents,”

a

our

‘‘Guide fob obtaining

book of 50 pages.

Address:—I.OUI* BAGGER A CO., Solicitors of Patents, Washittqton, D.
c., P. L
Uo*
dec28dtf

***■_

WILLIS’ PATENT

Ice

Creeper

Reliable, Durable,
Cheap.

The only perfect creepei
made; protecting heel and
sole. Wholesale and retail bj

HENRY TALLMAN,
L. R. CALL,

RANDALL,
PAYSON,

H. M.

DANIEL ALLEN,

M. W. HALL,
JOHN S. KIMBALL,

BRYANT,

HENRY FARRINGTON,
GEO. W. HILTON,
J. M.

HUTCHINS,

JOHN ALLEN.
GEO. E. BRACKETT,
State Temperance Committee.

ABNER TOWNSEND,

Recognition.
At the close of the year four gentlemen
retired from office in this county whose long
and conspicuously faithful and efficient service make a word of recognition appropriate
at this time:
,
Hon. John A. Waterman of Gotham
has been elected to the important office of
Judge of Probate three times, having held
the office more thau twelve years. In that
period,it is safe to say that one-fourth of the estates in the conuty have been in the Probate
Court for settlement. Those who know most
of the business of the office are free to declare
that Judge Waterman has not only been an
efficient officer but that he has always brought
to the discharge of his delicate and responsible duties a conscientious purpose to adminter justice to all.
It may be said of Judge
Waterman with the utmost truthfulness that
he has won the esteem and confidence of his
fellow citizens aud is entitled to be called a
just judge. It is a matter of congratulation
that Judge Waterman is succeeded by a gentleman who will prove the worthy successor
of so excellent a public officer as he has been.
Daniel W. Fessenden Esq has been
Clerk of the Courts for fifteen yeais. He has
so discharged the many and intricate duties
of his office as to merit the commendation of
all those who have been intimately brought
in connection with him. Careful, honest,
intelligent, he is known by bench and bar as
the model clerk. Mr, Fessenden has hosts of

friends, who,

in the

expressive vocabulary of

the West “will go out to die for' him” when
occasion offers.
William K. Neal Esq has fairly achieved
the reputation of being an efficient and painstaking officer and had his name been submitted to the people for re-election outside of
party bias, he would have received a large
majority of the votes of the county.
Edwin C. Townsend, Esq., has been a
County Commissioner for three years, during
the last of which he has heen chairman of
the Board. He has been distinguished by
good sense, industry and a practical knowledge of affairs. He is entitled to special
credit for his efforts to establish work-shops
in connection with the county jail, a beneficent enterprise which he has watched and
fostered with untiring zeal from its inception
to its recent successful
accomplishment.
Every friend of humanity will award full
meed of praise and congratulation to him for
this crowning achievement of his official life,
ne has been in all ways useful to the county.
Cumberland county will indeed be fortunate should its offices of honor and trust fall
into the hands of gentlemen so conspicuously
efficient and, faithful as those we have
named above.
It appears that the Versailles government
not so severe with the captured Com-

munists as has been

generally supposed. In
all 47,243 persons were brought by name
before the councils of war.
There were 95
condemnations to death of prisoners in hand,
though but nine persons were actually executed, the sentences of the others having
been commuted. Of these nine two were executed as military deserters, the others as
murderers.
But 13,450 of those arraigned
were condemned to any penalty, and of these
3,313, nearly ore-fourth were condemned
par contumance, having fled the country.
But 7499 are now undergoing imprisonment,
and 7400 of these are old offenders, who had
previously been convicted of crimes in the
ordinary courts of justice, and who escaped
during the reign of the Commune.
Certain Americans in Berlin have done a
foolish thing by holding a public meeting and
protesting against strictures upon the American character which appeared in Berlin news
papers. The strictures were grossly unjust il
is true, but they carried their refutatior
with them, and were not of sufficient importance to justify an indignation meeting. The
American residents have only succeeded it
making themselves ridiculous.

R. LEVICK, SON & CO.
Sole Manufacturers, 724 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Trade supplied at liberal discount. Sample
de21eodtm
pair by mail $1.00.

Apples,

Butter, &c.

500 Bblr. Prime Michigan Apple*
“
tlOO
Pastern Baldwins.
50 Tuba Choice JBntter.
4000 libs. Cheese from beat Maine
tariea.
Lbs. New Prunes.

Fnc-

*00i>

—

SMITH

Jo-1

FOR

&

SALE BY

—

PHILBROOK,
Street.^
Can be

SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED

|'i

Without the

use

of

the

)

KNIFE

I

And without paiu. Address,
DR. A. II. BROWN,
208 Chapel Street,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.,
Enclosing tweuty-tive cents foi

yjjll

or

de22d&w6mPamphlet

CAUSTICS

and

Postage.

Notice.
requiring work doue please apply tc
“Home” oi W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plaii
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroid
ering and fancy-work in wools, &c., Ac,
oc20tf

PERSONS

was London, Ontario, ant
London, England, whose chamber ol
commerce resolved in favor of a protcctiv*
system, has rendered a trifle ridiculous the
many ingenious speculations in which the
But it is
newspapers indulged themselves.
true that England feels some apprehension
that she may soon cease to be the workshop
of the world, and that her free-trade areloi
has in consequence measurably cooled.

Tuere has been

a very strong expression
Republican papers of the state in favoi
of the election of Hon. L. A. Emery as Attorney General accompanied by high commendations of his capacity and attainments,
Among others, the Easlport Sentinel, the
Calais Advertiser, the Rockland Free Press,
the Presque Isle Sunrise, and the Bangoi
Whig & Courier favor his selection for the
position.

the

New Orleans is boasting that her peopk
honest it is not necessary to provid<
the street cars with conductors, and assert:
that Northern cities do not dare to trust t(
the honor of passengers. Portland has lonj
had the conductorless cars, and no complain:
has ever been made.
Chicago is the onlj
Northern Sity that is airaid to subject he:
citizens to the temptation of stealing sis
are so

a Market

1T1T\

The fact that it

not

by

A very funny book has
just been published in London. Its object is to
prove that
laughter is an imbecile and

demoralizing
habit, and it succeeds In provoking the very
practice which it deprecates.
Among other
absurd things it accuses Milton of
lending his
pen to “the propagation of loose principles
and the encouragement of licentious actions.”
The opening passage in L’Allegro is denounced as “an alluring incentive to debauchery,” and “a seducing invocation to the
indulgence of the grossest, the most vitiating, the most brutifying of all the sensual
appetites.” This is frightful.
Current Notes.

_

D.

1 & 11-4 Inch

FIRST QUALITY FLOORING,
For sale in lots or car loans at Cargo Prices.
J. XV. PEEKING,

At-

and a full description 01
your invention. We wii:
make an examination al
the Patent Office, and i:
#
we think it patentable, will send yon
papers and ad
vice, and prosecute your case, Our fee will he in ordinary cases, $25.
or written in all mati
T

I

Southern Pine Flooring.

Inventors,

1

The best Kerosene Lamp I evused. WILLIAM O. FOX.
The best I ever used.
JAMES G. TUKEY.
dtf

with

torneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hand*
ot' other attorneys. In rejected cases our fees arc
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are successful.
If yon want a Patent
send us a model or sketch

a

constantly on
Violius.
Guitars, Flutes, Accordions,
Banjos, Harmonicas, Clarionets,
FOR

Douglass.

used the Tubular Standard Lamp and like it. Want
no better.
JAMES E. CARTER.

PORTLAND, ME.,

ol the Latest Popular Mnsic.
Large Collection
Also
hand
—

&

1 have

Collins & Buxton,

strings

ULMER & HE HR,

LAMP !

No Gases to Explode.

Every one that pays me three dollars for Photographs I shall give them one of the above presents.
A. M. IMcKifiNNY, 480 12 Cougres* Hr.

Cornets and all

STAJMD

STATE.

35 Temple Street, near Congress.
tf
<le6_

Sate,EMnpmciit

OO

130 OO
300 00

dec21

THE

IN

Skates ground and all kinds of Mechanical Repairing done in the be»t style.

Order the above books of any of the principal music
or by mail, [enclosing retail price] of

00
00

1.30,

2.

Have just received

Is the average monthly profit estimated to he paid to
nolders of stock privileges by various hankers in Wall
Street. The house of Messrs. Alexander Frotbing-

j ^<S8, 92.x.'

Uniform in style, price and binding with the
splendid book, we have other books of
“Gems, German, Scottish and Sacred; also
of best Irish Melodies, and the choicest Operatic Songs.

$30 OO
30
20
IO
IO
3

Cutlery

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
decl4
d& w2w

3 00
3 00
3 00
160 00

1,

522 CONGRESS ST.,

“1,500,000”
ham &

300 Presents,

Song!

1“

necessarily tor publication

was

dealers,

3,
3,

p

H GEORGE

^

9

Ein

Song!,

Gladden your Sabbath School by introducing
Shining River. One of the sweetest of song books.

One Gold Watch,
$30,
TwoSilver Watcheii £3 each,
One Ice Pitcher.
20,
One Rutter Dish,
IO,
One Cake Basket,
IO.
One Breakfast Castor, 3,
One Spoon Holder,
3,

One Goblet.
1-2 Bozen Forks.
80 Presents Valued.
lOO Presents Valued,

^izeTmgLf2

PLEASE.

Follows:

fv

of the best
Song! I
I songs extant, cotlected
in
a
handsome
!
Song !
|U1U8I°
Song!

at

not

PRICES

Also the only complete stock of

d3t

Centennial Collection for Old Folks’ Concerts. 40 cts. By E. Tonrjee.

dtf

splendid assortment

VERY LOW

86

Cost.

nov!2

A

615 00
421,106 69
8,867 93
1.963 63
74,263 60

Rejoice the hearts of the Old Folks with

Awiy 500 Presents

j)

1875.

09
00
00
09
14
20,000 00
03
7,127
18.102 94
40,200 22
26,441 00
1,814 25
20,000 00
23,977 50

above

—

§ Holiday Presents!
I Shall Give

Improved Elastic Lock-Stitch

TOWNSEND,)

sales

THE MOST ARTISTIC WORK
Moderate

ileodCm

ATTENTION CONTRACTORS !

Clift !

Holiday

DURABILITY

Nutter Bros. & Co.,
ang2

...

V.

STATE OF MAINE, I
Cumberland, ss.
j
I, B. C.Somerby, Cashier of‘ The Canal National
Bank of Portland,** do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
B. C. SOMERBt, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this Thirtyfirst day of Dec., 1875.
GEO. C, PETERS,
Justice of the Peace.
Correct Attest,
W. IV. THOMAS,)
G. F. SHEPLEY, 5 Directors.
WM. HAMMOND,)

Gems of English
Gems Of English
Gems of English
Gems of English
Gems of English

HALL,

chasing.

29 MARKET

84(10,000.00
1,490.934.89
63,789.64

...

Liabilities,

ment to total assets in 1874 was.. 1.31
tor a liLife Confpanies
in Massdchusetts in

MUSICAL GIFTS FOB CHRISTMAS!
MUSICAL GIFTS FOB HEW-TEARS!

will be held iu the

Perfectly Gas Tight,
AND

Capital,

Assets,

Average expenses
doing business

—

jam

Association

Poultry

Please call and examine it before pur-

dl*-|

<ltf

VISIT

UNEQUALLED.

15th,

jant

OF THE

fe

2

For sale by
chan. McLaughlin
aulCeod<Ssw6m

lie

SAMUEL DINGLEy,
Commissioners.
County Commissioners’ Office, Portland, Me.. Dec.

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
AllGMICERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.

Exhibition

201 MIDDLE ST.,
Watches and Jewelry,
Spectacles, Opera Glasses,
Silver Ware, Clocks, etc.
201, Nearly Opp. the Falmouth.

—

of

MARITARTA !

THE THIRD

□

LAST ENTERTAINMENT.

CITY HALL,
Thursday evening, Jail. 6, 1876.

OP

Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits.
Certified checks.
Cashiers checks outstanding.
Due to other national banks.

Admission 25 cents.

i!
«

TICKETN 30 CENTS.

60

Capital stock.$ 600,000
Surplus fund.120,000 00

—

S

x

RS4

Jacob McLellax, )
Russell Lewis. } Directors.
Geo. S. Hunt,
)
,itt

Legal tender notes.
Five per cent, redemption fund.

Annual

®

b

Jr.,

■

Banking bouse...

Iron

tJ

®

57
26
88
06
43

116,511 45

Current expenses.
Checks and other cash items...
Exchanges for clearing house....
Bills ot other national banks.
Fractional currency and nickels.

Boynton’s

fta

Jj

4,322

3,467

Other undivided prolits.262.803 01
National bank notes outstanding.

OQ

2

YORK,

LIABILITIES.

b

w

00

$1,969,119

2

3STKW

JANUARY 1st, 1875.

$1,969,119 80

Wi

2

33,300
3,972
30,050
17,429

..

novlOdtf

--

OB’

814 62
171,946 CO

Loans and discounts.$1,149,111
U. S. bonds to secure circulation.
533,000
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages.
13,100
Due from redeeming and reserve agents.
109,053
Dae from other national banks..
0,502

FCRMCE.

Mr.

Mr. H. T. Whipple,
Mr. E. Rolle,
Mr. W. W. Thomas,
Mr. J. P. Lewis,
Mr. C. Haines,
H. Jordan.

117,069
264,000

RESOURCES.

dly

2

Hanover Fi reinsurance Co.

00
00
92
00

I

STOVES.

o

59

At Close of Business Dec. 17,1875.

Legal business of oil kinds promptly at-

rs
a

00

(Seal.)

—

Exchange Street,

Wrought

STATEMENT OF THE

R.

County op Cumberland ss. )
I, Charles Payson,Cashier of the above named bank,
solemnly swear that the above statement is true
to the best ofmy knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 30th day of
December, 1875.
CHAS. 0. BANCROFT, Notary Public.

CRAM,

Richardson &

13,500

ADAMS,

_AGENTS.

PORTLAND, NXE.,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Under tlie auspices of the following Ladies and
Gentlemen:
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott,
Mrs. St. John Smith,
Hon. A. W. H. Clapp,
Mrs. John T. Gilman,
Mrs. Edmund Phinney, Hon. J. W. Symonds,
Hon. S. E. Spring,
Mrs. J. B. Carroll.
Hon. C- W. Goddard,
Mrs. Samuel Kolte,
Hon. A. E. Stevens,
Mss. I. P.Farrington,
Hon. Geo, T. Davis,
Mrs. Jacob McLellan,
Hon. Geo. F. Talbot,
Mrs. J. T. Lewis.
Mrs. Nathaniel Deering, Gen. S. J. Anderson.
Gen. J. D. Fessenden,
Mrs. Bion Bradbury,
Mark P. Emery, Esq.,
Mrs. John Rand,
Mrs. W. H. Anderson, Cyrus S. Clark. Esq,,
Daniel W. Fessenden, Esq.,
Mrs. E. M. Raud,
William 1. Thom, Esq.
-Miss Clapp,

Maine,

0ctl2

D.

tended to.

00
00

LORING &

ROLLINS,

C!ash

1,217
18,000

CANAL NATIONAL BANK,

233 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Brown Si.

P.

00

Q1 199

—

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.
alCdtt

JOHN

13,944

KEPOKT OF THE CONDITIO*

STREET

Opposite head of

Tnf-.nl_

dec31

CLOTHIERS,

5<> Market Street, Printers Exchange,

ties at the

-ON

Other

Correct—Attest

markers’ Tools,
mathematical. Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

74

76

do

Watch and Chronometer

G. A. CLARK, IS.

2,110

Capital Stock paid in.... $300,000
60.000
Surplus Fund.

State op

€. D. B. FISK & €0.,

JOBBER,

POTtTT-.AlSM). ME.

61

indispensable,

but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

GKO. T. CRAM, President.
JAMES NEWMAN. Secretary.

deco

IT!

MANUFACTURER OF

Jul

Net amount of unpaid losses.. .$39,928 65

LIABILITIES.

CHILDREN’S SPITS FOR $9.30, $3.00, and $4.00.
CAPE OVERCOATS. All Wool Chinchilla. $6.00.
VELVET BOUND OVERCOATS, Double-breasted, $9.73.

^

BABCOCK.

MAKER

4,621

2,015 93

C L0 T H I N G

All

HORACE ANDERSON.
WM. H. ANDERSON,
STERLING DOW.
(Late with Rollins, Loring & Adams.)
Oct26-tf

C. P.

Personal property.

8,182 75

National Banks.
Banks.
Fractional Currency (including nickels).
Specie (including gold Treasury notes).
Legal Tender Notes.
U. S. certificates of deposit for legal tenders.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent of Circulation).
Due from U. S. Treasurer, other than 5
per cent redemption luud.

All sizes and for all ages. The balance of our stork we shall sell NIICII LOWER
EVER, Don’t think of buying elsewhere until you see our prices.

No. 33 Exchange St.

AID OF

HALL,

House.

00
1,557 76
24.172 81
63,858 64
7,500 00

Cash on hand in office.
Cash in Bank of Commerce, St. Louis
Premiums in course of collection.

THAN

Agents,

Insurance

Will be given by the Ladies of the Unitarian Socie-

CITY

25,930 22

Total.$1,122,884

We have put every pant down to actual coat aud can challenge the world to allow better
fitting garuieuts at such AWFUL LOW PRICES.

MAINE.

00

14,212 GO
25,118 04
2,918 11

TEL O LSTERER

U

119 1-2

cnapol.

100,000

Bills of other
Bills of State

PANTALOONS !

PORTLAND.

ProUlo

Exchanges for Clearing

-*588,000

Ain’t of all the assets of the Company. .$685,089 21

cUse of Bmiuesti Dec. 17, 1875

deposits.

$683,089.31

United States registered bonds. *294,000 00
Missouri bonds (short). 294,000 00

PORTLAND,
THE STATE OF MAINE,

U. S. Bonds on hand.
Other Stocks, bonds and mortgages.
Due from Approved Reserve Ag’ts.
Due from other National Banks.
Due from State Banks and bankers.
Real Estate, furniture and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Premiums paid.:.
Checks and other Cash Items.

00

410,080.31

,.

MERCHANTS5 NATIONAL BANK,

At the

Street,

ARE

$373,000
ASSETS.

I

undivided Profits.
National Bank notes outstanding.
State Bank notes outstanding.
Dividends Unpaid.
Will practice in Androfcoggiu and Oxford Count- i
1
Individual Deposits subject to check....
dedeodtf
ies.
Demand certificates of deposit.
Time certificates of deposit.
ALL WOOL PANTS FOR $3.00 nud $3,30, equal iu make and lit to the very best in : Certified
LH. hooper,
checks.
the land.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
SPLENDID DRESS PANTS, WAY DOWN. You can’t help being pleased both iu
United States Deposits.
P
price and quality.
Deposits of U. S. Disbursing Officers..
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
Due to other National Banks.
Due
to State Banks and bankers.
MANUFACTURES OF
Notes and bills re-discounted.
.
Suits, Lounges. Spring
Parlor
Bills payable.

PORTLAND.

FIFTH MflflJAL

CALICO

Cash Capital,
Surplus,

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

IN

cts.

Boxes.$2 and $4

ONE

STREET,

(in Canal Bark Building,)

:

Gallery....,.25

MAINE,

is THE PLACE to leave il. NO OTHER STORE UNDER THE SEN offers greater
inducements to buyers than we now offer. No other store can. Read, reflect, then call
and convince yourselves. What belter can you give lor a CHRISTMAS PRESENT
than good, substantial, well made clothing. Come then to our MAMMOTH WARDROBE and clothe yourself and friends.

S. C. ANDREWS.
Counsellor at Law.

Reserved Seats.50 cts.
Parquette. 35 cts.

Wednesday,

dtf

my 22

EEITII.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. W. A U. H. McDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
A Union Sts.

CO.’S,

Middle

233

EXCHANGE ST.,

CHAS.

LOTTIS, MO,
JANUARY 1st, 1873.

RESOURCES.

PHILADELPHIA.
feb»dly

BOYD BLOCK.

CARDS

&

Company,

SAINT

J5lT

108 WALNUT STREET.

GEORGE

A.

ADAMS,

STATEMENT OF THE

A. MERRILL A CO., 130 Middle St.

nnd other

FISK

&
AGENTS.

ance

A. MERRILL.

HALL, Secretary.

LOhInU

American Central Insur-

Streets.

we

offering clothing atsnck LOW PRICES ns will compel all to buy oi us in
The People are bound to leave their money wberc they receive the most

Offices.

HOLLINS,

F. I.IBBY, No. 252 Fore Street,cor.
Cross St,. in Delano’s mill.
G. Id# HOOPER, Cor. York and maple

J.

self-dcfenre.
lor it.

Charters,
Petroleum,
Negotiated. Freight Engagements made
lor all parts of the world.
marine Insurance effected in reliable

—

7 SEW STABS

While others hare been crying ‘•DULL TIMES,” we hare sold more clothing than
Take notice, that we,
erer sold in one year heretofore.

are now

SMITH, President.

R.

J.

1,303.143.83
484.373.00

S. J.

Watches, Jewelry aud Silver Ware.

PORTLAND. HE.

This

D. R.

MASS.

$000,000.00

Outstaudiug Liabilities,

N. McCOY A- CO., 28 Spring Sued.

J.

SPRINGFIELD,

Cash Capital,
Assets,

Roofers.

-OF THE-

Forwarding Merchants

Grain

dec7

IIA LL,

CITY

80 Middle 8lreet.

No

Stair Builders.

THE GREAT CLOTHIERS OF

BROKERS.

Commission &

NO. 88
AT THE

CO.,

JMrpft.

“HOHT GOODS, SMALL PROFITS AND ONE PRICE TO ALL”

The

Counsellor & Attorney-at-law,

—

SPRINGFIELD F. & M.
INSURANCE CO.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 9,1 Exehauge

Every garment in our entire Mock
Iiiim been marked WAV DOWN TO COST, and in some case* WAV BELOW COST.
The great increase in our business during the past year, assures ns that the public are
pleased w ith our system of doing business.

80

STATEMENT OF THE

JAMES MILLER, No. »1 Federal .Street

IRRESPECTIVE OF SIZE, ACE OK COLOR.

Dr. R. T. Wild©,

WILL GIVE A

Concert

Total.*3,308,856
ALFRED G. BARER, Pres.
THEO. M. REGER, Sec y.

Plumbers.

CHILDREN,

453^630

Pattern and Model Maker.

tf

9

SHIP
LECTURE!

FREE

OR

BOYS,

MEN,
STEPHEN BERRY,
($<jclc) Job and (raid ePundcl,

DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT,
The Drama of
Meg’* Dircrtion and Select Reading*;
will be given in India St. Vestry, by the T. C. and
G. T. Club for the benefit of the Ladies Social Circle,
on Monday evening, Jau. 3d. to commence at 8
o’clock. Admission 25 cents. Tickets for sale by
S. H. Colesworthy, \V. H. Sargent, 247 Congress
Street, and C. H. Leighton, Comer of Middle and
dec31d3t*
Franklin Streets.

Stocks—market value.
Casl1.

Real Estate Agents.

HALL.
LANCASTER
Terms:—Gents $2.00; Ladies 75 cents.

65
00
52 988 50
00
242,768 65

....

Rollins, Loring & Adams,
_AGENTS._

—

Persons joining the school now will have the
privilege of competing for the different prizes to be
given to the best dancer of the class at the end of the
dec28dlw
term. Full particulars given hereafter.

Loan 8..

ROBINSON A YOCNG, Experienced
Iloixixhoci x at No. 70 Pearl St.
novMtf

A. S. DAVIS A

We can’t sell OVERCOATS and ULHTERH in July, neither can we sell HEAVY
NUITIH in SUMMER. Therefore we inaugurate our ANNUAL ULON1NG OUT HALE
to aisifit us in disposing of the balance of our Henry Garments suitable for

Holme*’

3,308,830 80

Mortgages.
Heal estate. *2,449,409
110,000

Photographer.

THERE IS MONEY IN IT.

BUSINESS CARDS.

all cases

$400,000.00

Realized Assets,

•I. 1. BARBOUR, 250 Fore Street, Uor.
of C'roxx, Portland.

The last

Mi*. VI. J.

Capital,

and Builders.

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, oppoxite Park.

OF

Holmes’ Dancing Academy

We do not read anonymous letters aud communications. The name and address of the writer are in

PHILADELPHIA;,
JANUARY 1st, 1873.

Horse Shoers.

THOSE WHO HAVE NOT BOUGHT HAD BETTER BUY NOW!
THOSE WHO HAVE BOUGHT HAD BETTER BUY AGAIN.

se2dtf

OF

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. S6 Exchange St. Upholxtering o( all kinda
done to order.

Every Garment Sold at Slaughtering Prices to make
Room for Our Spring Goods.

In active preparation, the Beautiful Irish Drama,
entitled KIl,liI£N ORE.
a.

Carpenters

PRESS.

MOXDAY MORHXG, JAN. 3. 1S7U

Book Binders.

!

Friday, Naturday aud Naturday Matinee,
By the desire of a large number of our Citizens,
the Successful Society Comedy of

Box office open from 9

STATEMENT OF THE

THE

HOYT A- FOGG, No, tfl Middle Street.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Wednesday

Thursday, Jau. t»tli,

THE

INSURANCE.

Booksellers and Stationers.

OF1

Matinee,

MARBLE HEART

THE

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

A. QUINCY, Room II, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Si.
SMALL A- SHACK FORD, No. 33 Plum
Street.

C L 0 8 I N GO U T SALE

ROS EDALE !

PUBLISHING CO.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ARNOLD.

A.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE

WM.

FOR 1875,

The appearance of

Ir

or

THE G-ZR^ZtsTUD ZFXZLsT^ZL.

1H9MDAV, JAN. 3, 18T0.

J.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

MORNING, JANUARY 3, 1876.

Proprietor..

T. WVKIt Sc CO.,

vance.

MONDAY

MISCELLANEOUS.

ENTERTAINMENT.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND

PORTLAND

13.

23, 1862.—VOL.

PRESS.

cents.
__

Cornell proposes to be counted in if i
race should be gotten up this year with Oxford and Cambridge, and it is not easy to see
how she can, with any justice, bo barred out,
Columbia, also, has claims to consideration ir
the event of such a race, and Yule and Harvard will not be permitted to usurp tin
American boating championship.

Congressman MacDougal of New York,

who voted

no on

the anti-third term resolu-

tion, explains his vote in this wise upon be
ing twitted by leading Republican senators
and members: “My constituents don’t send
me here to elect a
President, and I consider
that congress has as much to do with electing a President as a Methodist conference.
The Republican party has been faithful to
the country in Its efforts—carried into
every

department of the government—to reduce to
the lowest possible figures the
public expen-

ditures ; and it comes with ill grace from the
Democratic Ilouse to spread itself on the cost
of the government, while one-half of the total
annual expenditures are
meet expenses actually

paid by the people to
growing out of their
Democratic pro-slavery rebellion and its
consequences.— Washington Chronicle.
The value of church
property is enhanced
by the enterprise and thrift of the owners of
other property certainly as
plainly as churches enhance the value of other
property, aud
own

if a rule of taxation were established on this
principle it is a question whether church
property, which, being unproductive and deriving its increase of value from the productive use of other property, should not pay the
heaviest taxation instead of the least.—De-

troit Post.

Almost the only comment we heard Mr.
Seward make ou his defeat at Chicago, in
I860, was, “Well, power has departed from
the Atlantic states to rest hereafter in the
Mississippi Valley.” Have not the events of
the 15 years made Mr. Seward’s
prophecy
true? What do we see? President, vice
president, chief justice, and all the chairmen
of the leading committees in the House of
Representatives from the West; none from
the Atlantic stales! New
England, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
and
the
Virginia,
Carolinas ignored.—New
York Commercial Advertiser.

Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana with
their eighteen electoral votes are not
by any
means lost to the
Republicans, though they
easily may become so by neglect.
Each one
of those states is Republican to-day if a full
vote is polled, and white intimidation is
prevented, not by troops and cannon, which will
only raise a counter cry of intimidation from
the whites, but by securing a thorough
publicity for the campaign. Let the leading Reof
the North send down corpublican papers
respondents into all ot these critical states.
The Democratic and “Independent”
papers
will follow their example, and with the South
picketed with correspondents, on the alert to
get evidence of any impropei methods by
either party, a fair election will be better assured than by any number of soldiers.
On
the several occasions where Northern correspondents have been sent to any part of the
South to inspect the political situation, it has
had a remarkable effect to put the people
down there on their good behavior.
Correspondents are better than troops, publicity
than cannon.—Springjield Union,
The Eastebn Railboad.—The despatch
from Portsmouth, N. H., stating that the
Eastern Railroad had refused to pay the rent
of the Portsmouth and Dover Railroad was

entirely without

any foundation in fact. No
authorized to state that the Eastern
would not fulfill its obligations to this road.
A check for the amount was sent Deo. 31, 1875,
in season to pay the rent at tho usual time. It
also sent Friday night the money to pay the
one was

coupons of the Portsmouth city bonds issued
for Portsmouth and Dover Railroad stock.
The City Government of Portsmouth had

arranged to pay the coupons, having been
notified that the Eastern Railroad could not
furnish the money.
The Boston Journal is informed that the
company, acting under the advice of the Committee of Conference on the part of the bondholders, will pass its January coupons, and
that payment of the rental due January 1 to
the Portsmouth, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad
will be paid as soon as the alterations in the
contract voted by

the

stockholders

are

per-

fected.
-News and Other Items.
A wealthy New Haven family is
an unknown woman
who bought
cents a

hunting
for

a

for
few

$1500 India shawl, which accidentally

some articles, sent to the auction
last week.
In the course of a law suit iu San Francisco
recently witnesses testified that a boy now in
New York, aged eighteen, and known by the
name of Karl Ludwig Bergstrom, was a son of
Charles XV., king of Sweden.
Mr. Byington, of the Norfolk, Ct.,
Gazette,
who ought to know the ways of the Washington correspondent, writes that it is “positively
asserted” that Proctor Knott’s famous Duluth

got

among

room

speech

was written
Row.”
Private papers of

for

him

Shelley

in

“Newspaper

about to be
not in fault in
the so-called desertion of his first wife, Harriet. These papers were, by his direction, to be
kept secret till a certain event happened. That
time has now come.
The Philippine Islands have been repeatedly

published, showing that he

are

was

scourged before
earthquakes have

tbis last visitatlou.
Five
laid Manilla in heaps since
1045, in the last, that of 1803,1000 lives being
lost; fire destroyed 10,000 of her huts in 1833;
and Malinao, Albay and the adjacent towns
have repeatedly suffered from volcanio eruptions.
The

danger

of beiug portly just now was rea stout man
who was arrested
at Ogden, Utah, on suspicion that he was
Boss Tweed. Twenty-eight ladies named Mrs.
Smith claimed him as being Mr. Smith, and
this was considered sufficient to prove an
alized lately by

alibi, or an alias, whichever it was that was re
quired.
The royalty on the sale of Moody and Sankey’s hy'.nn-hooks, in England, betweeu January and June, last year, amounted to no less
than £5667—in
The
greenbacks, $30,000.
money has been sent to the treasurer of the
building fund for Mr. Moody’s church in ChiA striking illustration of the interdependof the commercial and industrial interests
of different parts of the world is furnished by
the fact that the war in Malacca, a region

ence

which one would imagine to be utterly disconnected with the price ol indspensable articles in
American households, has go diminished the
production of Java tin that the price of all the
ware must advance considerably.
Last week George Scott Jeffrey, a telegraph

operator at Waynesburg, Green county, Pa.,
and Lydia Cutler, a telegraph operator at
Brownsville, were united in marriage by telegrapb, the ceremony beginning at 2 p. m. The
officiating clergyman at Waynesburg read the
ceremony to the groom, who telegraphed
same to the bride, who responded by wire.

the
All

other business was suspended in the
tty offices
during the ceremony.
The special committee of the board of Re-

gents of Michigan University appointed to examine into the
alleged deficiency in the
accounts of the assistant professor in charge of
the chemical laboratory have reported an irregularity ol over §3000. A portion of this deficiency has been repaid by the professor, thus
virtually acknowledging his guilt, and he has
given a deed of his property to further secure
the university. These sums cover only about
half of the deficiency, and concerning the remainder there is a question of veracity between
the assistant professor and his superior. The
been suspended by the Board of
Regents.
The condition of Turkey will remind the cuformer has

rious of the old-rhymed prophecy said to have
been made in 1453. It is noteworthy that it
will be “twice ten years,’’ next spring, from

the conclusion of the Crimean

war:

In twice two hundred years the bear
The Crescent shall assail,
Bnt if the Cock and Bnli unite.
The Bear shall not prevail.
But look! in twice ten years'agaln,
Let Islam know and tear.
The Cross shall wax—the Crescent wane,

Qrow pale and disappear.

«

BY TELEGRAPH.

THE WHISKEY FRAUDS.

Proinineut Politicians Im-

More

MATTERS IN MAINE.

plicated.

THE DYNAMITE EXPLOSION.
More

Facts

the Mire.

lErpart of liii- Trustees of site lusaiii- Bos.
pitat.

[Special
Press.}
Aroi'STA, Jan. 1.—The 35th annua, report
to tlie

of the trustees and resident officers of the
Maine Insane Hospital lias been made to the
Governor and Council.

Veryimportautimprovementa have been made
in buildings, grounds and farm during the year.
A building containing a hall for exercise and
religious worship, dormitory for attendants,
&c., is nearly ready for occupancy. New steam
boilers for heating purposes have been put in;
about three acres, used as a
park or airing court for patients, was completed early in the summer. The opening of the
chapel building is an additional accommodation for patients. Fifty-one additional pictures,
011 paintings, engravings, &c., have been bung

enclosure of

the walls. Among tbo farm improvements
a e the building of 140 rods farm turnpike, laying 130 rods uudcrdraiu, construction of addi-

on

tional vats to utilize sewerage, &c.
Dr. Harlow, tbo efficient Superintendent,
reports: Number of patients at tbo beginning
of the year 393,194 men, 199 women; received
daring tte year 183; discharged 178.
The condition of

discharged: Itecovered G8,
improved 31, unimproved 27, died 52. Whole
number treated duriug year 581, of which about
12 per cent recovered.
The average ago of
those who died was 49; the oldest 75, the
youngest 22. Causes of death: General exparalysis 8, exhaustive mania G, consumption
5, epilepsy 5, paralysis 4, chronic insanity 4,

*

4, dysentery 3, apoplexy 3,
erysipelas 1, disease of heart 1, pneumonia 1,
decay of age 1, suicide 2.
Tbo Superintendent refers to the increase of
tendency to self-destruction of not only inmates
of hospitals, but the public at large, and recmarasmus

ommends that newspapers refrain from making suicides public, that the matter be treated
with silence by all. It were even better that
the suicide be buried by the wayside in a stakeriren unmarked grave than for the public to be
made familiar by the publicity usually given.
Of those committed to the institution during
the year the assigned cause has been: 111 health

42, intemperance 32, critical period of life 11,
injury to head 9, domestic affliction 9, masturbation 8, epilepsy G, puerperal 5,decay of age 5,
spiritualism 0, over-exertion 4, sunstroke 3,
loss of property 3, religious excitement 2, disappointed affections 2, measles 1, excessive use
of tobacco 1, ill treatmentjof husband 1, taking
cold 1, venereal 1, paralysis 1, jealousy 1, cancer 1, chronic neuralgia 1, unknown 32.
According to the best information at hand
there are from 1200 to 1500 insane persons in
the state who need the hand of charity extended to them, only about one-third being properly
cared for and treated.

Appropriations

are

recommended

as

fol-

lows:

furnishing new buildings.$2 825
repairs already made. 2,600
furnishing chapel wards. 575
Amendment of law relating to commitments

For
For
For

is

recommended, requiring

certificate of

a

phy-

sician.

[To the Associated Press.l
Muddcu Death.
Jan. 1.—At the Caledonian party
last night at 12 o’clock, George Hill, while
wishing his friends a happy new year, dropped
dead of heart disease. He was an Englishman

Lewiston,

and came from Canada.
Suicide.
WiNTiiitop, Jan. 2.—Johu Thompson, a
young man 1G years old, committed suicide in
Sabattus yesterday by hanging himself to a
beam. Difficulties
the cause.

in

school are

assigned

Interviews) with Indicted Distillers.
New York, Jan. 2.—The Herald’s Chicago
special says it iaMleged that other public men
will lie at rested Monday for complicity in the

whiskey

frauds, ft is said that ex-t’ongressman Charles B. Farwell, District Attorney J.
D. Ward, and City Marshall Goddcll will meet
this fate. The principal allegations, according
to there statements, against Farwell are that
he was interested in Jake Bhem’s Northwestern Malt House; that moneys paid by the distillers to Rbem were traced into liis hands, and
that some $30,000 were raised from the crooked
distillers in the campaign of 1874 for the benefit of Farwell, who was rnnmng for Congress.
These rumors.also charge Goodeil with being
implicated iu the assessments of crooked distillers to the amount of $50,000 for the campaign fund of 1873, and in this connection
Hessing, Rhein and Miller are charged with
being principally responsible for tho corrupt
raising of the fund supposed to have been used
for the people’s party. District Attorney Ward
is supposed to have been implicated in the
south branch distillery.
It is certain many further arrests will follow,
and among those likely are mentioned quite a
number of prominent politicians and officials
besides the above.
The Times’ Chicago special says the Chicago
Times to-day gives publicity to several interviews with indicted distillers caught iu the first
seizure some weeks ago. W. S. Gholsen says
the recently arrested distillers volunteered to
pay his- fine if he would not tell what he knew
against them; that a number of them advanced
him several thousand dollars dollars after his
seizure, with which to stait business again;
that there is documentary evidence enough to
convict H. B. Miller, ex-county treasurer and
one of the arrested distillers, and that the
whole lot are in a very bad predicament and
likely to go under at any moment.
Auother indicted distiller stated that H. B.
Miller’s distillery, the Black Hawcx, had been
dealing in crooked whiskey since the spring of
1872; that fully one-third of the whiskey manufactured by this house was crooked; that H.
C. Hessing pretended to control the political

machinery

to

as

appointing

or

discharging

gaugers, storekeepers and the likfe, and that if
any gauger was too impertinent and curious
about a distillery Hessing had him transferred; that Jacob Rhem who run the malt business is implicated by reason
of his influence
with politicians, that money ostensibly for
campaign purposes was paid to him by the distillers.
nuubuer manner ueiuns me
proceedings or
McPherson’s syndicate held two weeks ago of
distillers who had not up to that time been arrested. Tbe meeting consisted of four gentlemen who had been caught iu the meshes this
week, and it was suggested to pay Gbolsen
$8000 to keep him from telling what he knew,
and a delegation was appointed to go to Washington to negotiate terms for them, such as
would save their property and prevent their
houses from bemg seized and themselves from
being indicted.
Another distiller places Miller’s frauds at an
aggregate of half a million dollars. He says
that Miller, Hessing and Ehem took money
from the distillers aggregating $18,000 for their
influence and divided it among themselves,
while tbe rectifiers took care of the gaugers
and other hangers on.
This man also stated
that Hon. J. I). Ward, late U. S. Attorney for
this district, is one of the owners of the South
Branch distillery recently seized, and that that
house made fully 50 barrels per week of
crooked spirits. He also avers that Hon. C. B.
Farwell, Jacob Ehem and another prominent
politician wore instrumental in endeavoring to
secure the release of a large quantity of
illicit
spirits in bond at the Chicago Dock Co’s warehouse several months since. He was very positive in his statement.
Iu addition to these points it is positively
that the wholesale house of Gbolsen & Eastman acted as a “fence” for illicit
distillers, receiving and disposing of fully 200 barrels a
week, for which they paid a mere nominal sum
and disposed of it at figures far below tbe market. They were, it seems, the first to divulge
the secrets of the illicit operations for the purEastman was at
pose of saving themselves.
the time one of the editors of the Chicago
Times aDd later state senator, and also postmaster of this city.

NEW YORK.

as

Wiscasset, Jan. 1.—The opening of the
centennial year was celebrated here by the
ringing of bells at midnight and by one of the
balls

ever

held in Wiscasset.

The ball

leap year affair, gotten up and
its details all admirably carried out entirely by
the ladies.
was

strictly

a

ft'ONlal,

Washington, Jan. 2.—Postmasters appointBugbee, Newry, Oxford county,

el—Calvin

Maine.
A movement

to

Liquor

Ntriageutli Enforce

the

in Rockland.
Rockland, Jan. 2 —One hundred and twenty-five of our leading citizens having signed an
agreement to support the thorough enforcement of the prohibitory law and stand by each
other in securing such enforcement, a meetiDg
Law

held last evening to take measures to carry
out this purpose.
Hon. N. A. Harwell presid
ed, and au executive committee of one from
each ward, comprising Democrats and Repubwas

appointed, with Gen. Davis Tillson
as chairman.
The committee were instructed
to proceed in behalf of citizens to secure a
thorough enforcement of the law and to ask
the appointment of an additional police force
for that end, if necessary.
licans,

was

Boston, Jan. 1.—Isaac H. Frothingkam,
chief clerk in the stamp department of the
Boston postofiice, was arrested today for em
bezzling stamps and held in $6000 by the U. S.

Commissioner.

Dona,

Lowell, Jan. 1.—An order was promulgated today in the.Mercantile Manufacturing Co*s

mills,.to
machine

dismiss one-half

of the force in the

department temporarily.

WASHINGTON.
Piesidcm’a New Year’s Reception.
Jan. 1.—The usual New Year
reception was held at the executive mansion
today, commencing at 11 o’clock, at which
time the President received the Cabinet eflficers
and foreign ministers, and afterward the
judges of the Supreme Court, senators and representatives, officers of the army and navy,
chiefs of bureaus, associated soldiers of the
war of 1812, Mexican war
veterans, members
of the oldest inhabitants’ association, delegation of the Grand Army of the Republic and
others.
The reception of citizens generally commenced at 1 o’clock.
The attendance was large.
The Marine Band furnished mudc.
The off cers of the army and navy and marine corps
were out in stroDg array, and presented a remarkably fine appearance.
The reception was
very largely attended.
Members of the Cabinet received (rom 1 to 4
o’clock. About 500 private residences were
open for the reception of visitors.
Flag, were
displayed on all the public buildings, and there
Tke

Washington,

was a

general holiday.
uMAit.au

VIUI1UB

t.umuiirtMiou.

Washington, Jan. 2.—The counsel who have
business before the U. S. and Mexican Commission say the sum awarded to Mexican citizens will probably he 32,000,000, and to the
citizens of the United States between 35.000,000
and 30,000,000. According to the terms of the
treaty the United States will give credit to the
Mexican government for the amount which
will finally be awarded to its citizens, to be
paid to them by Mexico, and the sum due by
Mexico to citizens of the United States will he
paid this government in annual installments of
3300,000 In gold or its equivalent.
Alabama Claims Coart.
The court of commissioners of Alabama
claims will resume its session on the lilth iust.
when the important opinion in the case of the
Texan Star will be delivered.
Supreme Conn.
The Supreme Court will resume its sessiou
when
it is expected an opinion in
to-morrow,
the Grant parish case involving the constitutionality of the enforcement act will ho delivered.
The Iowa

Scuntorsbip.
left Washington last
night for Iowa. He is a candidate for the U.
S. Senato in the place of Judge Wright, who

Secretary Belknap

retires to resume the

Successful

practice

of law.

Counterfeiting

in

cuicijniact

Murdered by His Wife.
Jan. 2.—Jas. Buzell of Clicever, N. Y., was murdered this morning by his
wife during an altercation.
It appears that
Buzell in a fit of insanity attempted to assault
his wife and was stabbed in the stomach by
ber and died shortly after.
He was 45 years
old and leaves no family but the murderess.
He was formerly from Glendale, Mass,

Whitehall,

John 11 Dillober, a wealthy liquor dealer of
New York, shot Friday evening at the Westminster Hotel by Roman Dillob, died Saturday
noon.

Ernest Platscbe walked off the Standard Sugar Refinery wharf in Boston Saturday and
was drowned.
The executive council of Massachusetts has
voted 5 to 3 to recommend Spence Pettis* par*
don, and such pardon will be granted.
The tempoiary bridge under the new town
bridge across the Saco River at North Conway,
was
carried away Saturday by ice and logs.
The permanent bridge was not injured, it
being nearly completed and thoroughly secur
ed.
The Buffalo treasury defalcation amounts
to $350,000. Borke is in Canada.
Solomon Converge, a middle aged citizen of
Orange, Mass., blew out his brains Friday with
his shot gun.
A Sioux City despatch reports that 400 hostile Indians are encamped at Old Ponca agenIt is expected the
cy, and settlers are fleeing.
agency will be attacked.

MARINE

Ohio

Slate I’rison.

and it now turns out that the making of the
queer has been going on in this penitentiary
under the very eyes of the guards without discovery. The moulds for the coin were made
by the prisoners and the metal used was amalgam in plating harnesses in the harness shop.

I’oiaoning-Muspeclcd

E'eixotis

Lynched.
Baton Rouge, Jan. 1.—On Saturday last 13
persons were poisoned at a dinner’party in
Munches. Levi Spriggs and Lizzie
Richards,
both colored, were arrested, and while being
conveyed to jail were taken by a hand of armed
men.
The body of the woman was seen hanging to a tree six miles from here. Nothing has
been heard of the man.

NEWS.

Severe Experience at Sea.
San Francisco, Jan. 2.—Ship Ilaska arrived to-day, 253 days from Baltimore.
She
experienced continuous gales for 112 days in
succession in the southern hemisphere.
Her
decks were swept, bnlwarks stove, and ihe vessel is leaking badly.
On August 1st I. A.
Wins, 2d mate, and Daniel Sherman, seaman,
were swept overboard.
Three seamen died of
haidships and exposure. The ship was 75 days
off Cape Horn. At one time ouly four men
were fit for duty.
Stopped at Juan Fernandez
for water.

Tonnda in Ohio.
2.—The Commercial's
Cincinnati, Jan.
Bloomington, III., special, says that the heavy
wind of Saturday did considerable damage. An
old lady named Mathews was dangerously cut
about the head by being blown across the street
One house was badly
against a curb-house.
damaged by chimneys falling through it. At
Normal. Ill Helm’s immense corn cribs were
blown across the track of the Chicago & Alton
Railroad, but were removed promptly. Reports
lrom the county relate the general destruction of fences and outbuildings.
DlETEOROl.OtilGAI.
PROBABILITIES

JFOB THE NEXT

TWENTY FOUR

HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
January 3, (1 A. M.))
For New England.
the Middle states and the lower lake region
generally clear and cooler weather will prevail
with southwest to northwest winds and rising

barometer.

Tlie St.
the

Columbus, O., Jan. 2.—For some time counterfeit five cent pieces or nickels have been
quite common here, and until today the public
knew nothing as to where they came from.
Today a Sunday news reporter has learned the
particulars of what has developed iuto a first
class sensation,
'these bogus coins have been
traced to a young son of Col. G. S. lunis, warden of the penitentiary. Upou being interrogated the child told that he had been furnished
the coin b.v certain prisoners to purchase tobacco for them. This led to au investigation

Wholesale

iu auiuo

evening.

Thieving PostolDce Clerk.

Cutting

Retrenchment in the Rost Ollier.
New York, Jan. 1.—Twenty eight clerks in
various departments of the post office in this
city were removed to-day. Col. McForest, Superintendent of tbe Eegistry Department, has
resigned, and Mr. Forrester, Assistant, and the
originator of the present system of post office
registration, is his successor. Although the
business of the post office here is increasing,
Postmaster James has so massed the labor connected with the fast mail trains that the above
reduction in the force has been feasibleAnother Heavy Defalcation.
New York, Jan. 2.—It is alleged that it has
been recently discovered that Charles H. Beckwith, Superintendent of Benjamin T. Babbitt’s
soap works from 1808 to 1873, defrauded the
concern out of between $200,000 and $300,000.
His modus opetandi is said to have been by
raising the size of checks drawn by Babbitt,
and in one case actual forgery. Beckwith was
arrested to day. He was living unostentatiously, and is supposed to have invested the money

Crimes anil Casualties,
The jury in the case of Major, who has been
on trial
at Nashua, N. H., for the murder of
his wife, returned a verdict of guilty Saturday

MASSACHUSETTS.
A

January 1st.—To-day being observed
legal holiday wc have no markets to report.

Tltogsaas

j
oa*

Tiioiaiasst’ii.

Bone, Brain and Muscle.
The food contains the elements of bone, brain and

Albans Charlie Ross.

Boston, Jan. 2.—The Herald has a special
from St. Albans, saying the boy who claims to
be Charlie Ross is found not to be the missing
boy from Milford, N. H., as was supposed.
Several citizens are quite sanguine that he is
the missing Charlie Ross.
Mr. Ross has been
agaiu telegraphed for, and replies that he will
be in St. Albans

marriage

Monday.

Jc(T Davis’s Daughter.
Louisville, Jan. 2.—Miss Maggie H. Davis,
of
daughter
Jefferson Davis, was married at
St. Lazarus (Episcopal) church this
morning,
to Judsou Hayes, cashier of the State National
Bank, Rev. Dr. George White, rector of Calvary church, officiating, assisted by Rev.
Churchill Eastin, rector of St. Lazarus, in the
tlio presence of a very largo congregation.
of

iioNton Stock ITInrkct

[Sales at tbo Brokers’ Board, Jan. 1.]

notorious io connection with (he dynamite explosion
He states that Thomas was
( orn in
1838 or 1840. iu the town of Boobole,
When two years old his father
Westpha.ia.
went to America and became a carriage builder in Brooklyn.
Herr K became acquainted
with Thomas in 1852 at Noell's commercial
school, at Osnubtuck. In the summer of 1875
Herr II met, accidentally, a gentleman
in
Kriest, Bierhalle, Dresden, who spoke broken
German and who proved to be Thomas, and
who, it was fully shown, had been born and
educated in Germany. Thomas had spent from
1867 to 1875, the last eight years, in Germany.
Capt. Bruckensteiu told me to-da.v that Thomas shipped last year on steamer Kheim, from
Bremen to New York, a box that ho said contained greenbacks, and which he wished to
The officers of the steamer said that
insure.
insurance was unnecessary and that they would
Thomas followed
place it in the mail room.
in the Celtic. The inference is that a similar
was
for
the
Bheim.
plot
contemplated

The

so

Austrian Relative

Io Tnriiisli

Re-

forms.

Berlin, Jan.
Count Androssy,

2—The note drawn up by
the Austrian premier, relative to the reforms in Turkey has received the
approval of Russia and is understood to have
been dispatched to the guaranteeing power.
The note proposes the equality of all religious
demonstrations and the introduction of provincial and commercial self-government, and
that the first results of these changes in the insurgent provinces shall be the imposition of
taxation by the provinces themselves and the
abolition of serfdom.
more Trouble iu KhoUauil.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 1.—Numerous bands
of Khokand insurgents are preparing to resume hostilities. Freeh troops will be despatched to the scene of operations this month.
English Trade Statistics.
New York, Jan. 2.—Cable specials of the
London Times state that the amount of bullion
deposited in the Bank of England the past year
on balance is the largest ever recorded.
The
Bank of France now holds $325,000,000. The
imports of sugar into England show an increase
of 21,000 tons. The exports of iron decreased
23,000 tons, owing to the falling olf in the export ol rails to the Uniled States of 75,000
tons.
New Year's iu Rome.
The King of Italy gave a brilliant New Year’s
reception to the diplomatic body who dined
with the ministry at the Quirioal in the even-

ing.

Prussian Aggrandisement.
Rumors are afloat of negotiations between
German and Belgium, sup|x>sed to indicate preparations for the absorption of the latter by
the former. Prussian officers aie said to have
been taking military notes along the Swiss
Floods in Scotland.
London, Jan. 1.—Heavy rains have occurred
in the northern part of Scotland during the
past four days. The rivers have been swollen
and large tracts of land are inundated. Loch
Earne river has overflowed to an alarming extent and the mills on its banks have all been

compelled

to

stop.
Gigliik Courts.

justice.

mills Burned—Loss 9300,000.
London, Dec. 2.—The East flour and rice
mills at Wappicg were destroyed bv fire yesterday. Loss estimated at £60,000. One fireman
was killed
and several injured.
Eighteen

buildings adjacent

were

badly damaged,

mantenegra Is Btmain Neutral.

the Prince of Montenegro to be allowed to
enter into action, Russia had advised him on
no account to depart from the policy of neutrality. The Prince has sent assurances that he
will follow this advice. The report that Montenegro has raised a loan is contradicted.
From Peru.
Lima, Dec. 13, via Panama.—The ■'fcuano
question remains in statu quo. Financial matare

unimportant.

Nicholas Pierola threatens Peru with another
invasion from Chili.
Riva Aguero, a candidate for the Vice PresiPrado is still in
dency of Peru, has resigned.
Chili. His prospects are declining.
Tlic

American

Circular
France.

Submitted

Arrived at San Francisco ships Itaska from
Baltimore and Brim a Donna from New York.

—

to

Paris, Jan. 2.—La Liberte (newspaper) states
that Mr. Washburne, the American Ambassador. communicates to M. Decazes, the Minister
of Foreign Affairs, the note of his government

in relation to Cuba.
He declared that the
United States by no means desired to annex
the Antilles, or to require Spain to graut autonomy to Cuba, although they desired to see the
latter reform effected.
Thr Havana Press ou the Circular.
Havana, Jan. 2.—The Diario de la Marina,
in a leading editorial, says: “We repeat that
the Spanish government should proceed with
dignity, preserving its independence and giving
Secretary Fish the check lie merits if he pretends to meddle with our internal affairs; but
what are considered most singular, strange
and even repugnant in the field of fair dealing
is the issuing by Secretary Fish of his circular
note to the foreign powers on the same day
that President Grant told Congress he woulil
recur to friendly mediation or collective intervention, in case Spain could not soon suppress
the rebellion in Cuba.
The reprehension which this conduct merits
is so severe that we do not care to express it.
Persons exist who need severe lessons in order
to make them act sensibly, President Grant ocWe
cupying a prominent place among them.
expect all the European governments to follow
England’s example and make him understand
at once that the principles of international
rights are not a dead letter.
Secretary Fish
has offered the European governments a magnificent opportunity to defend in America their
permanent interests—the high rules of justice.
The Vose de Cuba is silent with regard to
the attitude of the United States.
The course
of the American government is widely and variously commented on by other journals, and
by the people generally.
The Canada Pacific Road.
Ottawa, Jan. 1.—The government has been
notified that the surveys of the Canada Pacific
Railway, from opposite ends of the route have
been connected. The point of connection is in
lab 53 .deg., 6 min., 30 sec., north, 113 deg., 2
min., 75 sec., west. These chains of accurate
instrumental measurement are the first of the
kind that have ever been made between the
Atlantic and Pacific, within the limits of the
Dominion.
An application will be made to Parliament at
its next session for an act to incorporate a company to construct a railway tunnel under the
Detroit river near Amherstburg, and for other
purposes.
Foreign IVotes.
Bishop Dunfanloop has gone to Rome to urge
the consecration of Joan of Arc.
The Amerique has arrived at Havana.
Gen. Jovellar sailed for Havana Saturday.
Alphonso had a long conference with Gen.
Quesada and Campos Saturday.
The Spanish government on the 23d of December confidentially declared to the other European powers a firm resolution ol satisfying
all just complaints of the Cubans.
The King and Queen of Greece will make a
tour in the spring in relation to the Eastern
The American colony at Berlin dispensed
with the usual New Year’s reception in consequence of the absence of Minister Davis.
The Carlists are concentrating a large force
near the frontier.
M. Buffet is a candidate for the Senate in
the department of Vasges, and Paul de Cassagnac in that of Gers.
Elections in Porto Rico for members of the
Cortes will be held Feb. 15th.
On the BorderBrownsville. Texas, Jan. 2.—Gen. Porfierio Diaz has arrived here. A detachment of
U. S. troops assisted the sheriff in the execution of the writs against the cattle thieves, one
cf whom was shot.

Notes.
Three young men from Deering made a disturbance on the street last evening, and were
arrested by officer Hicks. They will not reach
their homes until a late hour Tuesday morn-

ing.
fellow in one of the cells at the police station informed the officer in charge last evening, that unless he was released he should
break out, for he had no idea of stopping in
such a place all night.
A

healthy system, properly nourished,
these bodily constituents Is uuinterrupfed, night or day. On the other hand, when
digestion or assimilation are imperfect, the manufhctured is hindered, and the destructive not being
a

counteracted
the reparative processes of
by
Nature, the system is threatened with early decay,
tlostetter’s Stomach Bitters are peculiarly fitted to

overcome the causes which lead to an
untimely
decadence of the vital energies, removing as
they do
all obstacles to complete digestion and assimilation
of the food, and restraining an undue waste of
physical substance. For the loss of strength consequent
upon depleting diseases, they aie the best possible
remedy, and their bracing effects upon the system
enable it to withstand hui tful atmospheric influences
inductive of malaria.

SPECIAL

EDUCATIONAL.

NOTICES.

TEACHER
in and out ot

will say to all who have received
Christinas presents and desire to
make a return in a New Year’s
gilt that they have a full and complete line ot Elegant Books and
Fancy Stationery of all prices.
They offer tlicir entire stock

isencalmed;

marxet

transactions

small.

Stock in

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisemeut in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

What other medicines have failed to do Hunt's
Remedy surely accomplishes, the perfect restoaation
to health of those afticted with dropsy, Bright’s disease, kidney, bladder and glandular complaints, diabetes, gravel, errors of youth or mature age, incontinence and retention of urine, excesses, intemperance, female irregularities, general prostration of the
nervous system, loss of appetite, etc.
There is no
doubt hut that it is the most efficacious medicine ever
disevered for the eradication of the above enumerated maladies.
dec29eod&wlw

POKThAKD CADETS.

will

Apply at
COMLiKCSS STUEET.

dec!7___deodtf
ELOCETIOIV.
using the voice more than for ordinary
conversation, or with defective speech, ought to
have instruction in this useful art. A class will be
formed Fuday, January 7th. Terms payable in advance, for class lessons $20 for twenty lessons'
Private lessons $50 for twenty lessons.
For private
or class lessons address

PKRSONS

.BAILEY &

NOYES,

MARRIED.

The animal meeting will be held MONDAY EVEJan. 3. Every member is desired to be presPer Order,

janlsn2t

N. D. WINSLOW, Capt, Com’d’g.

Awnings, Tents, Pings, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvas Letterings,
49

1-2

EXCHANGE

A,

In this city, Jaw. 1. by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell, Wm
S. Woodbury and Miss Susan M. Phillips, both of
Portland.
In this
city, Jan. 1. by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell, Roscoe R. Flanders of Auburn and Miss Sarah A. King
of Paris.
In Freeport, Dec. 29, by Rev. N. D.
B. Christopher uud Dora M. Skilliu,

ham.

Center, John

both ot Tops-

Augusta, Dec. 24, Geo. H. Spaulding and Miss
Alice W. Counce.
In East Winthrop, Dec. 25, Eugene C. Stevens ot
West Gardiner and Miss Hattie U., daughter of W.
H. Parlin, Esq., of East Winthrop.
In Biddetord, Dec. 8, Charles E. Coombs and Miss
Lizzie A. Ward.
In Biddeford, Dec. 18, Charles Jeffrey and Miss
Addie Fortin.
In

DIED.
In this city, Jan. 2, Phillis Augusta, daughter of
Lincoln C. and Jennie Daniels, aged 6 months.
In Buxton, Dec. 24, Mr. Jairus Hanscom, aged 59
years.
In West Bath, Dec. 22, Mr. Benjamin
Richardson,
aged 72 years.
In Biddeford, Dec. 20, Mr. George H. Gilpatriok,
50
aged
years.
In Dayton, Dec, 9, Mrs. Sarah, wife of Abraham
Dow, aged 75 years.
In Naples, Dec. 13. Samuel, son of Samuel and
Lydia Chapman, aged 5 years.
In Auburn, Dec. 27, Mr.
George P. Marble, aged
40 years 2 months.

COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW,
Have Removed
to Office in Hon.
Thomn*’ New Block,

FROM

FOR

Atlas.Boston.Liverpool.Jan
...

dec30

MARINE
PORT OE

3STEWS,

PORTLAND

Saturday, Jau. I,
ARRIVED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—passengers and mase to Henry Fox.
Barque Daring, Branscoinb, Boston, to load for
West Indies.
Brig Mary C Rosevelt. Call. Boston, seeking.
Sch Ada F Ames, Achorn, Boston, to load iron for
Richmond, Va.
Sch Leonessa, Achorn, Boston, to load iron for
Richmond.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston.
Sch Manel, Anderson. Boston.
Sch Comet, Garnet, Boston, with oil to order.
Sloop M M Hamilton, Hamilton, Boston.
Steamtug Chas C Fooes, from Boston,
CLEARED.

Steamship Scandinavian, (Br) Smith, Liverpool

H & A

—

Allan.

Steamship Bermuda, (Br) Cleaver,

Halifax

Porteous.
Sch A

Preble.

NS—J

Sunday, Jnn. 2#
ARRIVED.
Elizabeth
Ann,
(Br) Moore, Windsor, NS—2G0
Brig
tons plaster to Knigt & Whidden.
Seh Kate Nunan. Nunan, Cape Porpoise.
MEMORANDA.
from Savannah for
Antwerp,
spoken Dee 16, lat 40, Ion 49, with the
crews of two abandoned vessels, Capt Curtis and
crew ot scbr Thoa Watts, being one of them.
Their
vessel was disabled in the gale of Nov 30
A
C
at
New
York
from
Brig
Titcomb, Endeveu,
Cardenas, reports strong NE and NW gales the entire passage; was 7 days North ot Hatteras with NE
gales and thick weather.
Brig H H Wright, (of Searsport) Cone, at N York
from Swinemunde, in ballast, reports having passed
the Lizard Nov 19, and bad heavy westerly gales the
entire passage ; Dec 11, lat 41, Ion 39, encouuterea a
NW gale lasting tour hours, split sails and sprung
lore and main topgallantmasts.
Sch Hattie Baker, while towing out of the dock at
Port Johnson, came in coutact with scbr Bangor,
which lost head gear, anchor and seven fathoms ot
chain. The Hattie Baker had her stern stove.
Sch Cha9 E Jackson, from Portland tor Philadelphia, remains ashore, in the hands ot the wreckers.

Barque Neversink, Baratow,
was

DOMESTIC PORTS.
PORT GAMBLE—Sid 23d, ship Gen Butler, Webb*
San Francisco.
SEATLE, O—Ar 23d, ship El Dorado, Hayden,
San Francisco.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 29th, ship Martha A McNeil,
Jordan, Liverpool; sch Etta & Jossie, Bunker, from
Havana.

City of Portland, Municipal.
City of Portland, aid R. R.
City of Bath.
City of Rockland.
City of St. Louis.
County of St. Louis, Bold.
City of Chicago.
City of Toledo.
Maine Central R. R.
Portland & Ogdcusburg R. R.,

Highest Kates Paid for Called Govern
Bouds.

meat

WOODBURY^
let aches and pains
A cure is sure by using

Why

Benue’s

magic Oil !

RENNE’S MAGIC OIL

cures

RENNE’S MAGIC OIL

cures

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,

J. TV. PERKINS & CO.,
Cicnerat Agent., Portland,

disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner of
Consumption, which, when fastened on a

person is like the grasp of the hideous anaconda.
There is no escape until death relieves them
from its torture and they are laid
in the grave.
Friends may say
they died of Consumption. ’IIS

CATARRH

FOREIGN FORTS.

New Orleans.
Sid im Liverpool 12tb inst, ship Sterling, Baker for

New York.
At Aux Oayes Dec 22. brig Altavela,
Freetby, for
New York, ldg; schs Darius Eddy.Kideout, and DayJ
break, Blake, for do, do.
At Port au Prince Dec 2Itb, scbs Brave. Bar,
from
Brunswick, Ga, disg, to load for New York; S if Seabury. Trim, from Bangor, rlieg.
Ar at Cienfuegos Dec 24, brig Clarabelic, Trappv
from St Thomas; 26tb, sch
Nellie,Pendleton, Boston-

27th, brig Tiros Owen, Guptill, New York.
Sid tm Havana Dec 19, barque
Proteus. Chipman.*
lor Zaza; 29th, brig Ciambia, Tapper, Cardenas.
Ar at Matanzas Dec 29, brig Mary C Mariner
Titcomb, Portland; Bch Jennre Middleton,Brewer,’from
Wiscasset.
Ar at CardenaB 22d, sch Julia A
Brown, Nickerson
Troon.
Ar at Camenas Dec 27, brig David
Bugbee, Stowers, Portland; 28th, sch Hattie E Sampson, Bunker
*
Portland.
Slti 29tb, schs Helen Maria, Look, North ot
HatMary a Harmon. Mahiman, Pensacola.
Sid fm St John, NB. Dec 31st, brigs
Steven-

Percy,

son, Cardenas; J C Noyes, Coker, Matanzas.

Noyes

the finest display for the

Trade!

offered in this city.

Elegant Illustrated Books.
Standard Historical
Poetical Books.

edy

RADER’S
this horrid complaint can be cared?
At this season of the year, when
people, by undue exposure and the
sndden changes in the weather,
are liable to catch cold, we advise
them to carry in the pocket a box

and

Story Books

to

New Juvenile Books.

buy

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS
Elegant Assortment.

Russia
Leather Pocket Books, Entry, Gold Pens, Fancy Ink
Stands, Dominoes, Back
Gammon
Boards,
See.
A Building
full from the
lower
to
the

46

once

Story of First
Quality Goods ol
Every Variety ol this

are

For dale by nil drugremote from the city

50 cent* to the agtsnt and receive

wend
box

by return mail.

the

United

TLE

&

.SMITH,

Wholesale

tjaT

DR.

a

Drnggiatft,
deodsnGm

FRENCH

IYER,

and

Car*What grander gift

was

ever

bought?«^|

&

Bailey

that

he

where he will be happy to see all who desire relief
from Bartering. The Dr. is a regular graduate of two
ot the first Medical Schools in the country; has been
in extensive practice for iiO years. His success in the
severer loirns of disease, both acute and
chronic,
warrants his saying he
here

a cure

is

possible

Particular attention paid to the treatment oi those
diseases peculiar to the female'organism and BE.
LIEF i-UARANTEED without resorting to
that Bli«taMiefiil and Painful Treatmeat so
much in vogue at present.

Office Hours 9 to 12 A. 1M., 1 to 5. aud 7
to

9 P. M.

CONSULTATION
decs

Them- goad* are just thr thing f« New
isifto, and are by far fbe ebeapeni lot
we have ever bad the pleasure of
oner inn our l.ndy Friends.

■)anl4_

att

CAMPAIGN
—

OF

—

For several years the Portland Daily Press
the largest and fullest daily paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question tbe
has been

Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and lias unexcelled facilities for colecting news in all parts of the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing Interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
Tbe growing importance oi Portland as a distributing center for Maine, and its fast increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
importance to every merchaut and business man iu
the state.

Ah

a

Political Journal

FREE,
sntt

Caps

dec21

d tf

MUSICAL SIFTS FOE CHRISTMAS!
MUSICAL GUTS FOR HEW-YEARS!
*5 of the best
songs extant, collected in a handsome
luiU8iL

Song!
Song!
Song!

sSTag^f32

1.25
1.00

.65
.38
.30
1.25
i,25

Song!

atic

]

Songs.

CHRISTMAS CAROLS.
By Howard. 38 cts.
ANTHEM. There were Shepherds. Millard. 75
MERRY CHRISTMAS. Piano piece. Wilson. <M)

3.75

Rejoice the hearts of

the

Order the above books of any of the principal music
or by mail, [enclosing retail price] of
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
dec 14
d& W2w

dealers,

Payson& CO.,

my27

eodtr

HEALTH LIFT !
A THOROUGH GYMNASTIC SYSTEM

1st is a legal holiday,
money deposited
in this Bank on or before January 3d will be enti.
tied to six months interest in July next,

GENTLEMEN

MINUTESONC'K A DAV.

Doubles the strength in three months. Does not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise and Nalesrooin,

Portland,

Me.

J. H. G ILBERT, Proprietor.
r

no25

BURT0N>

dec30d4t*

Address,

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

§.

Portland

Daily Press

Job Printing

tf

OFF IC E.

Treasurer.

SKATES !

ACNIE CLUB and wood top Skates. Cant
Nteel Club Skate* for 91.00 per pair, all
rigged. Wholesale and Retail.
a. L. BAILEY,
48 Exchange Street. Agent for Du Pont’* Powj der Mills. 7 Mhot Berolrer and lOO Cm tridge* 94.50.
IdFTlease tell us where you saw this Advertisoment.

|

—

237 Middle Street,

free.

198 MIDDLE ST.
January

SKATES !

Exchange Street.

I1V TKIV

sent

MAINE SAVINGS BANK,

STOCK, Ac.,

AND

ttyspecimen copies

IN

Government Bonds,

LADIES

S if A local agent is wanted is every town,

Old Folks with

Gladden your Sabbath School by introducing
Shining Hirer. Oueoftbe sweetest of song books.

dtt

FOR

iy Special rates to campaign clubs.

1“

M. O. PALMER.

—

has been enlarged and gieatly improved the past
now one of the largest, fullest and best
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year in
advance; six months for $1.00; three months for
50 cents.

Uniform in style, price and binding with the
above splendid book, we have other books of
“Gems,” German,Scottish and Sacred; also
of best Irish Melodies, and the choicest OjHar-

wear.

RANK

Despite the fact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay the postage, the Dairy Press is offered for
$7.00 per annum in advance; $3.50 for six months;
$1 .75 for three months.
jy During the session of the Legislature the
Daily will be furnished tor $2.00 in advance.

Song!, bindi„g) tX.* ^

Centennial Collection for Old Folk*’ Concert*. 40 cl*. By E. Tonrjee.

DEALERS

Price.

year, and is

Also a new Style ot Light Over
Shoes lor Men and Women city

H. M.

of

Gloves.

HATTERS, Opposite Post Office.

Gems of English
Gems of English
Gems of English
Gems of English
Gems of English

no20

Reduction

—

MAHER-& CO.,

eod3wis

Pare Gum Bobber Boots

first

BUCK AND LINED

Kid

ST.,

“
“
Misses’
“
“
Child’s
Men’s Rubbers
Women’s Suit Sandnls
“
**
Misses’
Men’s Bnckle Arctic
“
Women's

AT

advertising medium, the Press stands

LOW PRICES.

PORTLAND.
doc!8

32

Mechanics’ Hall Building:, Rooms 1 and 2,

enre w

Never before sold less Hum 91.00.

SEAL,

the imported

—

Noyes,

EXCHANGE

Late of Philadelphia.

Never fail* to

EACH,

among the journa’s of Maine.

Scotch Havelock

The best is cheapest! Checkering Pianos are the
Best Made Instruments in the world, and the prices
are low.
We have other tirst-class Piauos lor sale;
also

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Itespecifully informs the citizens of Portland
is permanently located in

50c

news.
As an

CLOTH, PLUSII,

State and City Securities,

NOTICE.

1

TIES,

the Press will he devoted as in the past to a descrimminating support of the Republican Party. Doling
the (lending important campaign, the Press will
give special attention to the publication of political

FUR SEAL,

As

MEDICAL

ST.

,OFFER

BAILEY & NOYES

General Agent* for
State*, SMITH, DOOLIT-

2G Treitioni Street. Ronton.
dec7

NECK

make the

Maher &. Co.

Elass. These Goods have
been selected with care and
Bought Low. We shall sell at
very Low Prices for four weeks.

GERMAN SNUFF

cent*.

MIDDLE

00I6

CABINET ORGANS. FUR,

TIIE

How often do we hear people
say, “My head is thick and I cannot think.” Don’t yon know what
is the trouble ? You have Catarrh.
It has just commenced to take
possession of your body.
Now, if
yon are wise you will take a few
pinches of the

If yon

»3iu

Exchange St.,

BELOW

IIE AH.

Price 35

SWEETSIR & MERRILL’S

by making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at tbeir command to

can

POISON?

gists*.

New

BENT NEWSPAPER IN MAINE,

G. A. Whitney &Co.

so

IN?

is called to the

Illustrated mottoes.

not.

Writing Desks, Elegant

GERMAN SNUFF,
stopped up they
promptly take a remedy to at

or

Any party in want of Office Desks
of any style we are now prepared to
furnish them at manufacturers’ wholesale prices. We will sell a splendid
Doll Top Desk with the entire sytsem
of drawers opened and closed by one
lock, on the combination principle.
Price $90.00. Detail price $130.00.
About the first of Feb. we shall be
prepared to furnish all styles of Show
Cases at manufacturer’s prices; 25 per
cent, lower than they have ever been

Bgir*Than which there can be no better gift made
considering the amount of money required for the
purchase.

also ofter at their spacious warerooms the celebrated

head

and all kinds ot

upper

GERMAN SNUFF,

and

Xj At Gist Novelties
Trimmings, Worsteds, Hosiery, Glores,

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

offered in his city.

And if you doubt the fact look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh and last
Consumption. Why will people
suffer when by the use of the rem-

GOODS

Embracing All the

OWEN & MOORE,

,

per cent, on Hair Clotli Suits, and
30 per cent, on Terry or Plush,
from these prices, il parties want
such suits as are being sold by
Boston dealers in this city.
In
Walnut Chamber Sets we are selling at prices that defy competition. We have 35 marble Top Ash
Chamber Sets that we bought for
Cash from a Bankrupt Stock, the
same Sets we sold lor $135.00 six
months ago. We will sell this lot
now for $75.00 each set.
marble
Top and Cloth Top Tables of the
same stock we will also sell at reduced prices. We will sell marble
Top Tables, 34 x 31 inches, for $9.
Cloth Top Tables, 34 by 36 inches,
for $10.
Parties about buying
Furniture will surely save money
by calling on us before purchasing.
Please give us a call and we will
show you our very extensive stock
with pleasure, whether you wish

Fancv Stationerv!

l

THEM

York lor Boston.

Arat Sierra Leone —, sch Eva C Yates, Yates fm
New York.
Ar at Gibraltar Dec 3, barque Fred Eugene, Smalley, Bordeaux for Key West.
Sid tm Gibraltar Dec 2, brig Eugenia, Veazie, (from
Phi.adclphia) for Salouia.
In port Dec 7th, barque Sandy Hook,
Barstaw, fm
New York, ar 2d, disg, for Alicante.
Arat Liverpool 3Uth, ship Vigilatc, Baker, from

ever

An

GERMAN SNUFF.

BOSTON—-Cid 3!st, ship Victoria, Atwood, for
Calcutta.
Sid 31st, baroue Danl Draper; brig Winfield.
Ar 1st, ship Archer, Pike, Jloilo.
Cid 1st, brig Josie A Devcreux, Higgins, Havana;
schs Albert L Butler, Eaton, Matanzas; Annie W.
(Br> Suits, Portland.
NEWBDRYPORT-Sld 31st, sch Geo E Prescott,
Farnham, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH-Sid 31st, scbs Nettie Cusbin».
Ervin, Bristol; Terrapin, Wooster, Calais.

season

Holiday

FALSE.

Passed through Hell Gate 3tst, schs Boaz, Coombs,
from New York for New Bedford; U W Andrews.
Watts, do tor Orient, LI.
FALL RIVER—Ar 30lh, sch Alexandria, Falking-

ham, Calais.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 30th, schs E Waekrill.
Doane, Fayal for Boston, (with loss of foremasthead,
maintopmast and jibboom); Anna Frye, Smith, New

&

NEW

of Ties

l

_._

Bailey

STOCK

wear

Terry,

6 O
*Y S , Very Nice,

1 GIFT SEASON!

ten the

and rid your nose and head of that
which in time will kill you.
Do
you doubt it? Well suffer away.
Use up three or four handkerchiefs
a day.
Go around a walking mass
of rottenness,with HEAVY HEAD,
DULL EYES, BAD BREATH, and
DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, a
curse to yourself and a nuisance
to all who come in contact with
you, if yon must he so obstinate as
to not purchase one box of

Havana; brigs F I Henderson, Hendeason. Havana;
Geo Gilchrist. Patten, Matanzas ; sobs A1 Rokes,
Itboades, Dublin; Wyoming, Foss, Port au Prince;
J M Leonard, Crowley, Cieufuegos; Etna. Sawyer,
Matanzas; Lucy, Coalwell, St John, N B; Washington. Berry, Galveston; Charlie Cobb, Kennedy for

send 25 cents to the Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me.
a sample box.
octl5sn9m*

for

Yes, the medical records show
plainly that in nine cases out of New Christinas

New York.

NORFOLK—Ar 20th, sch Della Hodgkins, Paine,
Portland.
BALTIMORE—Cld 30th, schs Henry Parker, Lewis, New York; Lizzie Young, Young, Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 31st, sen Harry Whfce,
Hopkins, Chester.
At Delaware Breakwater 31st, schs T K
Wiley,
New York for Norfolk; C C Lane, for Baltimore.
NEW YORK—Ar 30tb,brig AC Titcomb. Eudevon,
Cardenas; schs Gem, Thomas, and Herald. Hall, im
Rockland ; Trade Wind, Gray, do ; F V Turner,
Graves, do; TSMcLellan, Farr, Portland; Wm It
Page, Hillirrd. Eastport; Speedwell, Spaulding, from
Rockland; Telegraph, Wilson, Thomaston; J C Rogers, Fletcher, Bath; Isaac Orbeton, Crockett, Portsmouth for Baltimore; Clara G Loud.Thompson, Boston for do; H Whitney, Sheppard, Providence.
Ar 31st, brigs H H Wright, Cone, Stettin viaSwinemunde 57 days; L Warren, Gray, Miuatitlan 23 days;
sch Hattie Haskell, Hewett, San Bias.
Cld 30th, schs Elbridge Gerry, Arey, Buck sport;
Corvo, Tyler, Boston.
Cld 31st, ships Olive S Southard, Walker, London;

or

or

4 3

BOOK’9

TAR

Suit,

$42,

Get them of your drug-

gist with the

Me.

DEATH
WILL BE
YOUR DOOM !

KILLED

Pieces, Hair Clotli

7

_iiov17eo(l&w3m

_

loosen the mncous, which if allowed to stay becomes

Havre.

Full Parlor

inflammation and allay the cough, pure
contained in the “Forest Tar Troches,” is the

‘FOREST

public

—OF—

and will state some of our prices. A

remove the
as

FALL

DHDMJ IN PARLOR MITS,

TAR.

heeded at once; if not immediately arrested they will
end in Catarrh or Consumption—perhaps death. To

have this

PENSACOLA—Ar 27th, schs May Munroe, llall,
Havana; Quoddy, Young. Trinidad.
Cld 27th, sch Wm Wilson, Curtis, Fall River.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 25th, sch Louisa Smith,
Webber, New York; Nettie Walker, Drew Sr Kitts;
Annie P Chase, Poole. New York.
KEY WEST—Ar 30th, barque Adeline C Adams,
Callum, Bordeaux.
Ar 30th, sch Harbinger, Dodge, New York.
FERNANDINA—Cld 23d, sch Melissa A Wilev,
SAVANNAH—Cld 30th, sch C W Holt, Delay, tor
King’s Ferry, Fla.
BUCKSVILLE, SC—In port 23d, sch L H Jones,
Cousins, for St Pierre 25th.
CHARLESTON—Cld 30th, brig A G Jewett, Reed,

We have made up our minds not
to be

Health and long life are secured only by careful
attention to the first 8ymptom9 of disease. The sore
throat and slight cough are warnings that should he

tar

We invite all oar Friend, and the
to rail and examine our

generally

Elegant Silk Brocade

We will make a discount ol 30

when they suddenly take cold
and feel all the organs of the nose

Wiley,

FURNITURE

sn3m

best article for this purpose.

htl

ONE THOUSAND

STREET.

FOREST

STREET.

160 middle Street.

Barrett,

200 MIDDLE
Portland, Dec. 4, 1875.

493 CONGRESS
j»9

]al2eodlv

and other desirable securities.

do

few

n

Charles Custis & Co.

Especial attention

For Circular Addren* II. F. Eaton, Prin.
augl9-tf

FOR SALE,
PORTLAND CITYR. R. AIR
6’«
PORTLAND CITY" MUNICIPAL
CLEVELAND CITY.
CLEVELAND CITY.7>»
TOLEDO CITY
7b*
NT. LOUIN COUNTY GOLD.6b*
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.7’*

Swan

UNDERWEAR

STAPLE FANCY GOODS.

NOKHIUOEWOCK, MAINE.

Highest Market Rates paid for
Called 5-iO Gerernnieot Bond*,

—

Sell-u;; without repaid to Cont for
darn.

—AT-

your temper spoil?

Cld 31st, schs Annie Bliss, Simmons, New York.
Ar at SW Pass 31st, ships L B Gilchrist, Watts,
London; Marcia C Day, Chase, Autwerp.
Sid fm SW Pass 30th, barque PC Merriraan, tor
Havre; brig Prairie Rose, Greenleaf, Havana.
MOBILE—Ar 31st, ship Andrew Johnson, Speed,

Liverpool.

Eaton Family School For Boys,

deodsnly

RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sprains,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Bruises,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Colic,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Cholera Morbus,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Coughs,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sore Throat,
and is soldby all dealers in Medicines.
WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass.

au!7

of

MOULTON,

07 Exchange Street,

G Brooks, Smallage, Gouldsboro—Wm H

Sch Chalcedony, Ingalls, Machias—Natlil Blake.
Sch N Jones, Flynn, Machia6—master.
Sch Emeline, Roberts, Wiscasset—Chase Bros.

Calais Bonds aid
prepared exchange City
Lewy’s Island Railroad, due December, 1876, giving
therefor City of Calais Municipal Bonds dne DecemNo
ber, 1891, without expenses or loss of interest.
city in the state stands better financially than Calais, and this is a very desrable exchange for all
holders of the first issue above named.
to

snd&w3m

G per cent.
G per cent.
6 per cent.
G per cent.
6 per cent.
6 per cent.
7 per cent.
8 per cent.
7 per cent.
G per cent.
Bold.

..

Minialnre Almanac ..January 3.
rises.7.30 I High water.3.45 PM
Sun sets.4.39 | Moon sets.11.45 PM

SWAN &

H.

DATE

4
4
5
6
8
Sardinian...Portland... Liverpool.Jan 8
Andes.New York...Aspmwall. ...Jan 8
Clanbel....New York..Jamaica,<Sc. .Jan 8
Algeria.. .New York. .Liverpool.Jan 12
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 12
Crescent City.New York. .Havana.Jan 13
15
Peruvian.Portland
Liverpool.Jan 15
City ot New York. .New York. .Liverpool. ...Jan 15
.New York. .Liverpool_Jan 15
City of Berlin
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 15
Idaho...New York .Liverpool.Jan 18
Nova Scotian.Portland
Liverpool.Jan 29
Sarmatlan.Portland... Liverpool.Jan 29

W. W.

311-2 EXCHANGE ST, COR Of MILK.
S. C. STROUT.
W. GAGE.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
NAME

F GAGE

STROET

CALAISJBONDSl
BARRETT,

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL,
Lillie Blue, Fnrminglon, Me., (or Boy..
Advantages unsurpassed and terms reasonable.
The Winter Sea.ion Open. January lllb.
For circulars and information apply to
AMBROSE P. KELNEY. A. M.,
(lec23deodlw
Prinripal.

..

sneodtf

uov29

California......New York .Glasgow.Jan
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Nevada.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
City of New York .New York. .Havana.Jan

STREET,

LEAVITT.

marct5

WALTER K. EOBEN,
(Graduate of Boston University, School of Oratory.)
Box 830, City.
dcl8tjan7*

Niate of Maine Bonds.
Calais aid Railroad Bonds

Decorations, &e„

F.

snlw

GLOVES
AND

Has liad eight years experience in the
Home School at N. Gloucester.

200 MIDDLE ST.,

ent.

MEN’S

receive pupils in

Latin, French and the English Branches.

Fancy Stationery.

Are

NING,

dlw*

MISS II. E. CLARK,

at the lowest rates.
There is nothing more acceptable than a good Book or a box of

NOTICES.

warehouses at Havana and Matanzas 27,500 boxes
and 4 200 hlids. Receipts of the week 5.700 boxes and
870 bhds, including 2,700 boxes and all the hhds to
the United States.
Freights nominal. Exchange
linn at last quotations.

Terms moderate.

the house.

dec30

AT RE? AIL

de28

_SPECIAL

FANCY GOODS.

Clias* S, Itobicliek,
of the German Language, Union
House, Temple St., Portland. Private lessens

BAILEY & NOYES

EXCHANGE STREET.
market.
Havana. January 1.—Sugar—The holidays have
Imported an increased dullness to business and the

Boston.

MINOR TELEGRAM*.
The charge against Dr. Anthouy, postmaster
at Leavenworth, has been withdrawn.
The U. S. steamer Trenton was successfully
launched from the Brooklyn navy yard Saturday. The launching was witnessed by thousands.
The new Fisk University was dedicated Saturday, in the presence of a large number of
pupils, white and black, Gov. Peters aud other
officers.
New Year’s day opened in New York with a
bright, unclouded sky, aud the temperature af
of a day in spring or autumn, and was enjoyed
by thousands who were out maaiug their New
Year’s calls. Flags were freely displayed on
on public buildings and
the shipping in the
harbor. No business was transacted.
The roof of the Springfield (111.) lloofiBg Co’s
Mill was blown off Saturday nighi. Loss $10,
000.
Gen. Crafton, ex-Adjutant General of Missouri, has been indicted for complicity in the
frauds in allowing claims for military service
during the war and issuing certificates for said
service.
A dispatch from San Diego says Col. Minez
with the Sonora troops attacked the main body
of the Y'aqua Indians at Pittohalla on the 23d
of December and routed them with the loss
of about 200 killed and wounded. The Mexican
loss was twenty wounded.

and in

Havaun

Sun

London, Jan. 3—A Vienna dispatch to the
Times says in answer to the request made by

ters

Uroridcacc Ji» run Cloths market.
PROVIDENCE. January 2 The Printing cloths
market dining the past week has been dull, piices
weaker and sales small; standard and extra 64 @ G4s
are nominally and held at 4g. but 4Jc must be accepted to affect sales; sales of the week 25,000 pieces;
sales ot the past year 3,424.780 pieces; opening price
of the year was 5 @ S^c, advanced to 6$c and declined
to 4J (a> 41e at the close of the year.

muscle,

the manufacture of

Partbia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan

The Times reviews the work of the high
Court of Justice daring the Michelmas settings
under the new judicial system.
The writer
concludes that its working has already been
and
when some temporary
highly beneficial,
obstructions are removed and some defects remedied the act is calculated to produce the most
salutary improvement in the administration of

Police

Alexnnder II. Hlephens Failiug.
New \ork, Jan. 2,—A World
special from
Atlanta repo-ts that Alexander H. Stephens’
condition is unfavorable. His trouble is a severe cough and expectoration.
His bronchial
tubes were affected, but not tbe lungs.
His
attendants think ho cannot recover and Le
himself recognizes the early approach of
death.

Sales at A net ion,
f.O Boston & Maine Railroad.105$
I 45.do.
.106J
6.do. .106$
! $1.000 Eastern Railroad el»:Mng land 7s. uote... 45
j $5,000 Portland City Sixes, l*.»07 .— @ lu0$

Berlin, Jan. 1.—[New York Herald Spe- j
cial]—A German under the signature of Herr
ll|gives iu (he Ihesdeu Nachrichten, some facts
iri reference to Thomas, whose name lias become

CVutt uuini Jubilations.

largest

altoigt

as a

SPOKEN.
Dec 18, lat 43, Ion 53 40, ship A McCallum, from
St John. NB, for Liverpool.
Mo date, &c, ship Thos Lord, from New York for
SW Pass.
No date, &c, sell Franklin, Miller, from New York
or Galveston,
Element* of

Gv-t ongressuiiin t'arwcll Deep iu

dropsy 4,

Portland Wholesale market.
Saturday.
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Posters,

Bills, Bill Heads,

au30iseodtt

---

Fireproof Roofing Paint.

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

The best and cheapest Snow 4k Dari. Patent
Mime KooilnK Paint for Shingle, Tin and Iron
Hoofs, also for cheap outside work, sofd by the gallon
or

Hand

applied by

J.

N.

McCOY

&

notice.

CO.,

9M Spring Mt.. Partlnnd,
ROOFERM AND PAINTER*
dtt

jy24
JOB

PRINTING

■hi* OtUce.

neatly

executed

at

at slioit

MONDAY MORNING. JAN. 8. 187C
TIIE PBESS
tbe Periodical Depots of Fes-

be obtained at
senden Bros..

Brunei &

Wentworth, Moses, N.

Kendrick,

May

Bros.,
At
At
At
At
At

Marquis,
B.

on

all trains that

run

out

Biddeford, of Phillsbury,

Co., Andrews,
and

of the city.

Chisholm

Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
of ,J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

Waterville,

CITY AND VICINITY
iVc*w

AdvertiHemeniM To-llny.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Happy New Year—Davis & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Coal, Coal—E. H. Sargent.
Notice—Peak’s Island Steaml»oat Co.
50 White Cards—W. H. Weeks.
Wanted—A Travelling Salesman.
Wanted—Ten Young Men.
Stevens’ Patent Wooden Safety Lamp.
Centaur Liniments.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Sale by Auction—F. O. Bailey & Co.

PORTLAND POST
0. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

Office IIourM.

Portland, Me., Doc. 24, 1875.
Arrival and Departure ol Hails*
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.20
p. m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 and
9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.20 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at. 1.20 p. m.
and 12.30 a in. Close at 8.20 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p. in.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.45 a
m. Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.45 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, and
3.30 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. It
R. Arrive at 1L25 a m, and 5.55 p in. Close at 7.45
а. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
б. 50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.

Castine, Deer isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Macliias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 am. Close at 9 pm.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.20 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every
Saturday at 3 p m.
Foreign MaLs, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers, Close at 2.30 p m.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00 a. m.f
12 m. and 2 00 and 8.00 p. m.

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.
MASONIC
Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, K. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second
Monday.
Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday : St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.
firs

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection,
Friday.
cond FriCouncil—Portland Oouncil P. of J

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de II., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.
I. O. O. F.
Odd Fellows* Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothei s, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on. Friday
venings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, I)., of
R., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Saturdays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the
A

month.
Benefit Association.—Board of Directors meet
Association
first Monday evening of each month.
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July
♦
and October.

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars’ Hall, Ho. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, firBt anil third Mondays in each
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Fluent Block, corner of Congress and
Exchange Streets, Rooms 9 and 10. Open day and
evening. Business meeting every Monday evening at
o’clock.
Portland Typographical) Union, No. 75.—
Second Saturdav in each month.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
First ThursCorner of Congress and Casco streets.
day in each month.
Vouno Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge. No. 0, Monday evenings: Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Portland Army and Navy Union- Corner
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Portland institute and public library
City Buildmg, Open and free to all from 10 to 1
o 5 and 7 0 9.
Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 71 o’clock.
Mercantile Library Association, Cougress
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of hooks, 2 to 0, 7 to 9, day and evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353J Congress street.
A.

every Friday
R.—Meetings
ess and
ot

Hall,

Independent Order

Congi

corner

Templars—Ar-

of Good

cana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams’ block. Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons’ ot Temperance Halt Congress St
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
Office
1,3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express
Plum Street; No 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening; No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

Friday evening.

Brief Jottings.

cutting
cinity.
Ice

is not active at present in this vi-

Ancient Brothers Lodge, No. 4, has appointed a committee to make arrangements for the
public installation of their officers Thursday

evening.
Miss Mary E. McGregor of this city drew a
$(>00 prize in LoriDg’s gift book sale at Boston
the past week.
The Portland Bowing Club gave a promenade concert at Lancaster Hall

Saturday

even-

t_

found near Back Cove
A boy’s coat
yesterday, and now awaits an owner at the
was

police

station.

Girard Ferdinand went from Rockland to
Boston last week and was arrested for swinHe
dling the Eastern and other railroads.
succeeded in stealing some baggage checks,
and presented one to the Eastern Railroad
Company for a trunk, he said he had lost, and
received pay for the loss. He tried the same
game on one or two other roads, when he was
caught and put under $8000 bail.
Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church.—The
church and school celebrated New Year’s day
with a tree, singing, recitations and reading.
After the distribution of gifts a meeting was
called by Rev. Mr. Mason to celebrate the
Proclamation of Emancipation. After a few
remarks Mr. W. \V. Ruby was chosen chairman, and Mr. L. W. A. Johnson secretary.
Remarks were made by Mr. Arthur Harris and
Mr. Edward S. Williams. After a few brief
remarks from others the meeting adjourned.
Wednesday evening there will be held at this
church a temperance meeting for the purpose
of forming a temperance club, at which Mr.
Edward S. Williams will preside. All friends

pf temperance are invited to come and help in
this cause;___
■

Bev. Mr. Fcnn preached yesterday morning
from Malachi 3:10—“Bring ye all the tithes
into the storehouse, that there may be meat in
my house, and prove me now herewith, saith
the Lord of Hosts, if I will not open you the
windows of Heaven, and pour you out a
blessing that there shall not be room enough to
receive it.”
The prophet Jonah had for his object to
show the efficacy of repentance and prayer to
turn away God’s judgments; Joel speaks of
the promises made to the Lord’s people on their
return to Him, and the glorious outpouring of
the Spirit that should lollow; Malachi exposes
and rebukes the heinous sins of God’s chosen

their fields were desolate, and the
whole nation lay under the heavy curse of the
Most High. Malachi declared to them the
cause of this judgment and desolation which

Assistant-Postmaster

Boswortii Post G.
evening in Mechanics’
Casco streets.

HIGH STItEET CHUBCH.

depressed,

Postmaster.

Every evening.

The Week of Prayer,—Devotional serviwill be held each evening throughout the
week in the lecture room of the Second Parish,
at 7| p. m. Members of other societies, not
having similar meeting of their own, are res-

reached the house and ordinances of the Lord
and caused the wliole.nation to appear forsaken
of God.
Two kinds of tithes were known to the Jews
in the Mosaic dispensation: one Levitical, for
the support of the priesthood—the other thankoffering, an expression of gratitude towards
God for his mercy. These gifts were ordinarily
collected and stored in cities—the Lord’s
treasure houses; and at th's time these treasuries were empty and desolate. With this
neglect of tithes came also bitter and complainWbat good was there in the
ing words.
observance of this onerous service?
The
prophet told them that all the evils under which
they groaned would De removed if they turned
to God. Their fields would bloom again, and
famine and want would disappear. The lesson
taught them is a lesson for all ages and periods;
we may profit by it in this day, and each local
church may take the lesson home. When men
speak against God and His service, and covetousness prevails in society and in the church,
and worldly men question the value of the
church and its benefit to society, and complain
of the expensiveness of religion, then the
lesson of the text should be heeded. Men
speak against the ministry as a profession for
gain; but who knows of wealth acquired in the
ministry? The Lord pity those who are so
unfortunate as to become rich in their sacred
work. Was the ancient church without cost?
Look at the exceeding beauty and cost of the
Temple of Solomon! But they tell us we are
another people, of a different age, and need not
make all this expenditure. But what did the
Puritans think? They gave themselves, their
The Old South
lives, everything to God.
Church, for the time in which it was built, far
exceeded the costly beauty of its new successor,
vlnti

pectfully invited.

Kev. W. H. Fenn will preach at the First
All are
Baptist church at 3 o’clock to-day.
inyited. There are services at this church every
■•afternoon during the present week.
Devotional services will be held each evening
■during the week at the Pine street M. E.

■church.

Movements.—The

inaf
■steamer Scandinavian, Capt. Smith, sailed
from this port for Liverpool Saturday at 4.2(
p. m„ with 10 cabin and 35 steerage passengers

and

a

full cargo.

The Peruvian,

evening.

Capt. Watts, will

Allan

be due thi

nnd

f*.

possible for

XT_

L.

ft

to say that God’s service is an
onerous burden? It is unworthy of our high
calling. The Church of God and His house is
not to be considered a commercial speculation.
Our ownership in the house of God is not real;
it is God’s temple: His dwelling place, though
men often look upon
the whole system as a
business enterprise, and measure the success of
the church by its popularity and its power to
attract paying members. The priests of such a
worldly church must share in the dishonor
attached to it, and thus God is insulted in His
own house.
Yet ministers must be faithful to
their duty and give no heed to the cavils of
worldly men, who sit unconcernedly and irreverently in God’s housp, and go away and discuss
the performance, as they call it, as they would
an opera; and spread abroad the faults of
minister with as much unconcern as they
would speak of the appearance and actions of
a professional
orator—forgetful that with
flagrant irreverence and impiety they thus cast
and
contempt
bring reproach upon the houee
and worship of the Most High. Is it strange
that God is angry with such mockery under the
name of worship?
Sarely He will visit such a
people with striped and bring upon them the
rod of correction until they reform and yield to
Him due reverence and perform true service of
the heart. What is the idea of true service?
It must be in our readiness to surrender all to
God—to give our hearts, our service, [our property, our children to Christ,—yes,our life itself.
Doing this, an abundant blessing will come to
us.
You who will die this year, now is your
time of hope and promise; you who have an
evil heart of unbelief, now is open to you the
opportunity of putting away unbelief and
coming near to God. Let all the tithes be
brought into the storehouse. Say not, we are
weary of hearing this exhortation: we have
heard it all our life! Act, do! repent in earnest,
and consecrate all to God in this opening of tho
year, and you shall find by happy experience
that the Lord is merciful to forgive, and able to
save and abundantly blsss.
us

CASCO STREET CHURCH.

Appropiiate to the beginning of the year
Rev. C. S, Perkins of Casco streetF. B. church
preached yesterday morning from Psalms xvi,
14. “I will pay my vows unto thee, now, in
the presence of thy people.”
He said that
many begin the year with many well meant
resolutions, only to find themselves at the close
in very much the same condition as before. It
is so mo rally and financially.
Attempts to
reform and become better prove failures, and
the resolutions of no effect. The same in regard to curtailing expenses and living within
one’s income; all attempts become likewise
worthless and end in broken resolutions, and
all because it is resolve and not pay.
Pay
your vows. As a nation we do not need to
strive about making new principles and promises to the right; but pay and fulfill those al-

ready pledged.

A note is of no use that never
matures, and what we need is to meet our obligations and pay our vows. Another reason
why we should begin to meet those obligations
is because It will be more difficult as they in-

crease-obligations

are

accumulating against

us—it will be more difficult to put our financial
affairs in a proper condition if resolutions are
not governed by actions. The only way is to
begin to-day. Again—a man may lose his disposition to pay, his word may not be good, he
may suddenly be called away. Again—paying
our vows should be done in presence of others.
Our departure has been public—if in the
church, the church has witnessed it—in worldly matters it has been seen. Our return
should also be public—and pay our vows before the Lord in the presence of his people. "We
have taken vows and must meet them—the
Our
day will come when they must be met.
vows, however feebly uttered, are binding upon us for fulfilment, and must be paid.
And
our vows hold good against us, whether moral-

ly

or

spiritually.

congress

square.
The pastor preached a most earnest discourse
yesterday morning from the words found in
Acts, xxvi: 28“‘Almost Thou persuadest me to
be

a

Christian.”

appeal

The sermon was

earnest

an

Christiani-

to the audience to embrace

ty.
Hereafter there will be vesper services at this
church Sunday evenings.
ALLEN MISSION.

religious

services yesterday at Allen
Mission were of unusual interest. The sermon
by Capt. Dutton was listened to very attentively by large audiences both afternoon and evening. Text in the afternoon Matt. 22, chap.
The

42, and in the evening Heb. 4, chap. 16. Capt.
Dutton will be at the Mission this evening and

give some account
ment in England.

of the great reform moveThe public are invited.

City Mesplace from

Funeral.—The funerai of the late

senger, George T. Ingraham, took
the residence of his son-iD-law, Alderman Samuel Waterhouse, at No. 25 Carleton street, at
1.30 o’clock yesterday. The members of the
city government met at the city building and

marched to the house. The Aged Brotherhood,
of which the deceased was a member, also attended in a body. Bev. Mr. Fenn, of High
street church, officiated. The remains were
taken to the Eastern cemetery for interment.
uu tuu
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meeting, but officer Luther Sterling

was

presto the sta-

ent and he was arrested and taken
tion. It is hoped that Judge Knight will make
an example of him.
Officer Moseley was called to Pine street
church last evening to take charge of a drunkwho had wandered into tho church.
He resisted the officer and succeeded in breaking a pane of glass before he reached the door.
en man

Tiik Adeli-hia.—The Adelphia closed a
very successful season of four weeks in this
city, Saturday evening. The manager, Mr.
Larrabec, and bis able assistant, Mr. Cooke,

have done their best to give the public
from the

good
support
a

entertainment,
judging
they have received, we should say that their
endeavors have been appreciated. When they
and

return

again in March they
crowded houses.
Early

can

Closing.—The clothing

look

and

foi

gentle-

men’s furnishing stores of this city are to clos<
7 o’clock, (excepting Saturday evenings
for the months of January, February and
March, cominanciug this evening.
It is said that the principal shoe dealers oi
the city have agreed to close their places oi
business at 7 o’clock p. m. (Saturdays excepted
from January 1st to April 1st.
ta

For the Poultry Show.—F. G. Patterson
Esq., has a pair of Imperial Pekin duck
which were hatched June Gth and now weigl
very handsomi

fourteen pounds. They are
and will attract much attention at the comini ;
poultry exhibition. Mr. Patterson also has
number of black and blue carrier pigeons, am 1
one pair of wild pigeons, which he is ver, j

I proud

of.

Yarin the

secured as soprano
quartette choir at Park street church. She possesses a voice of much merit.
The choir consists of Miss Moody, soprano; Mrs. Pratt, con-

Noyes, tenor, and
Greely is organist.

tralto;

Ed. A.

Adams,

Mr.

basso. Miss
Mr. James A. Arnold arrived iu town Saturday, and was presrnt at the Museum matinee.
This evening he makes his appearance on the
boards in “Bosedale.”
Miss Blanche Howard, author of “One Sum-

mer,” is thus described by a New York corres“Miss
pondent of the Cincinnati Gazette:
Blanche Howard is a Bangor girl, divinely tall
and most divinely fair, after the style of New
England blondes. She has reigned as a belle
in her native city for years, and attracted men
of polish and literary repute by her brilliant
powers and mu9ical ability,
Her
sweetness and power.
father lost his wealth, through some inadvertance of fortune, and Miss Howard, who had
conversational

singing with

rare

been superbly educated, went nobly forward
and gathered together a class to whom she
taught music and singing. Then, finding that
she had some talent as a writer, she sent acceptable articles to the various periodicals,
either anonymously or over some non deplume.
After a few successful ventures this way, she
sent this charming little waif out on to the
literary sea,and it has been almost overwhelmed
by the storms of compliments received. She is
still in the twenties, although the shadows are
beginning to tone them into maturity, and she
continues to attract talent to her side, and will
perhaps awake one day to find her name enrolled among those made famous by their pens.
Army & Navy Course.—The last entertainment in the Army & Navy Course will take

place aext Thursday evening.
English Opera Company will give

The Boston
the opera of
“Maritana” on this occasiou.
The Boston
Globe, in speaking of the performance of the
opera in the vicinity of Boston, says:
Monumental Hall was filled with an enthusiastic audience who listened with delight to
Wallace’s opera of “Maritana,” by the Boston
English Opera Company. The part of Maritana was taken by Miss Dora Wiley, who, both
as a singer and an actress, fully deserved the
jtiaujiio
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her. In her solos she ably sustained her reputation as a fine soprano singer, and in each was
warmly applauded. Miss Hattie Moore took
the parts of Lazarillo and Marchioness, and
gave a very fine rendering of both. Mr. Harry
Gates, the well-known tenor, sustained the part
of Don Caesar de Bazan, his clear tenor being
heard to great advantage. He also shows that
his acting is the product of careful study, and
he has developed powers which might be used
in higher parts. The part of Don Jose de Santarem was supported by Mr. H. K. White, jr.,
whose voice, a fine rich baritone, is under careful control, and his personation of the crafty
diplomatist was extremely well performed.
His duet with Mr. Harry Gates in the third act
was especially good.
Mr. George R. Titus
represented the two parts of the Captain of the
Guard, and Charles, King of Spain, in a very
successful manner. As Captain of the Guard
he had very little to do, but as Maritana’s lover
he sang and acted very finely. Mr. George A.
Fitch as the Alcalde, and the Marquis de
Montefiori, acted very well indeed, taking the
part of the old simpleton as naturally as possible. He, together with the Marchioness,
(Miss Moore) received much applause, which
he gracefully acknowledged. Mr. Leon Reach
officiated as director, and performed the accompaniments upon the piano in fine style. The
costumes were rich and varied, and the choruses
were rendered by the company more in unity
than choruses usually are.
The Rolfe Cue.

The following

published

in the

heretofore

correspondence

Argus, is of interest:)
Portland, Dec. 17,

1875.
To the Editor of the Argus:
In the case of Oscar D. Rolfe and wife vs.
the inhabitants of Rumford, alluded to in
your paper of to-day, it seems that Dr. French
or some one else is desirous of getting his testimony as a medical expert before the public
to show that a difference of opinion existed
between him and myself. Tbe statement made
in the paragraph alluded to. that the mother
having “died in consumption would seem to
imply that it was an inherited disease,” is altogether too soft for the facts. What Dr, French
might “imply” in a case of this kind is very
different from making the sweeping statement
that “pulmonary tuberculosis existed only
from hereditary taint.”
On this point I differ from him materially.
I say that it does occur in the majority of
cases, without any hereditary taint, and
that I can show it by nearly all the recognized
authorities of the day. I had this patient under my professional charge about four months,
and presume I know as much about the case as
he did, who saw Mrs. Rolfe only about 25 or 30
minutes a tew days before her death. In my
opinion Mrs. R.’s case affords an example of
acquired pulmonary tuberculosis, due to long
confinement, suffering. &c,, caused bv the accident.
S. H. Tewksbury,"M. D.
To the Editor of the Argus:
I have

Portland, Dec. 30,1875.
delayed answering Dr. Tewksbury’s

communication of the 17th inst., in order to
obtain documentary evidence of the incorrectness of his statement.
As Dr. Tewksbury has
declined to refer the matter under dispute to
the stenographer’s report, I have no other redress than to state that in my evidence before
the court there is nothing to substantiate his
assertion, which I declare to bo as repugnant
to my professional views as to the truth; but
the animus with which his article opens is a
fitting preface to what .follows; for as you
know, the paragraph at which Dr. Tewksbury
took umbrage was not only written without my
knowledge, but published in direct violation of
an oft repeated request that my name should
not appear in the columns of any newspaper.
Geo. F. French, M. D.

Building Notes.—Since the opening of
Ellsworth street, early in the season, there have
been erected five houses, which are occupied.

Building

in the

vicinity

of this street is brisk.

The two brick blocks gciDg up on Congress
Neal street are progressing rapidly. Each
block will contain two well arranged houses of
near

fourteen rooms. The finish is lo be very fine<
and each house will have all the modern con-

veniences. They will also be adorned with
marble steps.
Mr. Patterson, the owner, is
giving the work his personal supervision, and
intends to make as good houses as can be
found in the city. Both blocks will be offered
for sale, and will doubtless find ready purchasers.
James T.

Johnson, Esq., has purchased a lot
Congress street, just above the Catholic
school house, and will begin at once the erec*
tion of a two and a half story dwelling house,
on

to be arranged for two families.
William Band, Esq., is building a large twoand-a-half story house—to be arranged for four
families—in the rear of his lot, second below
the bay scales on Green street. Mr. Band will
soon build another dwelling house on the front.
Portland Band.—The Portland Band celebrated its 50th annnal meeting at its rooms,
Saturday evening, and the following officers
were elected for the ensuing year: Leader and
Secretary, J. Cole; Conductor and Librarian,
H. Fales; Treasurer and Clerk, T. B. Davis.
After the meeting the members and their
gnests, to the number of 40, sat down to a
bountiful supper, to which they did full justice. After {supper was over speeches were
made by Mr. Cole, who congratulated the band
on its entire freedom from debt and also on its
present good prospects, Mr. Cyrus L. Curtis,
who had been an active mdtaber of the band
about 40 years, though now an honorary member, Hon. C. H. Haskell, Mr. William T.
Small and many others. Mr. Curtis was presented

the day in respect to the deceased.

Disturbing Meetings.—The meetings at
the Allen Mission have been disturbed quite
frequently of late by a crowd of young roughs
who go there for that purpose. Last evening a
fellow named James Powers disturbed the

oes

Steamer

mouth, have been

faithful observances of the ordinances of His
house, and rendering to the Lord His due. At
the time the prophet wrote, the people were

From 8.00 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.

At

The services of Mias Mary Moody of

people, and denounces judgment against them,
but promises abundant blessing upon their

OFFICE.

Entertainments.—This evening E. H. El-

Personal.

SUNDAY SERVICES.

PBESS.

THE

with

an

elegant

cane,

and

he

delivers a new lecture bsfore the
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association. The
subject of the lecture is Conversation, and
judging from the reputation of the lecturer it
is safe to predict a treat for those who attend.

well, Esq.,

The T. C. and C. T. club give a dramatic entertainment at the vestry of India street church
this evening. The drama of “Megs Diversion)’
will be given, also select readings. This club
contains much dramatic talent.
To-morrow evening the Jubilee singers appear at City Hall.
Reform Club.—The meeting last evening at
Preble Chapel, which was presided over by
Vice President S. F. Pearson, was a very inter,
Remarks were made by members
one.
of the Club, Dr. Foster and Ur. Palmer of the
Dover, N. H., Reform Club. The Club also
furnished speakers last evening for North Bnxton, Freeport and Morrill’s Corner.

esting

..

--

T

Temperance Lecture.—Mr. Jackson of
Boston spoke to a large and attentive audience
at the Congress street M. E. church, on temThis evening he will
perance, last evening.
lecture in the Methodist church at Woodford’s
Corner.
Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in the
Real Estate

county Saturday.
Portland—Lot of land on Quincy street from
J. H. Webster to Hannah P. Poor.
Cape Elizabeth.
In 1G75 there were on Purpooduck side nearly three hundred inhabitants, most of whom
were
engaged in fishing and farming.
At the Ferry there were three houses, fishing
stages, and several acres of cleared land devoted to farming. At Spring Point, (now Fort

Museum.—This evening Mr. James A.
Arnold makes his reappearance at the Museum.
That there will be a large house admits of little
doubt, for there is a general desire to see Mr.
Arnold, and to give him a hearty welcome
back. The play selected is “Rosedale,” one of
the most pleasing plays brought out this season, and affording Mr. Arnold opportunity for
of his happiest characterizations. Between
acts he is expected to favor his audience with
several new songs. He arrived in town Saturday. “Rosedale” will be given this and to-

one

evening.

Wednesday,

matinee and
evening, the “Marble Heart” will be put on
the boards. Thursday evening the “Ticket of
Leave Man” will be given, and on Friday and
morrow

Saturday evenings “Under the Gaslight.” Desire is expressed by many to see Mr. Arnold
in the beautiful play of “Dora,” where ho apthe Lancashire farmer.
pears
Good seats for this eveniug’s performance
are still to bo procured at the box office.
as

Election of Officers.—Pine Tree Lodge,
No. II. K. of P., held its semi-annual election
Friday evening; and the following were elected
officers for the ensuing term:
mings, C. C.; J. V. Bradley,

A.
V.

J.

Cum-

C.;

Jabez

Marriner, P.; H. A. McDonald, 1C. of R. and
S.: D. W. Nash, M. E.; John Russell, M. F.;
J. Douglass, M. A.; Trustee for three years, HI

Tilton; Representatives to

Grand

Lodge,'John

T. Alexander and Milton Higgins.

New Year’s Dav.—The day passed off very
quietly in this city. The banks and city offices
were closed, but most of the stores were
kept
open. The weather was as on a May morning.

and If the street
crossings had not been so bad
the streets would have been crowded. The
usual number of New Year’s calls were made.

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed l 100,000,

prices

to suit the times; from five cents up.
ward. We desire our customers to remember
that our Hamburgs are all hard edges and tho

cambrics the best

_

dozen cows aud young stock. On
Richmond Island several buildings, cows,young
stock and fishing stages.
In 1775 there were some sixteen hundred in-

Free sample bottle and circular containing
unquestionable testimonials of Adamson's
Botanic Cough lialsam by ail druggists.
Try
it.
jan3 eodlw

was

a

number of

tillage, together

farms;

and

orchards

some

with

some

_aprIOdeodawly

habitants with 329 polls.
The income from
real estate was estimated to be £1,889-8*. There
was owned by the inhabitants, liable to be taxed, 4 slaves and 387 3 4 tons of vessels, carpenter tonnage. Amount of stock in trade, £222;
money at interest, liable to be taxed, £8; and
1371 sheep and goats, (which is ten times the
number now owned). There were raised sixty
soldiers who marched from here July 11th for
Cambridge: also some ioined comnanies from
other towns.

At the same there was a comcoast guards, part of which were

pany of

raised here.

are more generally cultivated; more regard paid
to their personal appearance, manner of living,
etc., and in every way they seem to be advancing in civilization.
Wm, T. Hobart, agent of the Passamaquoddy
tribe, reports a total expenditure of $4,519.64.
In consequence of business depression, it has
been very difficult for men to get employment,
as heretofore.
The agent recommends appropriations for the purchase of wood, repair of
the chapel, repair of the priest’s house, finishing a hall, and tor repairs upon roads. Some
attention has been given to agricultural pursuits by a portion of the tribe during the year,
but many have been engaged in hunting, fishing and the manufacture of baskets.
Among those who have died during the year

was Governor John Francis. He was eightyfive years of age, and had been Governor of the
tribe forty-two years. In a treaty made by the
different sections of the tribe, dated February
28tb, 1852, it was stipulated that John Francis
should remain Governor as long as he lived,
and that there should also be a Lieut. Governor, to be chosen at Pleasant Point, to act with
Governor Francis; and that there should be
another Governor and Lieut. Governor chosen
on the Indian Township iu the summer of 1852,
nuu

cvexy

luumi

iuuxeu.ii.er.

^ear

xuo

Sales!

Holiday

Maine Business Notes.
Their winter business having assumed large

proportions, the Eastport people are complaining that the International Line has commenced
to make but one trip a week, which does not
provide the shipping facilities needed.
The Eastport Savings Bank has just declared
a semi-annual dividend of six per cent.
The Bichmond shoe factory is working
full time, apparently doing a good business.

orders.
The

early cold has greatly interfered with
fishery at Sheepscot Bridge this sea-

the smelt
son.

Messrs. Rice & Hntchings of Boston have
leased the Warren shoe factory, and the work
will he carried on. All work is to be paid by
the piece. The prices fixed are such as are

equivalent

to

a

general reduction of wages.

following business
recently taking place

Neuralgia, Erysipelas. Iteli, Sprains, Chillblaius,
Bruises, Stings, Poisons, Scalds, Sciatica,
Weak Back, Pains in the side, Wounds, Weeping
Sinews, Barns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Ear-ache’
Tooth ache, Head ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken
Breasts,Sore Nipples.Sore Throat, Croup,Diphtheria,
etc.
The
most ofthese complaints the Centaur LiDiment will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract the poi-on from bites and stings, and will
cure burns and scalds withour a scar. The follow
ing is but a sample of a thousand similar testimonials:

Antioch, III., Dec. l, 1874.
“My wife has, for a long time, been a terrible sufferer from Rheumatism. She has tiled many physicians and many remedies. The only thing which has
given her relief is Centaur Liniment. 1 am rejoiced
•
»
«
to say this has cured her.
W. H. RING, Postmaster,”
It is an indisputable fact that the Centaur Lini-

ments are performing cures never before efleeted by any preparation in existence.—like Chronic

Rheumatism of thirty years’ standing,straightening fingers and joints which had been stift for six
years, taking the soreness from burns, &c.
One dollar, or even fifty cents, invested in Centaur
Liniment will be witbin reach when an accident
occurs, and will do more good than any amouDt of
money paid tor medical attendance.
When physicians are called they frequently use this
Liniment,
and of course charge several prices ior it.

changes

are

reported

as

Augusta—J. N. Parker, gro. and prov., sold
to Blackwell & Webber.
Caiais—H. H. King, boots and shoes, dis.
Portland—Dorman & Gowen.com., dis.
Leavitt & Dailey, cigars, sold out.
Rockland—F. L. Jones, boots and shoes, sold
to R. C. Wooster.
Moody & May, livery, dis; now W. G.
Moody.

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN

neiguDornooa a number of teamsters are
the Centaur Liniment.
They pronounce it
superior to anything they have ever used. We sell
as high a9 four to live dozen bottles
per month to
owners of holies and mules.’*
We have volumes of testimonials
cures
describing
of Sprains, Kicks, Gails, Poll-Evil, Big-head, and
even Founders, which are little less than marvels.
No owner of an animal can afford to be without a
bottle of Centaur Liniment, which
any day may
prove worth twenty times its cost.
Sold everywhere, but prepared only at the

of J. B. Rose & Co.,
40 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

name

of E. F.

The Oracle says the total number of commitments to the jail in Wiscasset for the year ending Dec. 1, 1875, was 104. of which 31 were of
foreign birth, and 73 were born in the United

States.

The Lincoln Ccunty News says Mr. Daniel
Cox, an old and prominent citizen, died at his
residence in Damariscotta, Wednesday noon,
aged 74 years, of congestion of the lungs.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Bangor boot and shoe dealers will close
their stores at 6 p.m. from January 3d to
March 13th, 1876, Saturdays excepted.
During the last quarter there have been
stamped letters, postal cards and stamps sold
at the Bangor post office to the amount of $5,814.60.
On tbe 18th ult. the town of Winn voted to
loan $2500, to pay outstanding claims.
YORK COUNTY.

Moses Harri man of Biddeford has been ap-

pointed superintendent of steam fire engines at
the Kittery Navy Yard.
On Thursday morning of last week George
Sawyer, employed at A. W. Uewes’ weaver’s
reed manufactory, in Biddeford, was scuffling

with a fellow workman when the latter drew
him about so that his right ankle was turned
and some of the ligaments in the leg broken.
He will bo laid np some time.
A marble monument, with appropriate inscription, has been erected in the village cemetery of Alfred over the remains of the late
Commander Weld Noble Allen, of the United
States navy.
The South Berwick Reform Club now numbers over three hundred members.
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall, and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner of Oak street.

BECKETT,

oclG
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substantially
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ALL RINDS

JOHN DENNIS,
J A*8l*nees
BAILEY A CO Auctioneer*.

—OF—
F.

O.

dec25did

MEM’S AMD BOYS’

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE
—

Furnishing
such

Goods I

Lowest

Pursuant to

A

I

CALL.

of Middle and

Kn*

ministrator.
The abeve stock and fixtures will be sold in ono lot
S. C. ANDREWS, Administrator,
188 Middle Street, or
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer*.
dec28
dtd

Congress St.,

IMPORTANT

d&wImM

Be2

Jan. 5th, at 10 o’clock,

lie More Corner

THE

PREBLE HOUSE.

OPP.

license from the Probate Court, I shall
sell on

change Mireef*, recently occupied by
Liuoioun Chapman, deceaved,
entire Stock and Fixtures In said Store, consisting of a fresh and new selected Stock of
Drugs, Patent Medicines, Fancy Goods, &c. The
fixtuies consists ot Prescription and other Tables,
Show Cases, Soda Fountain, Desks, Bottles, Jars,
Furnace, &c., in good order. The above store is in
one ot the best locations lor a
druggist business in
the city. Can be run at a light expense, and has a
large and prosperous business, and is only sold to
elope tho estate.
For particulars call on tbe Ad-

Orin Hawkes & Co.
482 & 484

STOCK

AIM^TIOW.

a

Wednesday,
at

Prices.

US

—

In Portland

B1

Scotch Wool and Heavy Merino
Underwear, lull lines always iu
stock.
GIVE

OF

DRUGGIST

as

Cardigan Jackets. Underwear,
Buck, Cloth, Kid. Kid-Lined, Fur
Top and Castor Gloves, Wool and
Merino
Sacks, Braces, ShU'ls,
Neckwear, Ear Muffs, Handkerchiefs, Mufflers, Collars, Cuffs, and
a thousand other things suitable
for Men’s and Boys’ wear at the

SALE

Elogant

OF

Now

FURNITURE
By Auction.

Out Sale

Closing

THURSDAY,
ON shall
sell at

Jan. 6th. at 10 o'clock, we
our Rooms 35 and 37 Exchange
and
valuable Stock ot new Furniture,
large
consisting of Black Walnut Chamber Seta, Elegant
Parlor Suita in Plush, Hair Cloth and Repa, very
fine Easy Chairs, Hat Trees, Marble and Cloth top
Centre Tables, Library Tables, Pillar and Extension
Tables, &c\, &c. This stock will be very fine and
fully equal to any we have sold.

Street,

—

MEN’S

OF

—

AND BOYS’

a

P. O. Bailey A Co.j Auctioneers.

ALLEN & CO.,

teething,

it.

out

46

Prepared at tho Laboratory of J.
Dey Street, New York.
STEVENS’

Absolutely Safe

MIDDLE

ST.,

OPPOSITE CANAE BANK.
MW&F11

NOT ICE OF DISSOLUTION.
Copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned is this day dissolved bvmutual

JOHN

janl

Respectfully Yours,

COAL ! !

118 Commercial

d3m

Co.,

this

the
day

R. L. MORSE,
)
A. ROBERTS,
A. D. MORSE,
)
The business will be continued by R. L. Morse.
Portland, Dec. 31, 1875.
janld3t

am

prepared

& Co.,

to furnish all
at the

St.,

those in want of Coal

in want of Coal will do well to call
fore purchasing elsewhere.

parties

large assortment

SHAW L

H. SaJlGENT.
P. S.-U. II. RICH, will remain at the Old
he will be pleased to sec all his eld
customers and a host of new ones.
jau3dtf

Notice.
Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the

and

S

Square

New designs in Striped, Long
and Sqnare Cashmere do. Woolen

Long and Square Shawls, Plaid,
Plain and Borders. Black Thibet
Long and Square Shawls. Heavy
Square Woolen do.

W oolens!
Beavers, Chinchillas, Cloakings,
Cloths, Cassimeres, Kepellants,
Ladies’ Cloths in Plaids, Plain and
Mixed, Blankets, White and Colors, Cheap, Black Cashmeres and
Brilliantines, Black
best makes, Thibets.

DRESS

Silks, the

GOODS!

young men to work in a wood
working manufactory; permanent work and
fair wages given; must be young, energetic, of unexceptionable habits, and able to prove that they have
saved some of their wages in the past. For particulars address Industrial Works, Springfleid, Yt.
jan3d3t

WANTED.—Ten

travelling salesman; permanent situation and regular salary; must he
young, intelligent, energetic, of unexceptional habits,
not married, and able to prove that he has saved
some of his wages in the past.
For particulars address Industrial Works, Springfield, Vt.
jan3d3t
KA WHITE AND TINTED BRISTOL
CARD'S, with name. ilOc. or 50 Snow
Flake, Marble, Damask, Rep. Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. H. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw

jan3d2w*t».f

this iu.

Steam, Gas and Water

ZPXX^EJS.

City, Town

k.

McDonald,

224 Federal Street.

TRINKET BOXES,

entire stock of

Paper Weights.

AMI BOYS’

MEN’S, YOUTHS'

CUT BOTTLES,

Goods

Japanese
—

and for the next

AND

—

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

2 Weelts

OF MANY KINDS AT

F. T. Mealier & Co.’s
STORE.

WE MEAN WHAT
A Magnificent Present
WE SAY !
FOR 1FAILVFOR 1W\ EAR'S
Every nensible Man should insure bis life, and
sensible Woman should object to bis doing so,
with the right Company, It does not shorten,
but the tendency 1s, (by its salatary influence on the
mind) to lengthen a man’s days. Multitudes have
found it so, and no one will have jnst occasion to regret being insured with the great

Our entire stock is marked

no

Down, Down, Down

Mutual Life Ins. Co.

•

prices

to

OF NEW YORK.

before

never

Cash Assets

heard of in this city.

R. S.

that ho

J. R. COREY & CO.

Jau3deod3p&wlmsn

W. D. LITTLE &
STANTON

you have only to
LOOK at our prices to
prove the fact that what
we say is
and

and procare

until

Caps

We

give

OLD AND SUBSTANTIAL COMPANY,

safeguard

.

Hats

Look at these Prices.

or

MEN'S RUBBER BOOTH,
BOVH*RUBBER BOOTH,
IOUTHN’ RUBBER BOOTH,
WOMEN’S RUBBER BOOTH,
MISSES’ RUBBER BOOTH.
CHILD'S RUBBER BOOTH,
MEN’S RUBBER OVERH,
WOMEN'S INT. SANDALS,
MISSES' INT. HANDAUH,
CHILDRENS INT. HANDAUH,
MEN’S BUCKLE ARCTICS,

our

see

you

you money,
Goods and
good
you
can save

MAKE YOU HAPPY.
This sale
sively for

BLOCK,

Policy with this

and present same to your family on New Year’s. You
will then, have done yourself and them a goad
thing by furnishing them with a gift which has a
in
real and abiding value, and the best
emergency—better than a Government Bona.
920.00 will furnish a policy for 91000 to a young
man, and no better investment can be made. C’all
dec24d2wis
for Documents.

Don’t buy a Dollar’s
worth of Clothing, Fur-

nishing Goods,

a

CO.,

is

—

exclu-

AT

94.40
4.45
1-75
1.40
1.40

05
ttO

37
30

4H
1.45

—

Hall’s Rubber Store,
UNDER EAUmOUTU HOTEL.
ocU

<ltf

CASH.

RAND,

Informs his Friends and the Public in want of

In Every Variety.

d&w3wis

FACTS WILL TELL,

S <3

Nearly $80,000,000,

after having paid nearly $30,000,000 to the heirs
of deceased members, and nearly $30,000,000
in Dividends to its Policy Holders, since its organization in 1843. The usual Dividend will be made on the
1st January next. Go, then, directly to the office of

d3m

Glass

China,
Ware, &c.,

Schenck’s Pulmonic Sybup, Sea Weed Tonic,
and Mandbake Pills.—These deservedly celebrated and popular medicines have eflected a revolution in the healing art, and proved the fallacy of
several maxims which have for many years obstructed the progress of medical science. The false suppo.
sition that “Consumption is Incurable” deterred physicians from attempting to find remedies for that disease, and patients afflicted with it reconciled themselves to death without making an efiort to escape
from a doom which they supposed to be unavoidableIt Is now proved, however, that Consumption can be
cured, and that it has been cured in a very great
number of cases (some of them apparently desperate
ones) by Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone; and in
other cases by the same medicine in connection with
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills, one
or both, according to the requirements of the case.
Dr.Schenck himself, who enjoyed uninterrupted
good health for more than forty years, was supposed,
at one time, to be at the very gate of death, his phyeicians having pronounced his case hopeless, and
abandoned him to his fate. He was cured by the
aforesaid medicines, and, since his recovery, many
thousands similarly aflected have used Dr. Schenck’s
preparations with the same remarkable success.
Full directions accompany each, making it not absolutely necessary to personally see Dr, Scbenck unless patients wish their lungs examined, and for this
purpose he is professionally at his principal office,
Comer Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters for advice must be addressed. Sehenck’s medicines are sold by all drug-

no-

at
the
State. Beneficial advice given on consultation and
service rendered at reasonable wages. Orders solicited which will be filled and despatched promptly.

Domestic and Linen Goods Crockery,

gists.
jy!4

BOXES,

our

Goods.

Country Purchasers are hereby
tified that they can buy

and

PIPES AND FITTINGS
this establishment lower than anywhere in

Flannels, Twilled, Striped
and Checked Flannels.

dec21

WORK
We want to close out

uv

novl8

A Full Assortment.

Shaker

Cigar Cases, Perfumes,

BSfFor the convenience ot stockholders living iu
the city the Steamer Express will leave the city lor
the Island at 7 o’clock P. M.
jan3dtd

el

—

Paisley Long

WALLETS

to

GOST.

Peak’s Island Steamboat Company for the elecTHE
tion of three
and for the
of

WANTED.—A

do.

regard

Stand, where

J. W. BRACKETT, Clerk.

Fine Camel’s Hair Styles, Cashmere and

each garment, many of
to he sold without

on

them

be-

transaction
Directors,
any
other business that may be
brought before
thorn, will be held at the Old School House on Peak’s
Island, on MONDAY, Jan. 10, 1876, at 74 p. m.

So. m MIDDLE ST.,

IN

d6t

DRUG

legally

—

1 to 5 Dollars

shall sell at prices that
will rush them off.

LOWEST MARKET RATES.
All

}

a

Jan3

ik-20lit!

DISSOLUTION.

Have just received

a

public.

RICH & JUDKINS,

of Milk.

copartnership heretofore existing under
f|lHE
X tlrm name of K. L Morse &
is

Corey

IO 1-(1

Having bought out tbe Stock and Stand of

I

J. R.

She is

F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer*.

F. L. BARTLETT,
State Assayer.

COAL !

BLOCK,

dissolved by mutual consent.

kind, better kuowu

LAMP CO.,

1776 Portland, Me., Office
Exchange Street.

janSdlw

removed to office in

Exchange St. Cor.

Perfectly

one

the public.

OTCOBB,

STANTON

31 1-2

and

We have received the following certificate from the
State Aasayer:
Office and Laboratory of F. L. Bartlett, )
State Assayer and Chemist, }
Portland, Nov. 20, 1875.
)
This certifies that I have used “Steven’s Patent
Wooden Safety Lamp” for sometime, and with perfect satisfaction in every particular.
I have also

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW
lias

very tine Mare, 12 years old, sound and
as the famous Kate Sharp Mare.
fine roadster: has trotted in 2.46, or better in
She is sold for no
fault, the owner
having no further use for her. Parties desirous of
seeing this mare, can do so at any time before sale,
by calling on the Auctioneers.

goods marked down

PATENT

THE FOREST

JOHN C. COBB,
F. M. RAY.

Portland, Jan. 1,1876.

wlyl

A. M..

from

tested it mo«t ■evenly in many ways and the results have been entirely satisfactory.
I have come
to the conclusion that it answer the purpose of a
convenient and safe Lamp completely; using
good oil, it is impossible to explode this Lanp, and it
is with much pleasure that I recommend its use to

COPARTNERSHIP.

THE
consent.

Roso & Co.,

Clean.
Price of Lamp and Burner 91.39,
Sent by mail to any address on receipt of price.
Agents wanted in every town and city, to whom special discounts will be made, Address,
Box

dec

B.

All our

This new Lamp is the most desirable one ever offered to the public for burning Kerosene oil.
It is
novel in its construction,

AT

187

Horse and Carriage Mart, Plum
WE Street, SATURDAY.
January, 8, 1676, at 10

Wooden Safety Lamp

ALLEN & CO.,

by Auction.

shall sell at

Cross, sickly babies and children may enjoy health,
mother, have re.l, ir they will use Castoria.
wind colic, sour
Worms, feverishness,

sicians and nurses rapidly adopted his
remedy, to
which he gave the name of Castoria.
Castoria is as pleasant to rake ns
honey, regulates the stomach and bowels, and does not
gripe. It
is adapted to all ages, contains no alcohol, and is
absolutely harmless to the most tender infant.
Try Castoria once, and your will never be with-

ALLEN & CO.,

dtd

Sale

CLOTHI.NG.

stomach and undigested food make children cross,
and produce sickness.
Castoria will assimilate the food, expel worm.,
and correct all these
things. For twenty years Dr.
Pitcher experimented in his private practice to produce an effective Cathartic and stomach regulator
which would he as effective as Castor Oil, without
its unpleasant taste or recoil.
The reputation of his experiment extended.
Phy-

BY

Pillsbury.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

ON

MERCHANT TAILOR,
244 Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.

Castoria.

CLOTHING

COUNTY.

collecting money in Lewiston for the Maine
Standard and forging to receipts therefor the

TUESDAY, January 4th, at 3 p. m., we shall
sell the valuable Property on Fremont
Place,
kuown as the J. L. Boston
Property. This property
consist of a lot containing about 2500
square feet cf
land, on which isa 3 story brick house containing 13
rooms; also a
story wooden house, containing 14
rooms; both nl these house are arranged for two families and furnished with Sebago water,gas,waterfdosels
for each tenement. This property now rents for $867.
Is in good order throughout. Is only 5 years old and
was very thorough and
built. Will be
sold in one or two lots as desired.
Terms made
known at sale. 20 per ceut of Purchaser’s
money
required at sale.
CYRUS GREEN,
1

our

Business Changes.—The
in Maine:

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.

Cuts.

CLOTHING,

gaged in carriage

work for next season. They
have turned out about ninety sleighs this season, and have disposed of about sixty so lar.
F. Bice is building about twenty sleighs, on

ly adapted to all cases of Rheumatism, Lumbago,

w. c.

oc3dtt

ASSIGNEE’S HALE OF

dec23

Messrs. T. J, Southard and James M. Hagar
of Richmond have each a large ship under way.
Mr. H. L. Chase, with Messrs. J. K. and Augustus Huse, have bought out the Lily Vale
tend to furnish ice for the use of the city of
Bath, and also for shipping.
In Union, Wingate, Simmons & Co. are en-

Consignments solicited.

Fine A*>

a

0. W. ALLKT.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday,
commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.

Laboratory

on

Ice Company’s business and fixtures, and in-

The White Centonr Liniment is particular-

CLOTHING,

treaty

also provided that upon the death of John
Francis a vote of the whole tribe should be
taken, and the majority sheuld decide whether
to elect another Governor at Pleasant Point,
or to be content with the one living on Indian
Township, They now indicate a desire to elect
another Governor at Pleasant Point, in accordance with the provisions of the treaty.
There are no changes of importance to notice
in the physical or social condition of the tribe.
They still continue to live upon good terms
with each other, and are generally peaceful
and orderly.—Kennebec Journal.

So nearly perfect are the reclpe9 of these wonderful pain-soothing and healing Centaur
Liniments,
that we can confidently say they will alleviate any
pain arising from flesh, bone or muscle derangements. We do not pretend that they will menu a
broken leg or exterminate boil*, but even in
such cases they will reduce the inflammation and
stop the pain. Nor can we guarantee the proper result where the body is poisoned by
whiskey,
Temperance is as necessary to a proper physical, as
mental condition.

in

capital used by manufacturing corporations
*
was $800,000.
The Dusky Wakds op the State.—The
state, as the natural guardians of the descendants of “Lo, the poor Indian,” has the official
care of the Penobscot and the Passamaquoddy
tribes of Indians.
Geo. F. Dillingham, agent of the Penobscot
tribe, reports to the Governor and Council that
the expenditures made the past year on account
of the tribe, as required by law, amount to
$7,976. This does not include the fund derived
from leases of shores belonging to tbe tribe,
amounting to the sum of $4,855.92, nor the further sum of $545.85, being tbe unexpended
balance derived from the same in 1873. These
amounts have been distributed among the
tribes per capita. LolaColy, of the tribe, lost
his house and its fixtures by fire, being out of
pocket some thousand dollars, which the legislature will be called upon to make good. Tbe
census of the tribe shows that there are now
456 members, the number not varying materially from that of previous years.
On account of the extreme depression in All
kinds of business, wages for the labor of the
tribe have been dropping lower and lower, and
tbe demand for their baskets and other productions mnch lessened. The habits of industry,
sobriety, virtue, and other desirable qualities,

NnlesroouN 35 nud 37 Exchange fill.
F. O. BAILEY.

using

During the war there were
captains who claimed this

their home.
In 1875 we bad five thousand inhabitants.
Estimated value of real estate with improvements, more than two millions of dollars. The

business,

and he more happy to sell them.

is adapted to the tough skin, muscles and flesh of the
animal creation. Its effects upon severe cases of
Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Gall, Big-Head and Poll-Evil,
are little less than marvellous.
Messrs. J. McClure & Co., Druggists, cor. Elm and
Front Sts., Cincinnati. O., sav:

commissioned four
as

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Of Portland and vicinity call at my new
place ot

Goods for Fall and Winter Wear

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

Cl OTHJNG.

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

HoMment or.

is
is

druggists.

IT

WILL THE

Where I shall be happy to show them

LINIMENTS.

de23tf

Who is Mrs. Winslow?—As this question
frequently asked, we will simply say that she
a lady who, for upwards of thirty years, has
untiringly devoted her time and talents as a
Female Physician and
nurse, principally
She has especially studied
among children.
the constitution and wants of this numerous
class, and, as a result of this effort, and practical knowledge, obtained in a lifetime spent as
nurse and physician, she has compounded a
Soothing Syrup, for children teething. It operates like magic—giving rest and health, and
5s, moreover, sure to regulate the bowels. In
consequence of this article, Mrs. Winslow is
becoming world-renowned as a benefactor of
her race; children certainly do rise up and bless
her; especially is this the case in this city.
Vast quantities of the Soothing Syrup are daily
We think Mrs. Winsl ow
sold and used here.
has immortalized her name by thi3 invaluable
article, and we sincerely believe thousands of
children have been saved from an early grave
by its timely use, and that millions yet unborn
will share its benefits, and unite in calling her
blessed. No mother has discharged her duty
to her suffering little one. iu our opinion, until
she has given it the benefit of Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Svrup. Try it mothers—try it now.
—Ladies' Visitor, New York City. Sold by all

AUCTION SALES

UOO.TIK OVER A. B. III TLLK'N,

Something New.—The Harmonica Pluto.
Call and examine, at Collins & Buxton’s, 522

Congress street, opposite Casco.

CLOTHING-

244, Cor. Middle and Cross
Streets,

CENTAUR

Davis & Co.

quality.

fishing stages. Should
judge there were ten houses. At Spurwink a
number of houses and quite a track devoted to

Preble)

The Lewiston Journal says a scamp has been

The

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ways offered by us at extremely low prices, we
will say to the readers of the Press that this
year will be no exception to the past. We
shall put upon our counters this Monday morning a very large lot of Hamburg edgings at

Lyon’s Katharion prevents the hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews it growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced.
Used by tho elite. Price only
50 cents.

replied with a neat speech. The band then
played “Auld Lang Syne,” after which the
rest of the evening was spent in a social manner.

Happy New Year to All.—This being
tho season of tho year when Hamburgs are al-

has opened

NEW
569

a

New Store with

Congress Street, between
Green and Oak Streets.
R. S.

DIRECT FROM

482 and 484

GOODS,

PLEASE CALL

have juat a nice car-load of

Orin Hawkes & Co.,

VERY LO\V PRICES.

CONGRESS STREET

EXAMINE.

AND

novlO

Cor. of Milk & Market Sts.

Opp. Preble House.

RAM).
dtf

de21

Janl

d&w2w

find

can

NEW SHOE

STORE,

We have just received

a

line of

LADIES’ SIDE LACE BOOTSAlso

an

DOORS, WINDOWS,

elegant

assortment

Toilet

SHIP’S

of

Slippers

FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE.

PKEBLEDAVIsJ'
} LEAVITT & DAVIS
dtf
decl4

prepared
undersigned
THE
glass, either white enameled in
and at the shortest notice.
Is

to furnish cu
any quantlt;

now
or

The workmen employed are

men

of

experience

am

ap29

Cheapest Book

lo Loan.
parties on Real

100,000 B.«k.

without regard la cast.
Clack., Walchca and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well d.a. and
Warranted.

Cod

ALBERT COLBY’S
agStt

money

__

on

sacrifice.

To Let.

A

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 llaufoith Street.

Apply at N
my24distt

Publi.her. and

Stock of

KMate

«. K- l>A VIS,
and Mortgage Broker.

are now

Store in the World

119 EXCHANGE STREET,

dtf

to suit

d2w*

dec31

Exchange Street, Portland

To Manufacturers o£First-Class Furniture IN Ac., Ac.
Real KMate
to buy first-class Furnitun
nov2eod6mis
WE for Cash prepared
delivery of any manufacturer tbai
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.
dec24dtf
Portland, Dec. 23d.

[

C. EL FARLEY
4

slims

a

J. O. McCLAlJFLe.

skilful as any in New Engladn, aud all work i
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to an;
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner
A variety of new and original designs lor Door I
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or ma;
be had on application by mail.
My terms are as low as can be oblainet 1
In the conntry.

are as

CARD.

wants to sell at

43 PREBLE ST.

CABINS, &C., Ac.

Ho. 1 Elm Street.

Gents’

FOR

them at the

a2w*

SLEIGH TRIMMING,

CUT GLASS
Desiring Perfect Fitting Boots.

CHICAGO,

which they otter to the trade at

y

SONS,
Haakaeller..

Millinery

FOR SALE.
_____

i fllklK Stock of Millinery in store No. 563 Coagrea
I A street. Location one of tbe t est for the bueinee
•
[ in Portland. For particulars and terrna
J««aitftf
above.

[

THE

TIIE FARM ASD HOUSEHOLD.
Krlling
Few iarmers

WANTS.

PRESS.

Servant Girl

A YOUNG
to take
jauidtf

VIilk.

to realize the fact that
consiantly feeding milch cows on a farm will
impoverish the soil. Almost any intelligent
man will admit at once that if he raises 25
bushels of wheat to the acre, he must leturu
>oroe tertilizor to the soil which will replace
the elements that the wheat has removed. If
we rna > a chemical examination of the ash
ot the grain of wheat, we find it to be composed ol the (oliowing ingredients in the
seem

given proportions:

In 100

parts.

2

100.0

Wheat contains about 2.07 per cent, of ash
ot the above composition.
The 25 bushels
will weigh 1.500 pounds, and will contain
31.05 pounds of ash.
According to a recent report of the Connecticut Stale Board of Agriculture, the aver-

age amount of milk yielded per cow by a
number of dairies was 2,500 quarts.
This is
equal to 5,312.5 pounds, at 2 1-8 pounds to
the quart. Now, good milk yields on on average 05 per cent, of asli; or the 2,500 quarts
will give 34.03 pounds of ash, of the follow-

ing composition:
Potassic

In 100 parts.

,,

Soda. 6 96
Potash.23.46
Phosphoric acid.28.40
Lime.17,31
Magnesia. 2.20
Sulphuric acid.trace
Silica.

will answer;
T., This Office.

rooms

no

26 Alder

NO Square.

had from two to
expeiienee in the business, and is
well recommended. Address, P. O. Lock Box 37,
dec28dl w
Augusta, Me.
RETAIL
three years’

having

man

a

good knowl-

edge of the Grocery business and an extensive acquaintance in the State of Maine. Would
like to travel or work on stock. Good references
given. Inquire or address SHAW, HAMMOND &
CARNEY.

ill A BHTOIV,

Agents.

Inquire

148 Exchange St.

oetlldtf

greatly in composition.
Nitrogen is another element

that the wheat
and cow botli remove from the land. Wheat
contains 13 per cent, of albuminoids, which
will yield two per cent, of nitrogen. The 25
bushels will, therefore, remove 30 pounds of
nitrogen. Milk contains on an average four
per cent, of nitrogenized bodies, which will
yield 014 per cent, of nitrogen; or the 2,500
quarts will give 32 42 pounds of nitrogen. It
is not quite so easy to make the comparison
of the amount of carbon removed; nor does it
make so much difference, as the carbon is
derived mainly from the atmosphere, in the
one case by the wheat plant directly, in the
other by the grass which is eaten by the cow.
From the above it is easy to see why old
f ailures run down; and the remedy is exactly the same as should be used if wheat had
exhausted the soil; that is, the ground must
he manured. And the composition of the ash
of the milk Bhows why potash salts and superphosphates produce such remarkable effects on old, worn-out pastures. These furnish exactly the elements that have become
exhaused. Farmers who buy grain largely
for feeding, and apply the manure produce to
the land, are thus almost unconsciously returning to the land that which they have removed in the form of milk.—Boston Journal

of Chemistry.
A New

Departure.
Some ten years ago Mr. George Whittaker,
of Mason, N. H., occupying the old, rocky,
and hilly larm on which both his father and
grandfather had lived and died, found himself
burdened by debt and pressed down by ill

health, being barely

able to gain a living in
the old way on the old homestead. He found
that he must abandon bis paternal acres, or
rosort to new practices, and cultivate more
remunerative crops.
He decided to adopt
the latter course, and commenced the cultivation of the grape and the peach. Giving his
son, at the age of twenty-one, an interest in
the estate, they carried on the farm, under
improved culture, in company. The result
was, in brief, that they soon began to see an
improvement in their financial standing, and
to gain a reputation for their excellent fruit.
They now have about six acres in their vineyards, mostly of Concord, Hartford and Delawaie grapes, and some three acres of peaches of several popular varieties.
Within a few
years past they have greatly improved their
farm and their buildings, materially reduced
their indebtedness, and enjoyed the product
of their labor. Instead of no income from
the farm they now receive a liberal reward.
These eight or ten acres, appropriated to these
fruits, in good years, bring then a profit that
is counted by hundreds of dollars. Their example has been followed by other farmers of
Mason and vicinity, until many hillsides,
once unproductive, have become the most
profitable portion of their farms.—N. H.

Mirror.

for

Making Maur-Kraul.
ale we made ourselves

LET.
d2w*

To L.et.

have done so for many years, and for a
considerable time with our own hands, and
always from Savoy cabbage. It was manufactured In this wise: In the first place let
your “stand,” holding from half a barrel to a
barrel, be thoroughly scalded out; the cutter,

the tub, and the stamper also well scalded.
Take off all the outer leaves of the cabbages,
halve them, and remove the heart and proceed with the cutting. Lay some cleau leaves
at the bottom of the stand, sprinkle with a
handful of salt, fill in half a bushel of cut cabbage, stamp gently until the juice just makes
its appearance, then add another handful of
salt, and so on until the stand is full. Cover
over with cabbage leaves, place on top a clean
board fitting the space pretty well, and on top
of that a stone weighing twelve or fifteen
pounds. Stand away in a cool place, and
when hard freezing comes on remove to the
cellar. It will be ready for use in from four to
six weeks. The cabbage should cut tolerably
coarse.
The Savoy variety makes the best
article, but it is ODly half as productive as the
Drumhead and Flat Dutch.
We will just add that there is no dish more
wholesome than well-made sauer-kraut, but
it should always be be boiled—and well boiled
—with a piece of pickled pork or corned beef.
—Ger. Telegraph.
Egg Slow.
Chop fine some nice white cabbage; to
about three pints of same take two table-

spoonfuls sugar, one teaspoonful salt, onehalf teaspoonful prepared French mustard or
tablespoonlul of black mustardseed, which
must be previously broken or crushed; mix
thoroughly with raw cabbage; next cook two
eggs, well beaten, butter size of hen’s egg,
and one teacup of vinegar together in porcealain or earthenware vessel; mix with the

DE WITT

locatOffice.
House heated by furnace. Sebago water, and good
garden connected. For terms, etc., address “RENT/*

PLEASANT, convenient house, centrally
ed, within five minutes walk of Post

this office.

Let.

1-9 Dow Street.

on

of

To Let.

THE NEW

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
situated opposite the passenger station ot the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER.

THE

ju24deodtfPortland,

Me.

»

JLET

WESTMINSTER

Room in tlie Second Story oi the
Printers’ Exchange, with power 11
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
dtf

ocl2

stages.
sep27d&wly40

To Let at

Dollars per Quarter
SIX Octave Piano, rosewood case; may be seen
at 271 Spring Street. Address
MRS. CHAS. HARLOW,
554 Broadway, South Boston, Mass,

The most cleanly method of preserving
eggs, and one as effective as any other, is to
smear them with cotton seed or linseed oil,
and pack them, with the large end down, in
dry bran, or wrheat or oat chaff (not cut
straw), in a barrel, pressing the whole down
closely, and heading the barrel. Kept in a
dry, cool cellar, they will remain in good condition lor six months, if the shell has been
clean and thoroughly well ciled.

A

IU

ABOUT

Instrument* warranted for Five Year*.
AND

CALL

BAILEY

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
containing all the modern improvements. Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.

For Sale.

ONE

slide,

paying

nol8dtf

Augusta, Maine.

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier,
dec9dtd.

members of the Cumberland County Agricultural Society, are hereby notified, that the AnMeeting of said Society, will be held in the

TIIE
nual

Reception Room,
City Building,
Portland,
THURSDAY, January 13,1876, at 10 o’clock A. M.,
to act on the following articles, to wit:
1st—To choose a board of officers for the ensuiug

year.
«

ly

!

Burns in any

Lamp ]

|

2d—To hear reports.
3d—To act on any other business that may
propercome before the

meeting.

SAMUEL DINGLEY, Sec’y.
Sebago Lake, Dec. 30,1875.
dec31dtd

ILLUMINATING QUALITIES

To Let.
PLEASANT front parlor, warmed with lur-

A
smaller

nace.
Also an
rooms lor

unfurnished front chamber, and
lodgers. No. 4 Cotton St., second

(lnor lroin Free St.

SUPERIOR TO GAS!

nov30dtf

to Rent.

Cottage
Cedar
Price$350.

dec9deodtf

TO

!

JLET

SAFETY under every possible test, anc
its perfect burning qualities, are proved by the fac
that hundreds of thousands of famillei
have continued to use it for rears, and

on

172

same building.
Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
corner of Exchange St.,

Middle,
or

HENRY

NO

DEERING,

nov2dtf39 Exchange St.

Sehago
154 Pearl Street. Inquire at
HOUSE
oct28dtf152 PEA
rooms,

It u

and

gas,

EVER

from burning, storing

at

Companies have

never

Good First-Class Rents

Job

OCCURRED

otti8

ati

AT

\.\IS POISONS.
from the qjlects of Early Evil Habits,
most surely would I save you from both early
decline or from being quacked and humbugged as I
Lave been.
Address, in confidence, BRADFORD
SINCLAIR. P. O. Box 3063. Boston. Mass.
po27

SUFFERERS

_d3m

Coughs,('olds. Brons
chitis, More Throat,
Influenza,
Croup,
Whooping Cough,
Hoarseness, Liver
Complaint, Pains or

Moreness in tbe Chest
or Mide, Hleadiug at
the liuugs.and every
affection ot the throat,
lunns and chest, are
sjieedily and permanently
(aired by tbe use ot Dr.
Wistau’s Balsam op
wild Cherry, which does not dry up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as in the case with most remedies, but loosens if, cleanses tbe lungs and allays ir
ritaticn, thus removing the cause of the complaint.
....

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED

by timely resort to tills standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds ot testimonials it has received.
None genuine unless signed “I. BUTTS on tbe
wrapper.
&0 cts* and $1 a bottle: large bottles much the
a

cheaper.
SETA W. FOWLE & SONS,
Proprietors, Boston,
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.

DR.

Chiropodist,

Continues to visit Portland at
tbe UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each

CAPEN, SPRAGUE

Board.

Nos.

A PLEASANT front room, newly furnished, to
xL let with hoard; suitable lor two gents or gentleman and wife, at 416 Cumberland street.

6

and 8

_Boom In Boston, 37 Tremont
Street and 57 Temple Place. Located in Boston since
mosep20dtf

PROBATE NOTICES.
an ■'ergon*

NEW

ENGLAND

ocl2

REMOVAL.

AT

LIBBY,

Law,

at

BUILDING,

BUTLER.

C.

F.

LIBBY.

d3m
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Price, Twenty-five Cents.

Newspaper
Advertising.

!

noriiuent ot anyliouse in the mate. BIJIL DKHS ANP CONTRACTORS wil find it to
their advantage to call and examine our

good*.

NUTTER BROS. & CO.
29 Market Nqunrc Portland Me.

au!7__eodtf

from Schooners Junietta and NepNOWtunelanding
and for sale at
bargain. Also in store
a

a

asortment of building materials.
K. UEEKIHG 4c Co
llobnon’H Wharf.

dec28dlw*

Double Harnua —Cost to order $300:
has been used six times only; richly gold
mounted; latest style. For sale cheap. CARLETON BROS 440 Congress street, Portland. Domestic Sewing Machine Agency.
deell-tf

Fine

Combined
decided to be the best, Gas Light ever producedas steady as the Argand, which varies as th<
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the
styles ot the shade and chimney,
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being sc
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always regulated
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, ir
the consumption of gas over any other burner.
is

quite

MARSTON,

Wholesale and Retail cheaper
at any other factory in
Maine. Parties wishing to purchase can save money,
if they will come to my Factory in Gorham, opposite
Depot.
WHITMAN LESLIE.
bov3
dti
can

FARM

SAFE.

the road leading from
Freeport
SITUATED
Freeport Corner to South Freeport, and known
the Weston Farm. It

Posters,

Hand

Hills,

Bill

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

contains about 80 acies ol
land, wood and timber and arable land under a good
state of cultivation, and well watered.
A good orchard and fences in good repair. The buildings arc
new and in good condition.
The house is a story and
a halt with an ell, and finished
throughout. There
is a good chance for brick making near a wharf.
Also one half in common ot about two acres oi
land with
and a wharf. This property will
be sold at a bargain.
as

STEPHEN WESTON,
Administrator of estate of
JAMES WESTON,
wtf40
P. O. Address, Box 331, Gardiner, Me.

BOUTELLE,

Seventh daughter of the seventh Son,

Fortune Teller,

describes your future wife or Husband, looks after
absent friends,l ost or stolen goods, gives advice on
law and business, gives names, A c. Office,
564 l*!l Congress Hired, (up one flight),
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. m. to
10 p. m.
Satisfaction guaranreed. Terms, Ladies
50 cents, Gents $1.00. Do not ring, but walk in.
<*ecl7

MACH1AS.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
■tv

n The Steamer CITY OF RICHMONO, Capt. Kilby, will leave

'—~='^,rTrriii'nrJi ^Qilr^Q'i Wharf, Portland,

Heads,

_d3w*ttf

JOB WORK of every description neat*
ly executed at this office.

at shoi t

For several years the Portland Daily Press
has been the largest and fullest dally paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the

Calais anil Hi. John,
Windsor uml Halifax.

AGENTS.—Canvassers should secure
territory at once for the Life and Public
Services of Henry Wilson, bv Rev. Elias Nason. For terms address tb6
Publishers, B. B. RUSSELL, 55 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
dec6d4wt

WANTED

a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
Sold by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
Dr. F. W. KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine,
d4 wt

BFor
deb

A GREAT OFFER

;

! !

We will daring the B0LI04I8 dispose
of IOO PIANOS and ORGANS of first class
milkers, including WATERS' at lower
prices than ever before offered. Monthly
installments received running from 111 to
116 months. Warranted for o year*. Sec*
onil Hand Instruments at extremely low
prices for cash Illustrated Catalogue Mailed.
Agents wanted. Ware rooms 4SI Broadwar.
N. If. HORACE WATERS & SONS.
dec22
4Wf

nn YfllT Male or FemalethatSend
DU IUU

AGENTS
WANTED
Send for circulars and

our extra terms to Agents.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO, Philadelphia,
Fa.
de22t4w

a

1 Agents for the best selling

Q nfAll

Prize

Package

in
the
It contains 15 sheets
paper, 15 envelopes, golden Pen, Pen Holder, Pencil, patent Yard Measure, and a piece of Jewelry.
Single package with elegant Prize, postpaid, 25c.
Circular lrco. BHIDE & CO., 76!) Broadwav, N. Y.

flill lifjilwoiid.

dec21

by making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at their command to
the Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for colecting news in all parts of the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
The growing importance ot Portland as a distributing center for Maine, and its last increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
importance to every merchant and business man in
the state.
make

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

Wells’ Carbolic

Tablets,
BLUE BOXES.

PUT UP ONLY IN
TRIED AND BURE REMEDY.

For sale

by Druggists generally,

TRIPS

PER

WEEK

On and alter

!_

Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.
Thursday.

Portland & Rochester Tickets
—

FOR

Monday, Decem-

John and

Eastport every
3

HARPSWELL,

and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta. Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harpswell Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at Chebeagae, Little Cbebeague and Irons Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharfy at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
my8
dtf

PORTLAND
AND

PHILADELPHIA.
of

Steamers,

Running between Providence
nd Philadelphia every WED-

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R/s
and to all the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full information given by D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J, B. COYLE, Jr..
Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 Sc. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.
janll ly

MAINE
STEAMSHIP
SEW

As

si

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,Augusta and Bangor less than regular fare
RONTON BOAT TICKBTN.
31*

Exchange Nlrcrt, Portland.

Jy3

dtt

HOTEL

On and arter Monday, Oet.

TRAIN’S WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR
Boston 2.00 (except Mondays),9.C0 a. m.,3.10 p. m.
arriving at 6.15 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect with New York and Western trains,
Eiynn, Malem, Newburyport and Portsmouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.
Gloucester and Kockport at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m ;
Borer at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. in.
Wolf boro Rochester and Great Palls at
m., 3.10 p. ra.
billot. Month Berwick Junction,
North Berwick, Wells aud Kennebunk
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. in.
Biddeford, Macs, West Mcnrborongh, Nearborough and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. m.,
3.10, 5.20 ». m.
a.

Killer?,

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAYE
Boston at 8.30 a. in., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving In
Portland at 1.15, 5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays

Uynn

at 8.59 a. m., 12.58, 8.27 p. in.
Malem at 9.12 a. nj., 1.19, 8.49 p. lu.
Portsmouth at 11 a. m., 2.57,19.14 p. m.
Borer at 19.49 a. in., 4.45 p. m.
44real Fall, at 19.22 a. m„ 4.19 p. m.
Kennebunk at 12.19, 4.93.11.20 p. m.
Kidtleford at 8.00 a. in., 12.39, 4.20, 11.38 p.
Maco at 8.05 a. m., 12 36, 4.25,11.42 p. in.

EAMTERN KA1I.ROAB TRAINM
directly through to points on the Maine Centra
Kailroad without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and Railroad
diverging therefrom.
Pullman Parlor anti Mleepiujg Car, are
run on all
through trains. Stops for retreshmen
made at the usual places,
oelldtf
GEO. BACH ELDER, Supt.

Sl.W

S.

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison
er,

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

AA.I’onar,

Proprietor.

alteration in trains.
Etna

Cony nouse. G. A. A II. Couy. Proprie
tors.

WINTER

CO.

BANGOR.
PranMin House,-Rnrlow St., NlcUaugh
Im A

Mail train for Gorham and
7.10 a. m.
Express train at 1,40 p.

BATH.
Batb Hotel, C. Rf. Plummer,

p.

Oayit, Proprietors.

Proprietor

St. James Hotel— J. It. Crocker, Proprl.

8.30

etor.

Tremont House, Tremont
Gurney A Co. Proprietors.

St.-Chapin,

p.

Price.

$1.75 for three months.
53T* During tlic session of the Legislature the
Daily will be furnished for $2.00 in advance.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations tor passengers,
making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.

LINE
YORK,

of all

others.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R, R. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance ot all other lines. Bag-

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little & Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L.W.F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
i

m.

International

Proprietor.

B.

Simpson,

Halifax,

Nova

Scotia,

With

connection, to Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton nnd St Johns, N. F.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Bining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Bepot, M. W, Clark, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
Hotel.—N. II. Higgins A Sons, Props,
EOXCROFT.
Foxcrofl Exchange. P. M. Jeffords.

Pro-

prtelor.

“BERMUDA,’’Capt.Clcaver, wifi
Grand Trunk Railway
Wharf, every SATURDAY at
4.00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
hr Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Breion, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns.
N. F,

ayRETURNING wili leave Halifax

DAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after

10

a. m. on

Proprirlor

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel. II. I,. Thayer, Proprietor.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
Canada. Detroit. Chicago, MilwaitItce, Cincinnati. Mt. I.ouia. Omaha,
Maginaw, Mt. Paul, Malt Lahe City,
Denver, Man Erancivco,
and all points In the
Nortliwest. West an«l (.Southwest.
J. C. FCRNIVAL, Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is in
splendid
condition, is well equipped with llrst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
PALACE drawing room
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leavmg Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examinaThe Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate o
one passenger for every $500 additional
value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland, June 21,1875.
jnel7dtf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR
CHANGE OF TIME.

prietors.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House-W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

on

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Pro printer
PITTSFIELD.
ft Gale, Proprie*

8-M.—Passenger train from Portland tor all

Lancy Home—Fletcher
tors.

GOING

I*ouee’ Sn“"el Farmer, Propri.

P- M—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

Proprietor.

Albion House, 117 Federal St. J. G
Perry
Proprietor.
American Ilouse, India St. E. Gray, Pro-

prietor.

Ci_lvJP0££*»
J- a*

GOING

EA8T.
Upper Bartlett
stations, arriving in Portland at

Passenger train from
8'*°,
,A:
and intermediate

11.15 a. m.
tiain from
connection with through train irom
arriving In Portland at 5.45 p. m.

1.15 P.

C°"Kress and Green St.

Martin, Proprietor.

Preble Mouse, Congress St. Gibson
*Co.,

Proprietors.
Motel. ««r. Middle and Plum
Ward, Proprietor,
unction of Congress and Federal Sts.^Timolhy Wolcott,
Proprietor.
Commercial House-L. O. Sanborn A CoProprietors.
HFRNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood House.— E. A.
Calderwood,1

BOSTON STEAMERS.
NOTICE

etor.

WILTON.
Wilton House, U N. Green.

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Bock for North Windham.
Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
f°r C°rniSh’P°rter’ Kezar Palls a"*!

FieedomdWin

At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
At 1 ryeburg for
Lovell, Stowe and

Chatham.

^S^-Frelght

are

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.
FALL

ESTABLISHED IH 1849.

ADVERTISING

AGENC*

will leave Portland fur
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.
m., arriving
*
at Boston at 10.50 a.
m„ 1.45, 7.55
Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12,30
arr,T,“*
Portland at 1.15, 5.
m

6.15,9.00 a. rj., 3.10, p. m.
Manchester and Concord and Coper
(via New Market Junction) at 6.15a.
m., and 3.10 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
Fa,u a‘ BJ5' 9 00 »• m., 3.10. p.m.
r*r
Kocnetier, Farminglon and Altnm
Alton.
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m„ 3.10
Por Scarborough
Bench, Blue Point, Old*
Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford
and
Krnnebnnk at 6.15, 9.00, a. m., 3.10, 5.00
p. m
Morning Trains will ieave KennebnnU
"
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

4*a*!ri°"<'

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
cities and towns of the United States. Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

all

T. C. EVANS,
ERS>

AGENCY At

I rains on

PRINT.

»S?ierSi
Rockland,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers Materials. Advertisements inserted in
any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

TO theBOOK AGENTS.of

m^tst2?flm!dLs*dintaT^)^smlnul“rrom

FOR

day from Montreal.
Steamship Prusian.

campaign clubs.

fl3P*Specimen copies

PORTLAND

sent

free.

Address,

I CO.

LOCKE,

CONVEYANCE OF THE

to

London-

To

be followed by the

Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).
to aba
Intermediate passage.
4i*
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
* A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
we*
Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No.3 kidia Street.
-m
Portland, Nov. 23,1875.
uov24dtf

CENTRljTRTR;

Monday, Oclober 25th,

wTra*P*1®*^®

Advertising Agents,

BS£5iSi?SSVSi,MB a-*p- -'

tf&ff&Etfuft
Itockiand 17.00
a.

Gardiner,

m., 1.40

5$»

n

C. J. WHEELED,
No. 5 Washington Building,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

m.

Farmington
’
nection nfth*'va’ir?,in
.for„ Ban8or !»»*«< close
E‘
HalUax.” & N- A- Hallway lot St. John and
JaSHS*11 Sleeping

Car attached.

Portland, October 25^1875?^ TUCKER, jSup^t.,

Portland & Rochester R. R.
Arrangement

of Trains, commencing
Nov. 8, 1875.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
7.50 A. M. fur Rochester, Nashua
ami
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston &
at Nnshau with
Express Trsis tor Lowel
and Boston, arriving in Boston
at 1 3u I* M
connecting at Ayer Junction with Express’
Train for Fitchburg and
Moosac

MaineRoadS
>

THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS

T,^

Dealers In Printing Materials of
every description
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, Now York.

MjjSLtrasrass!"—

Kroom Car to Worcester

■CIORTUNE TELLER. —Madame N. A.
JL
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame v1. lias had large experience iu telling fortunes, searching out lust, bidden or stolen
treasures, <Sc., and was never known to be at iaulr.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting ot which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to nay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
ot friends in any part of the world and describe them
perteetly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She lias given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given If desired.
Terms, Gents 81 00: Ladies 50 eents. Office hours
tram 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
notkitt
nca,|Jr executed

Brunswick

m

con-

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

thia Office.

1875,

Portland for Bangor, Watervill

17.00 a. m„ 1.40,
p. m
Lewiston 17.00 a. m„ 1.35 5.15
P
1.40 p. tn.

J. H. Bates, late ol
D. K. Locke, o Locke &
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

FOR ALL

p°rtianj

^

Bath

ADVERTISING AGENTS

Co.

re&“h'

.»ism
H. STEVENS, Gen’l^ Pormnd.6**’* S0P
MAINE

OEORCSE 1*. ROWELL A CO

Steamship

witTur’and

Stas at fSSWaSS£?*"'
S.
8U5

PARS ROW, NEW YORK.

31

avoided.
J, B. COYLE, Jr., Oen’I Agt.

SARDAINIAX, Cap!. Dnttou,
Will leave
thiy>crt for Liverpool on
8ATlrRDAV/Jauuary Sib, 1875,
Immediately after the arrival of tlie Train of the pre-

vious

Neiv. paper

A

& Maine road connect with an
between Portland and Bangor
Desert, Mat-bias, Eastport Calais St
A1*° connect
Trunk
au"Maine Centra*

Boston

Mt.

^l^an,U/5Iali,?J‘^

WAREHOUSE,

100

BATES

p."

,e.“Te

8.15^
Por Cowell at
r*r

S. K. NILES,

ADVERTISING

October II, 1$T$.

Patwnger Trains

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Tark
Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Provinces.

ADVERTISING

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing

HORACE DODD.

<lec27-75

leave Portland d8ily at 9.25

'L HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 21. 1875.
oct23dtf

AGENCIES.

Until further notice

Passengers by this Line secure a comfortable night’s rest and arrive in season
to connect with tlie earliest morning
trains, while the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Poston late at night

trains

Proprietot

States and British Provinces at tne lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

$1.00.

Fabyan’s in
Johnson, Vt._

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Ileseltou, Propri.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United

Will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings
at 7 o’clock, weather permitting.

M.—Passenger

At

Proprietor.

DODD’S

THE STEAMER FOREST CITY

WEST.

stations, rnnniug through without change to St.
Jobnsbury, Danville. Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park mid Johnson, Vermont. Connects with
B.
R'f°r Lancaster, Whitefield,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington. St.Littleton,
Albans,
&c.

PHILLIPS.

^etor*”

TUES-

farther information apply to J. B. COYLE,
w
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtl
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.
For

NEW CONNECTIONS.
On and after WEDNESDAY,
!KM,lM„
aad until farther notice.
TRAINS WILL BUN AS FOLLOWS:

day cf sailing.

-Return Tickets
> granted at reduced rates.
p
Tlie Steamship

rates to

—

tion.

LEWISTON.

leave

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

Special

AJTD

To

S. M. PEITEKGIIiL A CO.’S

Canadian and United Sin ten Mail*.

|&3P*A heal agent is wanted in every town.

an

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

CORNISH.
Coruish House, M. B. Baris, Proprietor

LINE TO

Montreal Ocean

50 cents.

Auburn at 2.50

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

CALAIS.
Hotel, W,

and

5.45 p. in,

etor.

President,
dtf

ALLANS LINE.

has been enlarged and greatly improved the past
year, and is now one of the largest, fullest and best
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year in
advance; six months for $1.00; three months for

a. m.

Express from Lewislon and Auburn at 8.45 a. m,
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and the West at

STRATFORD N. H.
nr „ "J*™
Willard
House, C- S. Bailey & Co. I*

FARE
Despite the fact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay the postage, the Daily Press is offered for
$7.00 per annum in advance; $3.50 for six months;

Auburn and Lewiston at 5.1

NOKRIDOEWOCK.

news.

of

for

m.

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate stations

Express from Lewiston

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
P. A K. Billina Rooms, W. K. Field,
Proprietor.

a

for Auburn and Lew-

m.

Express train
p.

Co., Proprietors.

intermediate stations

m

iston.
Mail train for Island Pond,
(stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)*
connecting with night mail
tram for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50

BOSTON.
Parker House. School S«. H. ». Parker A

DeWiu Ilouse,H. B. Wing,

YORK.

iVRRANGEMENT

On anil alter Monday, Nov.
15th, 1875
Ljffi&ggjjgU
*MP" Vltraina will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. for Anbum and Lewiston.

Dnntorth House, D. Dunfoi-tb. Proprieto

the Press will be devoted as in the past, to a descrimminating support of the Republican Party. During
the pending important campaign, the Press will
give special attention to the publication of political

Reduction

11th, 1875,

UNTIE FURTHER NOTICE,

AUBURN

House, Court.
Proprietors.

Elm

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

advertising medium, the Press sfands first
among the journa’s of Maine.

RAILROAD?

EASTERN

NAPLES'
Elm nouse, Nathan Church <fc
Sous, Pro.
prietors.

tent

Slcain Engine and Roiler
fJIHE ENGINE an upright of about six horse
X power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the power of the engine. Apply to WILLIAM LOWELL, 36 Union street or \v. H. PENNELL & CO., 36 Uuio» street.
jnogsdtf.

Baggage checked through.
Information and tickets apply to J. H. WHITE,
Passenger A gent,General Office, 229 Broad Tway, N.
Y., 222 Washington St., Boston, and Ticket Office of
Connecting Lines.
dec31tf
A. POPE, Genl. Pass. Agent.

121

^

d4wt

DIRECTORY,

HACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

UNDER CONTRACT

FOR SALE,

the entire line.

ran

Embracing tlie leading Hotel* In the State, at which.
the Hally I'kess may always be found.

Political Journal

an

Railways.

Leave New York 3 and 9 P. M., all rail via Washington, Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, or Columbia, Augusta. Laramah, Jacksonville, etc.; 8.40
and 9.30 A. M. (Limited Express) via Bay Line from
Baltimore and Portsmouth, via. Wilmington, thence
as above; an<l3.0u p. m.
Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday via Old Dominion Steamship to Portsmouth, Va., and as above.
Parlor Cars by day; Sleeping Cars at night over

a. m«

HI It A.VI.
Hi. Culler House,—Hiram Ballon, Pro

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

A GREAT OFFER

<Iec27

New
and

prietor.

TO

Atlantic Coast Line of

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J.
P.Chamberlain, Propri-

—

Clyders Iron Line

South

the

VIA.

—

!

On

and

Thos. W. Knox's new book
great popularity
'Backsheesh, or Lift and Adventure* in the Orient.' we make
this extraordinary offer: We wilt tend a complete outfit
Iprice $1,251 absolutely free to any competent person of either
mx who Witt work. It contains 250 splendid Illustrations
costing $10,000, and the entire press pronounce It “the best
new book out.” In low price it Is the book for the times, and
Apents easily sell 5 to 10 a day. We want Workers in every
township, and the above great offer it bona fide. Large Illuswated Pamphlet, Specimen popes, and full particulars free.
^odreBB A.D. Worthington u Co., Hartford, (vah*.

TO

Worcester, Springfield, Hartford,
Haven, New York, Philadelphia,
Washington nt a reduction.

HOTELS.

Until further notice the Steamer Chase Will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.,Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederiekton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
tgS>“Freight received on days of sailing until 4
O'clock, p. m.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent,
,dtf
_fnar24_

SPECIAL

GEO. C. GOOD WIN &CO„ Boston, Mass
dec23
dtwt

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

—

via all tbe Kail and Steamboat Lines.

No.

Dishy,

ber 20th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave
■Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
’every Monday at 6.00 p. m„ for

dl»(

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

TO

Boston, New fort. Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, and all points West,

_

TWO

e

FOR

A

—

RATES

The splendid new iron steamship

As

If
WW

REDUCER

ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,

address and
will Dring you in honget something
WANT orably over 8150 a month, sure.
jyINVENTORS’ UNION.
MHNPY
IUUHIjIi
175 Greenwich St„ New York

■ ■7

Boston.

To all points of North and South Carolina
by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith,
Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore ih Ohio
R. K., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219
Wasnlngton street,
Boston.
Through hills ol lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage 815.00. Excursion Tickets *25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk,
Baltimore, Washington, or other l:i tor, nation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCK WELL, Agent,
uo2dtt
«
Providence, K.

your

deriS4wt

—

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Term. R. R. to all places In
the South, W. M. C'ark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

MAIL

MUNI,

AND

Mosely.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
ocll ’73

BIST NEWSPAPER 1

week.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Proridence every WEDNESDAY
nnd SATURDAY.
Freight torwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer I.ady of the Lake and Jane

every

Thuraday evening, commencing Dec. 2d, at id
o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor. Nit. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiaspoit.
Returning,_ will leave Machiasport every Monday morning at 5 OO o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bucksport and Searsport), arriving in Portland same night.
CYRUS STURDIVANT.
nov27dttGe 1 Agent.

Eastport,

and

m.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

notice.

on

Clairvoyant and

MT. DESERT AND

Tliis is

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

MDLLE.

—

STONINGTON

Street

buildings

200,000 FEET
Seasoned Pine Outs!

THE

FOR NEW

THE ELLIS PATENT

in

PENOBSCOT,

ahead

CONSUMERS !

FOR

_____

WINTER ARRANGEMENT UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,

CO.,

AGENTS.
eod&w3m

VALUABLE^

We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD A'Co..
their entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
by tbe Mayfield Slate Co. soleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.
We have on hand the (argent aud bent ns-

Sl.jKICiHN.—At
than
be bought

—

1876.

___

C. L.

good

OP

OFPIO E.

ot Real Estate
virtue of a power of sale contained in and o
the provisions ot a certain mortgage deed giver
by Job R. Duran, of Portland, Cumberland County
State of Maine, to George L. Wescott, ot said Port
land, dated 11th October, 1869, recorded in the regisof deeds for said county, book 369, page 58, whicl
try
said mortgage was duly assigned to me, Ira P. Far
liugton, the 28th October, 1875, by assignment re
corded in said registry, book 422, page 430, will b<
sold, for breach of the conditions of said mortgage
at public auction, on the premises hereinafter described on the twenty-eighth day of February next, a
3 o'clock in the afternoon, a certain lot of land, witi
all the improvements that may be thereon, situated
in said Portland on the northwesterly side of Lincoln street, and bounded as follows;
Commencing
on the northerly corner of Lincoln and Elm street
thence running about northwesterly by the northeasterly side of Elm street, twenty feet and sever
inches, to the centre of the partition wall between th(
block of two houses numbered thirty-one and thirtythree (31 and 33) Elm street, thence through the centre of the partition wall of said block, about northeasterly, seventy-five feet, to land now or formerly
owned by Charles Q. Clapp, thence southeasterly, b]
the line of said Clapp's land, twenty feet and sever
inches, to a stake on the northwesterly side line o:
Lincoln street, thence southwesterly, by the side line
of Lincoln street, seventy-five leet, to the bound*
begun at. Said lot lias, since said mortgage was given
been mortgaged by said Duran to Nathan Hill, o
Rollinsford, State of New Hampshire, and the light
to redeem is now owned, or supposed to be
owned, bj
George R. Davis, of said Portland.
Terms cash.
1. P. FARRINGTON.
wtd46

GAS

STEAMBOAT.

in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods lorwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, A g’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

BY

NO. 34 EXCHANGE STREET.
M. M.

House

Long Wharf, Boston,
From Fine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. K. K., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLL A IIS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. 15. HAiBPHOX. Agent.
Jn23-lyTO bong Uharf, Boston.
.1 p.m.

FOR

a

Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.
—

From

—

Florida

First

Wharfage.

0

Washington

&

Four lime,

Passage

Mortgagee’s Sale

REMOVAL.

MERCHANTS’ BANK

interested in either of the

hereinafter named:
a Court of Probate held at
Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of December in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-five, the
following matters having been presented for the action
thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at said Portland on the third
Tuesday of
January next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon, and object if they see cause;
JAMES GDIHAN, otherwise called James Wynne,
late of Towny Corry in the Kingdom of Ireland, deceased, who died leaving estate to be administered in
said County of Cumberland. Petition for license to
sell and convey real estate presented
by Edward W.
Fox, Administrator with the will annexed.
DAVID H. WARD, minor child and heir of David
Ward, late of Sebago, deceased. Second account presented for allowance by Enoch Gammon, Guardian.
ABIGAIL CHADBOURN, late of Baldwin, deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
presented by Edward R. Staples, the Executor therein named.
GEORGE W. RIDEOUT, late of Brunswick, deceased. Petitions for license to sell and convey real
estate, presented by Amherst Whitmore, Administrator with the will annexed.
JOHN STEVENS, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Second account presented for allowance
by Byron
Stevens, Administrator.
JOSEPH MclNTIRE, late of New Gloucester, deceased. Second and last account presented for allowance by Althea J. Mclntire, Administratrix.
JUDITH S. JORDAN, late of
Raymond, deceased.
Williand petition for the probate
thereof, presented
y Washington Jordan, the Executor therein named.
CHARLES SMALL, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
Petition for order of distribution of Personal
estate,
presented by Enos C. Soule, Administrator.
AMOS LIBBY, late of Scarborough, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof and that
letters of administration with the will annexed be
issued to Dexter Libby, presented by Dorcas Libby,
the Executrix therein named.
AMOS ABBOTT, late of Deering, deceased. First
and final account presented for allowance
by Cvrus
B, Abbott, Executor.
CLARA E. GALLISON & ALS, minor children
and heirs of George Gallison, late of
Portland, deceased. Petition for license to sell and
convey real
estate, presented by Josiah H. Drummond, Guardian.
_SARAH JEWETT, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition tor the probate
thereof, presented
by George Jewett, the Executor therein named.
ENOCH C. MOODY, late of Portland, deceased.
First account presented lor allowance by Albus R.
Moody, Administrator.
BRIDGET WELLS, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Charles E. Clifford, the Executor therein named.
HEZEKIAH WINSLOW, late of Portland, deceased. Copy of will and petition that the same may
be verified and established as the will of said testator, presented by Charles H. Fling, the owner of real
estate which he holds under title from devises
given
by the will of said deceased,
MARY E. STAPLES, late of Gorliam. deceased.
First and final account presented for allowance
by
John C. Card, Executor.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy of tlie original Order.
Attest, WILLIAM K. NEAL, Register.

—

BOSTON,

nov27-dtf

&

Custom

&

iYo

RAILROADS.

MTEAJINHIP LING

—

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y.

month.

saved then

CHARLES PRATT & 00, New York

BOARD.

BUTLER

KENISON,

AND

Steamship Line.

Ja‘^eodeow&woew4

Hole Proprietor*! anti Manufacturer*.

Counsellors

QUACKS'

AVOID

•SEND FOB CIRCULAR.

Woodford’s Corner, of 5 and 6 rooms, to families without small childreu.
T. H. MANSFIELD at Woodloid’s Corner.
octl5tf

•

but

CAMPAIGN

Printing

handling it. Insurance
paid a loss arising from iti
or

use; while millions of dollars have been
on account of its general introduction.

STREET.

in siclt

w3w52

ACCIDENT

HAS

To Let.

Containing 9

Daily Press

ITS

No. 55
the easterly side of Exchange
STORE
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
front and
offices in
rear

Portland

Manufactured expressly to displace tlu
use of highly volatile and
dangerous oils.

and Oxford Streets.
HI. CS. PALMER.

CORNER

Booksellers and Stationers,

German D FLUTE, silver keys and
trimmiogs, ivory blow joint. German silver
Gunadiil wood. Has been
lined, patent tuning
but a little used, warranted perfect and in perfect
tune, together with Morocco case, five dollars’ worth
of instructions and music
All cost $50.00 at the
manufactory of Lee & Walter, Philadelphia. Good
reasons for selling. J wdll send the instrument C. o
D., wiili privilege of examining before being paid for
express charges both wavs. 11 not as repby
resented it cau be returned Price with case, books
of instruction, Ac., $30.00. Address
F. W. LA PHAM,

transaction of such business as may
legally be brought before them, will be holden at the
Bank on TUESDAY, the 11th day of January, 1876,
at 10 o’clock A. M.

dtf

jnelO_

WO YES,

8-keycd

are

?

Perfectly Odorless

JL

SEE.

EXCHANGE ST„ PORTLAND.
de7
_codim

in this Bank
hereby noti
THEfledStockholders
that their annual meeting for the choice®!
directors and the

Society.

mHE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Low Prices.

Merchants’ National Bank.

Cumberland County Agricultural

PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE,
138 Exchange Hired.
Agent Wanted.octlldtf

Very

The National Traders9 Bank.
flinE shareholders of The National Traders’ Bank
X of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their Banking Boom on
TUESDAY, the 11th day ol January next, at three
o’clock P. M., to choose five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
i
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
December 10, 1875.
declOdlm

OIL !

Absolutely SAFE

To Let.

Elegant

received and for aale at

Portland, Dec. 10, 1875.declOdtd

first the

Piano Fortes

Ju.t

transaction of such other busimay legally come before them, will be held at
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the 11th day of
January, 1876, at 10 o’clock A. M.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
ness as

C. B. FEBBIN, Prop.

ASTRAL

IdVI.

Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
JalldtfST. JOHN SMITH.

February

Marblized Slate Mantles.

New Stock of

annual

To Let.
DESIRABLE house to let on Congress St., No.
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, furnace.
dec3tf
Inquire at No. 641 Congime St.

From the Missouri Republican (St. Louis.)
Remarkable Professional Success.
NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
Among the notable professional men of this counContaining a complete list of all the towns in the
try who nave achieved extraordinary success is Dr. United
Slates, the Territories and the Dominion of
K. V. Pierce, oi Buffalo, N. Y. The promineuce
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 acwhich he has attained has been reached thtough
to the last census, together with the names ot
strictly legitimate means, and, so far, therefore, he | cording
the
newspapers having the largest local circulation in
deserves the enviable reputation which he enjoys.
I each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newsThis large measure of success is the result of a thori papers which are recommended to advertisers as
ough and careful preparation for his calling, and exgiving greatest value in proportion to prices charged,
tensive reading during a long and unusually large
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canaj
practice, which have enabled him to gain high comda printing over 5,000 copies each issue. Also, all the
mendation, even from his professional brethren.
Religious,
Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
his
attention to certain specialties of the
Devoting,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commerscience he has so carefully investigated, he has been
cial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
i
rewarded in a remarkable degree. In these specialFashion, and other special class journals; very comties he haB become a recognized leader. Not a few
plete lists. Together with a complete list of over
of the remedies
by him have, it is said,
prescribed
300 German papers printed in the United States.
been adopted and prescribed by physicians in their
Also, an essay upon
many tables of
private practice. His pamphlets and larger works rates, showing the costadvertising;
of advertising in various
have been received as useful contributions to medical
aud
which
a beginner in adnewspapers,
everything
He
has
knowledge.
recently added another, and perhaps more important work, because of more general vertising would like to know.
Address GEO. P. ROWELL A CO.,
application, to the list of his published writings.
This book, entitled “The People’s Common Sense
41 Park Row, New York.
Medical Adviser/’ is designed to enter into general
se7___d!3jm
circulation Dr. Pierce lias received acknowledgment and honors from many sources, and especially
scientific degrees from two of the first medical institutions in the land.
w29
dec31deod&wIw
A

meeting of the Stockholders of the
THE
Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
Directors and the

of

PRATT’S

have removed to

Eggo.

CASCO NATIONAL BANK.

Portland, Dec. 9, 1875.

octldlwteodtf

until your liorgp
inke it in lime.

DoU’t wait

Estate*

B. C. SOMEBBY, Cashier.
declOdtd

December 10,1875.

—

NO. 31 FEDERAL STREET,

mo

annual meeting of the Stockholders of “The
National Bank of Portland,” for the
election of seven directors, and the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their Banking House, on TUESDAY,
the 11th day of January, 1876, at 11 o’clock A. M.

Hotel,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Irving Place and 16k Street. Ncv
York.
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in th<
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres anc
ohurches. Elevator and all modern improvements
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars anc

Bank.

THECanal

ME.

HOTEL,

Annual

Lanai National

THIS

HOTEL TO LEASE.

PHILADELPHIA

Meeting

of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National Bank, will be held at
their Banking Room in Portland on TUESDAY, the
llih day of January, 1876, at 3 o’clock p. m., for the
election of Directors for the ensuing year and the
transaction of any other business that may then come
before them.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier,
declltd
Portland, Dec. 8,1815.

marl3-dtf

Hotel during the past year has been entfiel)
remodeled and enlarged by the addition of 2<
new rooms, also new dining room, reading room
sample rooms and billiard hall, giving it a capacity
of accommodating 300 guests, making it now, witl
one exception, the largest Hotel in the city.
It hai
been newly painteo and frescoed, refurnished, (mao;
of the rooms with black walnut furniture) and new))
carpeted, and is in all respects a new hotel, cleai
and bright, and will be kept in all respects as a first
class hotel. Most centrally located in the businesi
part of the city, it offers superior advantages to com
mercial men and pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplied with thi
choicest that the market affords.
TIMOTHY WOLCOTT,Proprietor.
anglOaodtf

EPIZOOTIC CURE
Dr* E. Maxwell,

Cumberland National Bank

A first-class Hotel in every respect, arwith a view to the wanti
the commercial and pleasure seeking

PORTLAND,

GEORGE L. DAY, Clerk.
dec23dtd

Portland, Dec. 23d.

HOUSE,

United States

3

serve.
Preserved

THE

THE

public.

dtf

GOOD Tenements on Munjoy Hill, one for $12,
and one for $9, and one for $7 per month. ApW. W. CARR.
ply to
dec7dtf197 Newbury St.

A

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland, Bangor & Machias Steamboat Co.
for the choice ot five directors, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them, will be held at the office of the Com pan v
on Railroad Wharf, foot of State
Street, on TUESDAY, January llth, 1876, at 3 o’clock P. M.

ranged especially

Inquire

the premise**.
HOUSE
deci5

TO

Co.

ANNEAL MEETING.

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H. II* WING, Proprietor

dec22dtf

BOSTON

busi-

The Stockholders ot this Company are hereby notified that the annual meeting for choice of Directors
and the transaction of other business legally brought
before tbem, will be held at the Refinery office on
TUESDAY, the 11th day of January, 1876, at 3
o’clock P. M.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
dcc28dtd

HOTELS.

Upper Tenement 90 Clark Street.

To

\

2|

dec24

6

the

CHARLES SAWYER, Prcst.
Poitlaud, Jan. 1,187G.
janldtd

House for Sale.
STORY wooden house nearly new, 12 finished
rooms, good cellar and drainage, Sebago watei
and gas; arranged for two families.
For further information inquire on the premises, No. 167 Newoct27dtf
bury street Portland, Me.

jal-3t*

TO

ever

and

locket inlaid with jet
peatl in the center. The
rewarded by leaving the same

LET

afternoon, to act on special
of importance to the Company.

o’clock in

ness

A

_TO

at

at 2

NICE House, centrally located, containing 13
well finished rooms, having Sebago and gae
throughout. For further particulars inquire of F.
T. MEAHER, Cor. Preble and Congress Streets.
nov!7dtf

Dec. 31st, a blue
Friday,
ON and
gold with a small

A

The Stockholders ot the Pottlaml & Harpswell
Steamboat Co. axe hereby notified to meet at the
office of Stephen Ricker, No. 131 Commercial Street,
on SATURDAY, the eighth day of January
current,

_183 Middle St.
For Sale at a Bargain.

Lost.

at this office.

notice/-

nov24d3m

LOST AND FOUND.

finder willne suitably

eodtd

Eagle Sugar Refining

7000 FEET OF LAND, Cor. Canton and Martyr
Streets. Good building lots. Will take mortgage
back for full value if built upon.
3 HOUSE LOTS on Eastern Promenade.
Will
take mortgage back for full value if built upon.
SEVERAL SMALL FARMS in the country, all in
good condition and on easy terms.
$2500 TO LET on mortgage ot citv real estate.
MATTOCKS & FOX,

Agents Wanted.
every city and town where gas is used for the
IN sale
of the ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER.
liberal terms to
of CJ. E.

K. SnURTLEFF, Clerk.

A.

Portland, Dec. 18, 1875.

Norfolk, Baltimore

Save Tour Horses I

before them/

come

For Sale.

dec!8d3w*

Very

from Market
feet; ten rooms; price
CO.
J. R. LUNT

Lot 30x100

site town house.
NOONAN HOUSE, 50 Salem street.
3 HULL HOUSES on Carroll and Fine streets.
Full supply of water throughout the year guaranteed. Large and well-finished.
STORE AND SMALL TENEMENT, No. 3 Adams
street.

Wanted.
a

House lor Sale.
St., three minutes walk

OTIS

Wanted.
drug clerk that, has

SITUATION

in., to act ou the following articles, viz:
1. To choose a President.
2. To choose a Clerk and other officers for the ensuing year.
3. To act on any other business that may legally

For Sale or to Let
BROWN HOUSE, barn and out-buildings,
and 16 acres of land, at Saccarappa.
EDWARD F. FLINT nOUSE and 7 acres of land
in Cape Elizabeth.
NELSON LEIGHTON HOUSE, in Peering, oppo-

dlw*

dcc28

by

cellar;

$1800.
dec23dtt

Nurse.

or

Address

A

Proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation are
hereby notified that their annual meeting will
be liolden at the office of the Clerk on said Wharf,
on TUESDAY, the 4th day of January, 1876, at 2
p.

rg>HE
A

Price $1900. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Williams’ Block,
second east of City Hall.
dec25d2w

.trace

differ

Receipt
The best wo

A1Jberland and
Portland Streets; containing eight
and
drain connected with cel-

STEAM EBS.

STEAMERS.

has discovered a remedy which Is warranted to
insure a speedy cure of the now prevalent Epizootic

Notice.

Small House lor Sale.
Story house oa Mechanic Street,bet ween Cum-

Middle aged lady wishes a situation as housekeeper or nurse. Can give best ot references.
A Box G18, Portland Post Office.

A

au2*8tf

and Pearl streets.

dlw*

Housekeeper

Thus we see that the ash from the 2,500
quarts of milk is about the same iu amount as
trorn the acre of wheat, and that it does not

Our

Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate. Olfice 3793
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle

Wauled.

to 5
Address

children.
dec30

flUIE Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance ComA pany are hereby notified to meet at the office of
the Company in Portland, on MONDAY, the third
day of January, 1876, at three o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of choosing seven Directors for
the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any other business which may then be legally acted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
dtd
December It, 1875.

G.

decSOdlw

Rent
SMALL Rent; 3

^ISrjSTTJAL MEETING.

ON
Commission.

rooms; Sebago
lar. Lot 40x50.

_MEDICAL

Ocean Insurance Company.

Estate

TO
LOAN
first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., ori

to

chloride.14.IH

Sodic chloiide. 4.74

•above and

one

Best
SITUATION
Press Office.

A

Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

MONEY

Wanted.
as housekeeper in a small
family.
of references given. Address, W. A. SM

Soda. 3.5
Lime. 3.1
Phosphoric acid...40 2
Sulphui ic acid. 2.4
Silica. 1.7

F. G,

conk, wash and iron, the other to
Each
care for children and do second work.
mutt be well qualified for her place, Nova Scotians
preferred. Best of wages given for the right kind of
Address or call on
poo pie. Must have references
surgeon J. li. FRANTZ, U. S. Army, Fort Preble,
dec31-3t#
Me.

Potash.31.1

Magnesia.12.2

Wanted.

GIRL between 16 and 20 years of age
of a young child. Apply at
3 Leering street.

care

WAITED
GIRLS,

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

REAL ESTATE.

M?n"re*?^Sd*i£»

from
stations, Lewiston and Aubum,
antUtWe.,-

SSpHSwEg

£|Hiliig§s

™

reserved at Worcester for this train.
“*•'vain for tiorham.
ani1 bagtr‘*“e ctecked ‘o all

points*1
Express Train Irarrs

fi‘U0mnrTt‘oai.
A. M.

arriving in
0^Tickets can be
28

ai

aSTS^ng^ftS*

BSSBfl
^Z^StJluSSBtS
(Portland) with Trains

impettan.

Worcester ut4 w

p

&£ SHi
at 1#'0U
Portland at 11.13 p
\i

found at BARNZR Kuna xr
°3” No‘
at the Depot.
d- “• BUNT,

Exchange Street, and
mj?

Supt.

r

